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Annexure 



Though Darjeeling) the queen of Hills) produces the best tea of the 

world which is often called as ((the champaign of tea)~ and though 

the production and productivity of the same is hovering around a 

· certain figure over almost two decades) unfortunately, it appears that 

not much structured effort has been made from the experts concerned 

to investigate into the causes of its stagnation and the remedies thereof 

The people concerned only put forward their views or opinions in the 

context of Darfeeling tea which were not based on any scientifically 

laid out studies. Studies regarding the impact of this stagnation on 

the plantation workers are also difficult to locate in the literature. 

Being associated with Tea Research·Association and that ioo with its 

branch in Darjeeling) I, felt the ur;ge ofinv~stigating the causes of 

this Stagnation in Darjeeling tea industry and understand its impact 

on the life and living of the plan~ation workers. The need to find out 

the possible measures _to tackle the problem and the possible impact of 

thos~ measures_ on the socio-economic condition of ~he planta~ion 

workers of Darjeeling hills was also felt. 

I this context, I must convey my sincere thanks and gratitude to Dr. 

Milindo ChakraborPy; Senior Lecture) St. Joseph College) Darjeeling 

a'!!d Dr. Rafat Subhra Mukhopadhyay) Reader, Department of · 

Sociology and Social Anthropology) North Bengal University for their 

con_stant guidance in defferent steps of conducting this study. I am 

also thankfUl to the managers) executives and workers of those gardens 

from which relevant information were collected. Thanks are due to 

Mr. Ranen Duttci and Miss Bandana Mukhia of Darjeeling 

Planters Association and different officials ofTea Board for providing 

me with information required for this studJ. 

I am thankfol to the management of Tea Research Association) for 
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according permission for carrying out this study. I shall be fazling in 

my duvy if I do not thank my colleagues in DarJeeling and Dikom -

who helped me in several ways to conduct this work. · 

Lastly) I should not for;get to thank my daughter Miss Suchismita 

De and wife Mrs. Chhanda De) for the active assistance and the 

constant inspiration I received from them. 

I shall feel highly rewarded ·if my humble effort comes to any help in 

pushing the DarJeeling Tea Industry out of stagnation. 

Date : · :2- 8r/ ,_ 1" (Jr'1 

Place: N eu 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The tea plant, Camellia sinensis, is being cultivated for nearly two centuries. In 

a good number Of countries namely India, China, Sri Lanka and Kenya, tea is 

regarded as one of the foremost source of foreign-exchange-earnings in the 

present day world trade scenario. 1• Thus the importance of tea in the economy 

of these countries is beyond doubt. However, there is a general apprehension 

among those concerned with the economy of the country in general and the 

health of tea industry in particular, that India which L!Sed to enjoy the largest 

share in the world tea market is gradually loosing its hold and giving in to other 

competitors like Sri Lanka, Kenya and China. In the post- world trade scenario 

of liberalized trade, Indian tea is in danger of getting phased out in the face of 

competition from other big tea producing countries. 

Presently Indian tea is at cross roads. It has ~o produce more at a cheaper rate 

to maintain its share in the world tea market. Further, increase in production is 

absolutely necessary as it is found that there is an increasing pressure of 

domestic demand leading to an obstacle for sustained growth in tea available 

for exports: 2 That is why the Tea Board has taken up a goal of producing 950 

million kgs of-tea by 2000 AD. 3 The Indian tea industry is thus concerned with 

a single motto: produce more and produce cheap. Incidentally to achieve the 

goal it has set for itself, the gap of 200 million kg is to be bridged within 2000 

AD. 

Origin and dispersal of tea 

It is said that a cup of tea cheers but do not inebriate. It has been adopted as a 

popular drink in many corners of the world. Treating guests with cups of tea is 

a common social custom among a large number of people from Asian as well 

as European communities. However, it is worth investigating the origin of tea 

and its speedy dispersal all over the world within a very short period of time. 

According to Ukers, the first reference of tea could be found in ancient Chinese 

dictionary which was revised by Kuo P'o, a celebrated Chinese scholar in 350 

A.D. 4 Available literature notes that tea was consumed even 3000 years ago in 

South East China, but no body ever claimed to have found wild tea in China 

proper. 5 
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However, form time to time claims were made that wild types of teas were found 

in China. But "in all probability these plants, usually found in clusters are relics 

of previous cultivation in the unrecorded past". 6 Considering the current 

distribution pattern of different tea varieties it has been suggested that its ~rig in 

was somewhere in the vicinity of Irrawaddy basin (Fig.1.1) 

"According to Wight, tea might have originated in the region around the point of 

intersection of Latitude 29°N and Longitude 90° E, near the source of the river 

Irrawaddy, which is the meeting ground of Assam, North Burma, South-West 

China and Tibet. The great rivers of South- East Asia flows through this region; 

Yangtze Kii:m to the East, Mekong to the South -east, lrrawady and Salween to 

the South and Luhit, an important tributary of the Brahmaputra, to the West. In 

its dispersal from the centre of origin, Wight suggested that tea followed the 

courses of these rivers in two axes, one running from east to west ( actually 

north-east to south-west) and the other from north to south. The dispersal took 

the form of a 180° arc south of the NE - SW axis extending from Yellow Sea in 

the east to Nepal in the west, implying that the circumference of the arc passed 

through South-East China, Indo-China, North Burma, "Mizo Hills ( Mizoram), 

and Garo Hills (Meghalaya), ending up in the Sikkim- Himalayas. The area 

enclosed by the semi-circle is considered to be the zone of origin and dispersion 

of the genus Camellia as a whole (Vavilov, 1926; Sealy, 1958)"_7 

Thi_s argument has been contradicted in the available_ literature where it has 

been argued that lrrawady basin is not the place of primary origin of tea bushes 

rather the actual location was further north. 8 It has been noted in support of this 

argument that more than one varieties of the tea bushes were found in South -

East China, Indo - China and Assam. However, in each area one particular 

species was found in abundance compared to other. Later on, according to the 

locality in which the types were most prevalent they were grouped as sinensis, 

assamica and cambodiensis. 

It is quite interesting that though tea is such an ancient beverage and in the 

early years it was extensively used in China and Japan, it spread to other parts 

of the world only during the middle of the seventeenth century. 9 In the initial 

years, the entry of tea was in the form of substance of trade in the countries like 

Sri Lanka (then ceylon ) and Java. But later on cultivation started there. For 

example, the Dutch established a trading centre in Java where from the first 

consignment was transshipped to Europe in the year 1610 AD. But the cultivation 

was started in Java only in 1824 with seeds collected from Japan. 
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Fig. 1.1 : Map of South-East Asia showing the centres of origin and 
dispersal of tea. 
I. Primary Centre ? II. Secondary Centre ? (A) Area (B) Area II (C) 
Area III (Kingdom-Ward, 1950). 

Source: Adaptedfrom Barua (1989), p.21. 
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What was a small beginning in 1610 AD consequently emerged as an highly 

important economic activity by late nineteenth century with almost all colonial 

traders getting involved in the production and trade of tea. The intense economic 

activities led to changes in social perspectives as well. The search for cheap 

labour necessary to raise and maintain plantation resulted in large scale migration 

of labourers in the plantation regions from areas miles away from their actual 

places of activity. We observed this phenomenon in India as well as in Sri 

Lanka. 

Thus we observe processes of migration at two levels centering around tea 

plantation: 

(a) Migration at the flora level characterized by the dispersal and plantation of 

exotic species in certain parts of the world, 

(b) Migration at human level, at least in some countries like India. 

These processes of migration was finally to culminate into the emergence of 

"Tea trading" all over the world. 

Statement of the Problem 

We have already mentioned, trade in tea is of considerable importance in relation 

to the well - being of India as a whole. It provides the country with considerable 

·amount of foreign exchange at_the macro-level. The labor- intensive activities 

as involved in the production of tea provides opportunities of employment to a 

good number of people in the country. 10 As far as the Indian tea industry is 

concerned, a special importance is attached to the production of tea in Darjeeling 

hills. Although volumewise its share to the total production of the country is not 

very significant, the high price it fetches compensates for low outturn. The high 

export -intensity of Darjeeling tea also makes it highly sought after in view of its 

foreign-exchange-earning capacity. 

However, unfortunately we are observing a virtual stagnation, if not decline, in 

both the productivity and the labour- absorption capacity in the Darjeeling tea 

plantations. Becayse though from the yield level of 473.05 kg/ha in 1951 the 

same went upto 722.6 kg/ha in 1990, by 1995 it came down to 596.77 kg/ha 

which amply suggests that the productivity of Darjeeling tea is on the diminishing 

side and that would be well evident from Table 1.5. Again, although apparently 

the average daily number of labourers engaged in Darjeeling plantations has 
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increased from 38832 in 1971 to 58887 in 1995 but the percentage of resident 

workers to total workers has declined from 95.75 in 1971 to 88.11 in 1995 (see 

table 1.6). In contrast, the corresponding percentage for temporary workers has 

increased from 3.85 to 7.35. Table 1.6 also leads us to presume the possibility 

that as less expenses are involved in case, of ·deploying temporary workers in 

terms of wages and extending fringe benefits like housing etc. to them, the 

percentage of resident workers has come down where as for the temporary 

workers it has increased. Therefore, as far as Darjeeling tea plantations are 

concerned, the phenomenon of stagnation both in productivity and labour 

absorption capacity must have had many socio-economic implications . 

A moot question in the present context is therefore whether the stagnation in 

plantation is a global phenomenon or not ? The available data suggests that: 

(I) The share of Indian tea in the world-export-market is gradually on the decline. 

(II)The shares of the other countries, namely China and Kenya are on the 

Increase. As we see in Table 1.7, India's volumewise share in the tea export 

. market slashed con_siderably between 1961 and-1996 from a hooping 38.15% 

to a lowly 10.93%. Moreover in this respect, India has been overtaken by Sri 

Lanka by 1988. Even China is coming up sharply with a market share of 17.55% 

in 1991, marginally less than that of India and in 1996 it has gone ahead of 

India._ Kenya with a market share of 0.22% in 1961 is also !n a position to force 

into the market for Indian tea, as is evident from the fact that it enjoyed a share 

of 16.2% of the world market in 1991 and kept India behind in 1996 by snatching 

a share of 21.47% of the world export market (volumewise) 

It is further important to note that in terms of value shared, India enjoyed a 

slender edge over rivals even upto 1991 with a market share of 24.38% in 1991 

compared to 21.76% for Sri Lanka, 20.51% for China and 13.98% for Kenya. 

But by 1996, all the countries under comparison namely China, Sri Lanka and 

Kenya gained an edge over India (value-wise). Incidentally this phenomenon 

als_o marked a rapid decline in terms of market share for India and Sri Lanka and 

a simultaneous improvement for Kenya and China between 1961 and 1996. 

Although both India and Sri Lanka faced a decline in their share of export market 

in value terms over this period the fall has been more drastic for India than that 

of Sri Lanka and which is well evident from Table 1.7. 

(Ill) The yield of made tea per hectare of land has increased by leaps and 

bounds in countries like Kenya, Indonesia, China, Taiwan and Turkey. In contrast, 
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the productivity in India is increasing at a very slow pace. More or less similar 

phenomenon has been observed in the case of Sri Lanka as well. 11 

(lY) Though the tea production in India has increased between 1951 and 1996 

by more than 2.5 times, its share to total world production has come down from 

40.96% in 1951 to 29.64% in 1996. On the other hand, for countries like Uganda, 

Tanzania, Malawi, Mauritius, China and Turkey their production and percentage 

share of tea to total world production has increased in varying degrees {see 

Table 1.9). 

01} In terms of prices, tea from Kenya and Srilanka are emerging ·as tough 

competitors for Indian tea in the World export-market. From Table 1.10 it appears 

that in the recent years (1993-95) India is enjoying better price than Sri Lanka 

and Kenya (1993 & 1995) in the London auction as compared to the base year 

1954. But the price offered by the other two countries is more competitive which 

probably is one of the reason for reduction of Indian share in the world export 

market. However, it needs to be pointed out that the decline in price alone is not 

the only factor. affecting the demand for tea in a particular country. T_he quality of 

tea produced (flavor and liquor) also counts in determining the demand. For 

example, though in 1994 the average price of tea from Sri Lanka was lower 

(93.72 pence per kg) than that of India (115.26 pence per kg ), India sold 

almost double the quantity (5195 tones) than Sri Lanka (2591 tones) in London 

Auction. The probable reason of which was the supply of better quality of tea 

from India. Again Kenya sold 14893 tons of tea during the same year at an 

average price of 125.63 pence per kg. Incidentally, Kenyan tea fetched the best 

price from London auction than products from any other country, other than of 

course Rwanda (161.39 pence per kg). Interestingly, Kenyan tea amounted for 

52.38% of the tea sold at London auction in 1_994:·Whereas Indian tea accounted 

for 18.27% and that from Sri Lanka was only 9.11 %. All these further suggest 

the relationship between quality and demand and also quality and price (Data 

from Tea Statistics, Tea Board India , 1995-96). Further we should note that 

price quotations used pertain to London Auction only whereas the tea are now

a-days sold mostly in local auction centres. London Auction market has in fact 

been closed a couple of years back. The data was still used keeping in mind 

that it was the biggest auction market for quite a long time and as a consequence 

provides a larger time series for comparison. 

Coming to the local situation we observe that even when the total production of 

Darjeeling tea has increased, its percentage share to total country's production 
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has reduced from 2. 75 in 1951 to 1.49 in 1995. On the other hand, in few other 

tea growing regions of India like Assam, Terai, Tripura and South India both 

production and their percentage share in total domestic production has increased. 

Exceptionally in Doors and Cachar the percentage share of produced tea to 

total national production has come down ( see Table 1.11 ). 

In terms of average yield of tea, the proportion of increase between 1951 and 

1995 was lowest ( 126.22%) in the case of Darjeeling amongst all the tea growing 

regions of India (see Table 1.12). However, the picture was somewhat different 

in the price front. Table 1.13 shows that right from 1960-61 till 1995-96, the 

price enjoyed by Darjeeling was always the highest with an exception during the 

year 1961-62 when in London auction Assam tea fetched a slight higher price 

than Darjeeling one. In this context, we should bear in mind two pertinent points: 

(I) a substantial portion of quality Darjeeling tea is not sold in auction especially 

in London auction (ii) price was never been, never is, and never will be a limiting 

factor for Darjeeling tea because of its reputation for quality which is best in the 

world and highly sought after. 

Thus it has been observed that there is no sign of stagnation in tea production 

at the global level rather the trend is opposite. At the all India level too we have 

observed certain growth, even at a lower rate. In contrast, the situation in the· 

case of Darjeeling is somewhat disappointing. The present study, therefore, 

examines the nature of stagnation in tea·lndustry of barjeeling region and its 

implications for plantation labourers by using garden level data. 

Notes 

1. The fact that tea is one of the important source of foreign exchange for 

countries like India, China, Sri Lanka and Kenya will be evident from the 

amount of tea exported from these countries over the years which is given 

in Table 1.1. It is interesting to note that in 1983, 36.03% of tea produced 

in India was exported and within a span of 12 years i.e. in 1995 the same 

came down to 21.72% whereas except China, in all other countries the 

same shows an upward trend. This is probably because of more domestic 

consumption in India and China. 

2. It is being observed that the tea exported is more or less stagnant at around 

two lakh tons per year since 1951, with minor spurts of lows and highs in 

a few years like 1982 (1.89 lakh ton), !992 (1.73 lakh ton).1994 (1.491akh 
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ton) and 1981 (2.41 lakh ton). Simultaneously even though the production · 

increased considerably between 1951 and 1995 by more than two and 

half tiines, the rate of growth of internal consumption has been too rapid to 

allow an increased surplus for export. Incidentally the domestic consumption 

increased by a hooping eight times. Table 1.2 amply substantiates our 

argument. 

Tabie 1.3 stretches the issue a bit further to provide a comparative 

assessment of the per capita net availability of tea in respect of the main 
0 

exporters in the world market. However, care should be taken in noting 

the-fact that net domestic availability do not necessarily indicate the per 

capita consumption in the domestic market. It simply implies the sum total 

of per capita con·sumption and per capita inventory of tea in a particular 

year. That is why for some particular years the figures for Sri Lanka and 

Kenya appear to be negative followed by, in case of Sri Lanka, a big rise in 

per capita net domestic availability in the subsequent years. A negative 

value implies exports from the stock of the earlier years. However, toe·se 
' / 

figures can very well act as a proxy for domestic consumption, given the 

fact that the extent of storage can never follow a secularly increasing trend. 

In case of India and China, we observe an increasing trend in annual 

domestic consumption although the rate of growth is less in India compared 

to what we observe in China. 

· 3. The targeted lev~l of production to be achieVed by 2000 AD has been set 

after taking into consideration the future domestic demand and export and 

that is as under : 

(i) Domestic demand 692 m kg 

(ii) Export 245m kg 

(iii) Pipeline stock 13m kg 

Total 950 m kg 

Source : Project Report, world Bank Assistance for development of Tea Industry in India 

published by Tea Board, 1996, P. 6 

4. Ukers (1935) Quoted in Barua (1989), p. 3 
5. Ukers (1935) quoted in Eden (1958), p. 1 

6. Eden (1958), p.1 

7. Barua (1989),pp. 19-20 

8. Ibid., p. 20 
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9. Ibid., P. 3 

10. Table 1.4 depicts that on an average the Indian Tea Industry provides 

direct employment to about 10 lakh people. Another about 12.0 lakh 

population are directly dependent on the resident workers. Unfortunately 

the share of temporary workers in the total work force is gradually on the 

increase whereas that of resident workers is steadily declining. It should 

be pointed out that the resident workers alone are entitled to all the fringe 

benefits as decided in the tripartite agreement among the management, 

labour representa"tives and the Government. The outside permanent 

workers receive some of the benefits and the outside temporary ones 

receive even less. The relevant documents suggest the category-wise fringe 

benefits as specified below : 
BENEFITS 

Housing P.F. Paid leave Incentive Ration 
Resident ,_I - I - I I I -
Outside permanent X _I - I _I _I 

Outside temporary X X X _I * 

* In some gardens of Darjeeling ration is being given but that depends entirely 

on the sweet-will of the management. It is not as per the tripartile agreement. 

11. Between 1961 to 1997, the yield per hectare in Kenya, Indonesia, China 

and Turkey has increased substantially in different degree ranging from 

1.8 times to almost 4.3 times. But in case of India and Sri Lanka though 

the same has increased but not at the same rate like the countries 

mentioned. This is clear from Table 1.8. 

[9] 



Table 1.1 : Production and export of tea froni major tea growing countries. 

Countries 1983 1984 1985 1993 1994 1995 

India Production 581484 639864 656162 760826 743780 753922 

(in Th. kg) 
Export 209480 218144 214937 175318 150691 163740 

*Export 
intensity 36.03 34.09 32.76 23.04 20.26 21.72 

Sri Lanka Production 179960 209216 215305 233276 243563 245961 . 
(in Th. kg) 

Export 157786 204226 197580 209942 224235 235036 

*Export 
intensity 87.68 97.61 91.77 89.99 92.06 95.56 

China Production 400550 414150 432337 599941 588468 595000 
(in Th. kg) 

Export 125072 145346 136864 201435 179679 168543 

*Export 
intensity 31.23 35.09 31.66 33.58 30.53 28.33 

Kenya Production 119738 116172 147094 211168 209422 244525 
(in Th. kg) 

Export 100645 91198 126086 188390 184211 237428 

*Export 
intensity 84.05 78.50 85.72 89.21 87.96 97.09 

Tea exported 
*Export intensity = ______ .: ____________ x 100 

Tea produced 

Source: Tea DJgest 1995 and 1996, Tea Board, India. 
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Table 1.2 : Production, Domestic Consumption and tea available for export 

from India 

(FIGURES IN THOUSAND KGS ONLY) 

Year Production Domestic Tea available Export/Domestic 
Consumption for export Consumption X 100 

1951-52* 285879 72807 194864 267.64 
1961-62* 355493 139642 205329 147.04 
1971-72* 431105 224702 214317 95.38 
1981 560427 360000 241246 67.01 
1982 560562 372000 189933 51.06 
1986 620803 431000 203149 47.13 
1987 665251 446000 201891 45.27 
1988 700014 462000 200956 43.49 
1989 688105 480000 211622 44.09 
1990 720338 500000 209085 41.82 
1991 754192 520000 201720 38.79 
1992 732322 540000 173358 32.10 
1993 760826 560000 173726 31.02 
1994 743780 580000 149317 25.74 
1995 756016 595000 167143 28.09 

*Data pertaining to financial year. Rest pertaining to ealendar year. 

Source : Tea Board Statistics, different years and Tea Digest, 1997, Tea Board, India. 

Table 1.3 : Per Capita Net Domestic Availability (in kg) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992· 1993 1994 1995 1996 

India .58 .54 .52 .59 .59 .58 .59 .67 .63 .68 .66 .71 
China .29 .3 .34 .35 .31 .33 .33 .35 .36 .37 .37 .37 
Kenya 1.25 1.45 1.05 1.1 .73 1.3 1.16 .64 .49 1.33 -0.5 -0.14 
Sri Lanka 1.03 .22 0.76 .43 .20 1.12 1.69 -0.03 5.59 7.02 3.72 2.34 

Source : FAOSTAT 
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Table 1.4 : Estimated average daily number of labour and total number of labour 

on role as on 31st December each year in Indian tea plantation. 

Year Estimated Estimated total number of labour as on Estimated no. Resident Temp- Depend-
average 31st December each year ofbonafied workers orary ents per 
daily dependend as per- work- resident 
number of ... ~ Resident Outside Total of resident centage ers as worker 
labors Permanent Temporary workrs on of %of the 
employed role as on the total total 
in Indian 31st Dec.qf work work 
tea plantations each year force force 

197 766593 746322 38306 87785 872143 1130289 85.57 10.07 1.51 
1986 891954 789119 50347 111448 950914 1165979 82.99 11.72 1.48 
1987 906033 789151 52428 116027 957606 1176375 82.41 12.12 1.49 
1988 982830 785784 53892 115438 955114 1184762 82.27 12.09 1.51 
1989 979204 781717 54549 116758 953024 1183190 82.02 12.25 1.51 
1990 986781 795016 54426 125432 974944 1181401 81.55 12.87 1.49 
1991 996735 839727 61027 153897 1054651 1064304 79.62 14.59 1.27 
1992 991704 832512 67907 145228 1045647 1145555 79.62 13.89 1.38 
1993 991019 840354 62230 142171 1044755 1176147 80.44 13.61 1.40 
1994 1028694 870702 71145 148027 1089874 1231807 79.89 13.58 1.41 
1995 1028787 911714 70580 143812 1126106 1258496 80.96 12.77 1.38 

Source: Tea Statistics, different years, Tea Board, India. 

Table 1.5 : Productivity of Darjeeling for 1951 to 1995. 

Year Area in ha Production in Yield/ha 
thousand kg in kg 

1951 16569 7838 473.05 
1961 18605 10107 0 543.24 
1971 18245 10293 564.15 
1981 19239 12226 635.48 
1991 20085 13932 693.65 
1995 18932 11298 596.77 

Source: Tea Statistics,different years and Tea Digest, 1995, Tea Board, India. 
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Table 1:6 Estimated average daily number of labour and total number of labour 

on role as on 31st December each year in Darjeeling tea plantation 

Year Estimated Estimated total number of labour as on Estimated no. Resident Temp· Depend-
average 31st December each year of bonafied workers orary ents per 
daily dependent as work- resident 
number of Resident Outside Total of resident percent- ers as worker 
labors permanent Temporary workers on age of %of the 
employed role as on the total total 
in Indian 31st Dec.of work work 

tea plantations each year force force 

1951 
1961 
1971 38832 45875 192 1844 47911 76791 95.75 3.85 1.67 
1981 45057 45640 1517 2749 49906 79791 91.45 5.51 1.75 
1986 46575 42694 311 1631 44636 66977 95.65 3.65 1.57 
1987 50413 42823 587 2825 46235 67523 92.62 6.11 1.58 
1988 52116 43426 1015 2947 47388 68259 . 91.64 6.23 1.57 
1989 51400 43270 997 2839 47106 68112 91.86 6.03 1.57 
1990 48115 47853 1658 2857 52368 65127 91.38 5.46 1.36 
1991 47637 50327 2245 4696 57268 66541 87.88 8.2 1.32 
1992 45638 49846 1630 2333 53809 64319 92.64 4.34 1.29 
1993 46586 49781 2795 3469 56045 64919 88.82 6.19 1.30 
1994 58814 53642 3500 4927 62069 89761 86.42 7.94 1.67 
1995 58887 60181 3100 5020 68301 78561 88.11 7.35 1.31 

Source : Tea Statistics, different years, Tea Board, India. 
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Table 1. 7 : Volume, Value and Share of Export of major tea producing countries of the world 

(Volume in thousand metric tons and value in million US Dollars) 

Country 1961 1971 1981 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

India Volume 206.3 (38.15) 202.1 (29.72) 241.2 (28.36) 203.1 (20.78) 201.9 (20.63) 201 (19.32) 211.6 (18.89) 209.1 (18.44) 202.9 (18.72) 
Value 260.93 (41.48) 204.86 (34.06) 501.5 (34.09) 458.9 (27.50) 517 (29.54) 440.2 (24.69) 517.7 (25.64) 636.1 (27.56) 483.7 (24.38) 

Bangladesh Volume 23.2 (4.29) 12.2 (1.79) 29.2 (3.43) 27.7 (2.83) 21.6 (2.21) 26.6 (2.52) 23.40 (2.09) 27 (2.38) 25.4 (2.34) 
Value 21 (3.34) 9 (1.50) 38.1 (2.59) 34.1 (2.04) 29.1 (1.66) 40.2 (2.25) 38.8 (1.92) 45.3 (1.96) 38.1 (1.92) 

Sri Lanka Volume 193.1 (35.71) 200.8 (29.53) 182.8 (21.50) 207.6 (21.24) 201.1 (20.56) 219.7 (21.12) 203.8 (18.20) 215.6 (19.1) 211.2 (19.48) 
Value 233.93 (37.19) 191.66 (31.86) 327.4 (22.26) 331.4 (19.86) 360.7 (20.61) 385.7 (21.63) 376.2 (18.63) 492.4 (21.34) 431.9 (21.76) 

Indonesia Volume 32.3 (5.97) 40.2 (5.91) 71.3 (8.38) 79 (8.08) 90.4 (9.24) 92.7 (8.91) 114.7 (10.24) 111 (9.79) 110.2 (10.17) 
Value 25.7 (4.09) 28.88 (4.80) 100.8 (6.85) 99.1 (5.94) 118.7 (6.78) 125.3 (7.03) 162.7 (8.06) 181 (7.84) 143.1 (7 .. 21) 

Kenya Volume 1.2 (0.22) 33.5 (4.93) 75.5 (8.88) 116.4 (11.91) 134.8 (13.78) 138.2 (13.29) 163.2 (14.57) 169.6 (14.96) 175.6 (16.20) 
Value 12.78 (2.03) 34.9 (5.67) 135.3 (9.20) 213 (12.77) 198.6 (11.35) 208.8 (11.71) 264.3 (13.09) 274.9 (11.91) 277.4 (13.98) 

Uganda Volume 4.3 (0.80) 15.3 (2.25) 0.5 (0.06) 2.8 (0.29) 2.1 (0.22) 3.1 (0.30) 3.1 (0.28) 4.8 (0.42) 7.1 (0.66) 
Value 4.51 (0.72) 13.3 (2.23) 0.3 (0.02) 3.2 (0.19) 1.9 (0.11) 3.1 (0.17) 2.6 (0.13) 3.6 (0.16) 6.6 (0.33) 

' 

Tanzania Volume 3.4 (0.63) 8.4 (1.24) 14.1 (1.66) 14.4 (1.47) 11.4 (1.17) 10 (0.96) 12 (1.07) 14.9 (1.31) 16 (1.48) 
Value 3.92 (0.62) 6.94 (1.15) 19.8 (1.35) 25.4 (1.52) 15.3 (0.87) 13.3 (0.75) 16.7 (0.83) 20.1 (0.87) 20.6 . (1.04) 

~ ..,. 
'--' Malawi Volume 13.6 (2.52) 18.7 (2.75) 31.5 (3.70) 40.2 (4.11) 33.4 (3.41) 37 (3.56) 39.9 (3.56) 43 (3.79) 41.2 (3.80) 

Value 12.35 (1.96) 14.48 (2.41) 34.8 (2.37) 36.8 (2.21) 27.7 (1.58) 31.1 (1.74) 38.2 (1.89) 46.7 (2.02) 44.7 (2.25) 

Mariti us Volume 0.8 (0.15) 3.1 (0.46) 4 (0.47) 6.4 (0.66) 6.6 (0.67) 5.4 (0.52) 4.6 (0.41) 4.4 (0.39) 4.5 (0.42) 
Value 1.03 (0.16) 3.22 (0.54) 5.35 (0.36) 7.7 (0.46) 7 (0.39) 6.5 (0.36) 5.9 (0.29) 5.8 (0.25) 5.3 (0.27) 

Mozambique Volume 9.9 (1.83) 16.4 (2.41) 16 (1.88) 1.8 (0.18) 2.1 (0.22) 0.8 (0.08) 1.2 (0.11) 1 (0.09) 1.4 (0.13) 
Value 8.2 (1.30) 9.59 (1.59) 10 {0.68) 2.5 (0.15) 2.5 (0.14) 1 (0.06) 1.2 (0.06) 1.1 (0.05) 1.5 (0.08) 

Japan Volume 8 (1.48) N.A. N.A. 2.9 (0.34) 1.3 (0.13) 1.1 (0.11) 1.3 (0.13) 0.7 (0.06) 0.3 (0.03) 0.3 (0.03) 
Value - N.A. N.A. 

China Volume 48.9 (9.04) 76.1 (11.90) 107.5 (12.64) 181.7 (18.59) 182.2 (18.63) 205.9 (19.79) 211.3 (18.86) 201.3 (17.75) 190.2 (17.55) 
Value 34.93 (5.55) 57.57 (9.57) 210.6 (14.32) 362.7 (21.74) 393.8 (22.50) 425.6 (23.87) 443.2 (21.95) 431 (18.68) 407 (20.51) 

Turkey Volume - 17.5 (2.57) 3.3 ' (0.39) 0.8 (0.08) 0.2 (0.02) 0.2 (0.02) 24.9 (2.22) 27.7 (2.44) 1.8 (0.17) 
Value 3.87 (0.64) 7.2 {0.49) 1.7 (0.10) 0.5 (0.03) 0.4 (0.02) 33.4 (1.65) 43 (1.86) 2.7 (0.14) 

World Volume 540.7 680.1 850.4 977.3 978.2 1040.2 1120.1 1134 1084.1 
Value 628.97 601.53 1471.03 1668.3 1750.3 1783.3 2019.1 2307.8 1984.4 

Contd 



Country 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

India Volume 166.359 (14.778) 153.159 (12.530) 150.874 (13.990) 158.333 (13.418) 132.700 (10.925) 
Value 360.933 (15.878) 331.845 (14.332) 308.399 (14.631) 359.054 (15.664) 278.70 (11.269) 

Bangladesh Volume 24.990 (2.220) 29.620 (2.423) 29.040 (2.639) 26.445 (2.241) 26.445 (2.177) 
Value 33.706 (1.483) 40.433 (1.746) 66.790 (3.168) 33.000 (1.440) 33.000 (1.334) 

Srilanka Volume 181:259 (16.101) 134.742 (11.023) 115.097 (10.672) 178.005 (15.085) 218.714 (18.007) 
Value 339.175 (14.921) 260.996 (11.272) 207.450 (9.842) 369.099 (16.099) 544.957 (22.036) 

Indonesia Volume 121.243 (10.770) 123.925 (10.138) 84.916 {7.874) 79.227 (6.714) 101.532 (8.359) 
Value 140.823 (6.195) 155.697 (6.724) 96.181 (5.563) 87.719 (3.827) 112.343 (4.543) 

Kenya Volume 172.033 (15.283) 199.379 (16.311) 176.962 (16.409) 258.564 (21.912) 260.819 (21.474) 
Volume 297.775 (13.099) 347.432 (15.005) 302.59 (14.355) 373.212 (16.283) 406.400 (16.433) 

j...,o. Uganda Volume 7.816 (0.694) 10.175 (0.832) 10.972 (1.07) 10.681 (0.905) 14.610 (1.203) 

~ Value 7.721 (0.340) 11.141 (0.481) 11.802 (0.560) 8.744 (0.381) 17.059 (0.689) 

c Tanzania Volume 20.400 (1.812) 19.800 (1.620) 21.670 (2.009) 21.600 (1.831) 24.700 (2.034) 
-.J Value 22.500 (0.985) 38.000 (1.641) 39.520 (1.875) 23.360 (1.019) 29.320 (1.064) 

f-1-
Malawi Volume 37.056 (3.292) 35.264 (2.885) 38.670 (3.586) 32.600 (2.763) 36.700 (3.022) 

·~ Value 35.442 (1.559) 35.587 (1.537) 30.121 (1.429) 26.936 (1.175) 25.578 (1.034) 

Mariti us Volume 5.473 (0.486) 4.345 (0.355) (4.029) (0.374) 2.898 (0.246) 1.397 (0.115) 
U'l Value 6.211 (0.273) 5.833 (0.251) 4.628) (0.220) 2.987 (0.130) 1.59 (0.064) _..,. 

c.;ol Moi~m1bique Volume 0.600 (0.053) 0.100 (0.008) 0.360 (0.033) 0.300 (0.025) 0.230 (0.019) 
Value 0.216 (0.009) 0.050 (0.002) 0.220 (0.010 0.200 (0.009) 0.23 (0.009) 

<e: Japan Volume 0.290 (0.026) 0.328 (0.027) 0.345 (0.032) 0.494 (0.042) 0.495 (0.041) 
~ Value 3.887 (0.171) 4.996 (0.216) 5.503 (0.261) 7.813 (0.341) 7.469 (0.302) 

~ Chain a Volume 180.834 (16.063) 206.659 (16.907) 184.071 (17.068) 169.788 (14.389) 173.145 (14.255) 

~ Value 380.066 (16.720) 376.855 (16.276) 315.407 (14.963) 293.501 (12.805) 303.773 (12.283) 

Turkey Volume 5.048 (0.448) 39.602 (3.240) 5201 (0.482) 2.302 (0.195) 4.011 (0.330) 
Value 6.200 (0.273) 45.794 (1.978) 5.530 (0.262) 3.506 (0.153) 5.109 (0.207) 

I I 
World Volume 1125.746 1222.342 1078.46 1180.003 1214.584 

Value 2273.207 2315.385 2107.901 2292.093 2473.053 
. 

I Source: 1961-91 FAO and 1992-96 FAOSTAT, 
Figures in the parenthesis are the share of a particular country in World's total volume or value of export of tea. ,, 
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Table 1.8 :Average Yield of Major Tea Growing Countries of the World in kg/ha . 

1961 1971 1981 1986 1987 1988 1989 . 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

India 1069.95 1214.10 1456.33 1507.99 1605.41 1680.82 1658.27 1729.24 1760.67 1677.59 1792.11 1750.07 1670.56 1835.33 1840.9 

Bangladesh 829.44 263.29 854..45 831.51 821.12 874.79 937.83 824.05 945.05 957.50 1023.40 1057.10 1062.5 992.9 1103.5 

Sri Lanka 864.64 901.13 858.03 947.83 963.11 1023.77 931.91 1055.44 1085.96 806.32 1175.64 1226.99 1247.08 1377.8 1476.3 

Indonesia 720.57 771.16 1283.59 1324.3 1280.64 1536.08 1571.96 1649.76 1674.80 1724.94 1609.03 1616.50 1458.33 1448.3 1298.5 

Kenya 711.93 836.18 1152.67 1674.26 1824.45 1889.75 2064.66 2031.33 2039.35 1817.10 2013.73 1977.40 2306.84 2262.1 1938.0 

Uganda 927.27 1200 525 476.43 487:64 487.78 582.25 ' 609.45 612.20 613.16 636.95 673.1 681.82 847.0 1022.3 

Tanzania 810.73 874.48 1195.15 1112.66 1368.34 1268.42 1605.4 1439.14 1044.39 1176.47 1197.86 1326.20 1315.79 1011.1 1277.8 

Malawi 1298.9 1282.55 1826.57 2165.17 1734.13 2158.98 2145.05 2103.83 2189.24 1537.49 2134.87 -1869.20 1818.19 1980.4 2000.0 

Mauritui 1206.44 1123.67 1278.01 2085.54 1952.2 2024.82 1790.95 197.69 2062.74 1865.62 1882.86 1680.00 1666.67 1468.2 1374.6 
~ 

Mozambique 623.08 944.91 1167.89 714.29 600.00 300.00 500.00 689.66 772.03 509.00 557.67 666.67 714.29 628.6 555.6 

Taiwan 401.61 401.61 951.24 988.01 1128.62 1005.59 994.47 982.55 955.74 969.42 972.28 1144.16 969.47 

Japan 1667.22 1724.28 1677.05 1554.82 1607.68 1506.71 1533.9 1536.75 1524.30 1624.34 1653.5 1583.49 1583.49 1681.2 1760.6 

China (main) 254.84 278.18 323.28 450.56 487.52 516.53 502.23 508.88 510.86 516.35 688.67 691.50 692.35 700.6 703.5 

Turkey 363.92 1184.61 801.36 1776.75 1743.29 1774.99 1525.04 1355.27 1544.32 1612.09 1310.86 1759.55 1753.25 1492.5 1568.8 

Source: 1961-1995 -Tea Statistics, different years 

1996-1997 - FAOSTAT. 
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Table 1.9 : Arumal Tea Production of major tea growing countries of the world in thosand metricton and their share in world 
production 

Country 

India Production 
Share(%) 

Bangladesh 
Production 
Share(%) 

SrilankaProduction 
Share(%) 

lndronesia 

1951 1961 1971 198,1 . 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

285.3 354.4 435.5 559.6 620.8 674.2 701.1 684.1 714.7 720.3 
40.96 36.48 33.68 29.81 27.13 28.22 28.17 28.1 28.34 28.36 

754.2 
30.94 

703.9 
26.62 

23.9 26.5 12.4 41.3 37.6 40.6 43.6 39.1 45.9 45.1 45.832 48.9 
3.43 2.73 0.96 2.2 1.64 1.7 1.75 1.61 1.82 1.78 1.87 1.85 
148 206.5 217.8 210.1 213 214.9 228.2 207.9 234.1 240.747 178.87 231.871 
21.25 21.26 16.84 11.19 9.31 9 9.17 8.54 9.28 9.48 7.34 8.77 

1994 

758.1 
28.71 

1995 

753.9 
28.68 

1996 

780 
29.64 

50.515 52 47.675 
1.91 1.98 1.81 
242.214 245.961 258.427 
9.17 9.357 9.82 

Production 48.5 73.9 62 108.7 129.5 141.5 133.8 
5.38 
164 
6.59 
3.5 
0.14 

141.4 
5:81 
180.6 
7.42 
4.6 
0.19 

145.2 
5.76 
197 
7.81 
6.1 
0.27 

158.515 163.293 164.994 136.493 154.0B 169.417 

ill----
257.16 
9.77 
16.939 
0.64 

S~e£%) 6.?6 7.61 4.8 5.79 5.~ __ 5·~-
Kenya Production 7· 12.6 36.5 , 90.9 143.3 [55.8 

Share(%) 1.004 1.3 2.82 4.84 6.26 6.52 
Uganda Production 1.9 5.1 18 1.7 3.3 3.6 

Share(%) 0.27 0.63 .1.39 0.09 0.14 0.15 
Tanzania 

Production 
Share(%) 

Malawi Production 
Share(%) 

Maritius Production 
Share(%) 
Production 
Share(%) 

Japan Production 
Share(%) 

China Production 
' Share(%) 

Turkry Production 
Share(%) 

Total World 

1.1 4.5 
0.157 0.46 
6.8 14.3 
0.98 1.47 
0.4 1.3 
0.057 0.13 
3 10.1 
0.43 1.04 
44.1 81.4 
6.33 8.38 
89.5 87.1 
12.85 9.99 
0.3 5.4 
0.04 0.56 

9.2 
0.71 
18.6 
1.44 
4.1 
0.32 
16.5 
1.28 
92.9 
7.19 
180 
13.92 
33.6 
2.6 

15.8 15.1 
0.84 0.66 
32.1 39 
1.71 1.7 
5 7.9 
0.27 0.35 
22.~ 1.2 
1.18 0.05 
102.3 93.6 
5.45 4.09 
367.7 484.4 
19.59 21.17 
42.6 143.8 
2.27. 6.28 

14;5 
0.61 
31.9 
1.34 
7.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.02 
96.3 
4.03 
533.6 
22.34 
140.7 
5.89 

14.6 17 
0.59 ' 0.71 
40.2 39.5 
1.62 1.62 
6.9 5.5 
0.28 0.23 
0.8 1.5 
0.03 0.06 
89.8 90.5 
3.61 3.72 
569 557 
22.87 22.88 
153.2 136 
6.16 5.59 

18.4 
0.73 
39.1 
1.55 
5.8 
0.23 
2 
0.8 
89.9 
3.57 
562.4 
22.31 
131.2 
5.2 

6 24 6.7 6 24 _5..U 5 86._ 

203.6 
8.02 
8.9 
0.35 

188.07 
7.72 
9.504 
0.39 

211.16 
7.99 
12.102 
0.46 

19.53 22 22.4 
0. 77 0.9 0.85 
40.5 28.136 39.495 
1.59 1.15 1.49 
5.9 5.925 5.931 
0.23 0.24 0.22 
4.941 1.018 1.673 
0.19 0.04 0.06 
87.8 92.1 92.1 
3.46 3.78 3.48 
562.961 579 .. 991 620.515 
22.17 23.79 23.47 
136.887 144.02! 117.099 
5.39 5.91 4.43 

209.42 
7.93 
13.462 
0.51 

24.8 
0.94 
35.141 
1.33 
5.089 
0.19 
2 
0.08 
86.3 
3.27 
612.953 
23.21 
134.35 
5.087 

244.53 
9.3 
12.692 
0.48 

25 18.2 
0.951 0.69 
34.182 37.232 
1.3 1.42 
3.785 2.496 
0.14 0.09 

2.1 2.2 
0.08 0.08 
84.8 88.6 
3.23 3.37 
609.392 616.517 

23.18. 23.43 
102.713 114.54 
3.91 4.35 

Production 696.6 971.5 1293 1877 2288.6 2388.7 2488.4 2434.5 2521.5 2539.5 2437.645. 2644.322 2640.72 2628.555 2631.209 



Table 1.11 : Annual tea production of the different tea growing areas of india in thousand kg and their percentage share on the 
total production of India 

1951 1961 1971 1981 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1·995 

Cachar 19827 20181 22736 29277 34244 30602 33592 39112 40174 40605 41221 42080 41891 40180 
%Share 6.95 5.69 5.22 5.22 5.52 4.6 4.8 5.68 5.58 5.38 5.63 5.53 5.56 5.31 

Remaining Assam 93548 162130 200929 275853 301248 333137 335836 340743 348007 359949 370789 368350 358851 362437 
%Share 32.78 45.75 46.14 49.22 48.53 50.08 47.98 49.52 48.31 . 47.73 50.68 48.41 47.66 47.94 
Total Assam 150370 182311 223665 395130 335492 363739 369428 379855 388181 400554 412010 410430 400732 402617 
%Share 52.68 51.44 51.36 54.45 54.04 54.68 52.77 55.20 53.89 53.11 56.26 53.95 53.23 53.26 .. 

Darjeeling 7838 10107 10293 12226 10362 12099 12049 12162 14499 13932 12355 13026 11092 11298 
& Share 2.75 2.85 2.36 2.18 1.67 1.82 1.72 1.77 2.01 1.85 1.69 1.71 1.47 1.49 

Terai 6376 9253 12954 1578.2 20900 21288 23919 19626 21130 23391 20460 23737 24636 24804 
%Share 2.23 2.61 2.98 2.82 3.37 3.20 3.42 2.85 2.93 3.1 2.79 3.12 3.27 3.28 
Dears 63944 66898 80840 100251 11008 116229 114066 111380 114124 117893 117875 125906 123097 121420 
%Share 22.41 18.88 18.56 17.89 17.72 17.47 16.29 16.19 15.84 15.63. 16.10 16.55 16.35 16.06 
WB(Total) 74158 86258 104087 128259 141270 149617 150034 143168 149753 155216 150690 162669 158825 157522 

.::3 %Share 25.98 24.34 23.90 22.89 22.76 22.49 21.43 20.81 20.79 20.58 20.58 21.38 21.09 20.84 
Tripura 1873 2689 2960 3219 3427 3780 4009 5270 5205 5154 5484 5927 5827 5679 
%Share 0.66 0.76 0.68 0.57 0.55 0.57 0.57 0.77 0.72 .0.68 0.75 0.78 0.77 0.75 

Other 3124 2047 1619 1182 1110 1237 -1252 1278 1967 2002 2240 2508 2571 2813 
%Share 1.09 0.58 0.37 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.27 0.27 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.37 
Total N. India 233525 273305 332331 437790 481299 518373 524723 529571 545106 562926 570424 581534 567955 568631 

%Share 81.82 77.12 76.32 78.12 77.53 77.92 74.96 76.96 75.67 74.64 77.89 76.43 75.44 75.21 

TotalS. India 51874 81092 103137 122637 139504 146878 175291 15834 175232 191266 161898 179292 184940 187385 
%Share 18.18 22.88 23.68 21.88 22.47 22.08. 25.04 22.30 24.33 25.36 22.11 23.57 24.5.6 24.79 

Total india 285399 354397 435468 560427 620803 665251 700014 688105 720338 754192 732322 760826 752895 756016 



Table 1.12 Average yield/hectare in kg/ha of different tea growing areas of 

India 

1951 1961 1971 1981 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 %increase in 

yield over 1951 

Assam 966 1123 1227 1503 1507 1611 1624 1656 1685 1717 1763 1770 1764 1779 184.15 
Cachar 651 647 733 904 986 878 961 1117 1145 1150 1167 1224 1296 1341 205.99 
Darjeeling 473 543 564 635 518 605 601 606 723 694 640 674 575 597 126.22 
D.ooars 1171 1222 1359 1581 1662 1750 1695 1647 1684 1732 1737 1865 1816 1755 149.87 
Terai 759 990 1203 1395 1620 1626 1801 1473 1583 1697 1484 1738 1909 1896 249.80 
West 
Bengal 982 1043 1176 1365 1426 1503 1491 1418 1480 1523 1492 1619 1589 1557 158.55 
Tripura 392 532 544 604 531 583 617 924 901 874 905 989 981 954 243.37 
North 
India 939 1064 1175 1416 1540 1540 1546 1557 1599 1631 1653 1697 1679 1676 178.49 
South 
India 760 1091 1398 1645 1868 1 965 2342 2112 2328 2541 2153 2372 2107 2146 282.37 
Total all 
India 901 1070 1221 1461 1523 1617 1689 1658 1731 1794 1742 1819 1768 1770 196.45 

Source : Tea Statistics, different years, Tea Board India. 
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Table 1.13 : Districtwise average price of Indian tea sold at London auction (in 
pence/kg). 

Assam Cachar Darjeeling Dooars Whole Whole Whole Whole 
Terai North North South India 

India India India 

1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 I -

1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 58.0 46.4 68.2 48.9 55.4 54.4 43.8 53.1 
1961-62 55.9 37.9 54.5 41.1 52.3 51.4 42.6 49.9 
1962-63 55.5 41.3 61.3 41.8 52.7 55.7 .40.5 52.6 
1963-64 53.1 39.2 40.4 50.5 51.1 39.8 48.9 
1964-65 51.3 42.1 42.7 49.5 50.1 42.1 49.0 
1965-66 50.9 42.0 41.6 48.7 48.0 41.1 47.0 
1966-67 49.0 36.0 49.0 47.4 47.9 37.7 46.7 
1967-68 49.1 41.2 70.3 43.7 . 58.1 49.3 39.0 48.4 
1968-69 43.2 31.9 34.4 . 41.4 44.7 38.8 44.1 
1969-70 49.3 38.2 57.6 41.5 31.6 40.8 
1970-71 43.8 71.6 39.4 34.2 46.7 40.4 46.2 
1971-72 42.7 38.1 42.1 42.1 39.9 42.0 
1972-73 45.6 34.0 39.2 45.1 . 42.9 37.9 42.7 
1973-74 53.5 36.8 46.4 53.2 45.6 37.8 45.4 
1974~75 63.4 59.5 61.5 60.5 55.3 60.3 
1975-76 69.6 87.4 63.6 68.9 63.5 58.0 63.2 
1976-77 153.2 123.1 151.2 84.9 81.8 84.7 
1977-78 130.4 108.0 - 108.0 128.6 163.3 139.6 162.0 
1978-79 109.8 - 83.7 109.1 124.4 96.8 123.9 
1979-80 108.9 - 87.9 108.1 107.4 86.1 107.0 
1980-81 103 .. 8 - 82.0 103.2 105.1 77.1 104.1 
1981-82 . 108.8 93.8 108.8 104.6 86.8 104.2 
1982-83 131.7 123.3 131.6 113.7 95.4 113.4 
1983-84 251.8 221.5 251.6 162.5 163.8 162.5 
1984-85 275.4 202.5 274.6 289.1 219.9 286.8 
1985-86 134.1 134.1 202.2 91.7 198.5 
1986-87 132.0 132.0 143.7 87.4 141.9 
1987-88 128.8 128.8 123.5 63.8 122.5 
1988-89 125.1 125.1 125.5 - 125.5 
1989-90 156.7 156.7 144.8 - 144.8 
1990-91 140.3 140.3 142.3 - 142.3 
1991-92 117.8 117.8 132.4 66.6 132.0 
1992~93 128,6 128.6 117.3 93.9 116.6 
1993-94 123.15 123.15 133.1 102.1 131.0 
1994-95 117.40 117.40 116.5 75.02 115.2 
1995-96 130.81 130.81 126.9 ·- 126.9 

Source: Tea Statistics, different years. Tea Board, India, figures from 1978 to 1984-85, 
. average price given for Oooars & Teraiis for Cachar, Oooars & Terai. The data in the last 
three columns are pertaining to calender year. 
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CHAPTER 'TWO 

STUDIES IN PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOUR SITUATIONS 

IN TEA PLANTATIONS 

Tea is such a unique commodity that on it depends so many agencies right from 

the country where it is grown to the-workers who. are engaged in it. The country 

earns foreign exchange by exporting it. The investor or the proprietor gains 

profit by selling it. A chain of traders i.e. middlemen derive profit by trading it, 

by buying it from the garden-owner and then selling it to the ultimate consumer. 

The employees who are engaged in it, whether executive or common labourer, 

earn their livelihood from it. The ancillary industries which supply the materials 

like packing materials, chemicals and fertilizers gain business out of it. Last but 

not the least, the environment also gets benefited because of the lustre greenness 

it maintains even though doubt are being expressed now-a-days about such 
- -

environemntal benefites in view of rampant use of polluting chemicals like 

pesticides, weedicides etc. to achieve high yield. Since tea positively helps in so 

many areas, any stagnation in tea industry may affect the economy as well as 

the lives of the peopie dependent on it in multiple ways_ 

Due to stagnation, the country loses its export and thereby its earnings in foreign 

exchange. The garden owners lose their profit. The traders lose their business. 

The ancillary industries also suffer a setback in their business_ The employees 

like the executives, the clerical workers and the supervisors lose their job. The 

environment gets polluted even to a certain degree, whatever small it may be, 

because of the destruction of the greenery. And ultimately the labourers lose 

their employment. 

When as such, the country may gain foreign exchange by giving stress on other 

exportable commodities; the garden-owner can invest in some other industry; 

the trader can trade with some other items of business; the ancillary industries 

can compensate by utilizing their material like fertilizers, pesticides,. packir]g 

material etc. in other industries; even the executives, the workers in the clerical 

cadre and the supervisors can shift to other occupation; but the common 

plantation labouerers who actually constitute the backbone of the industry, 

become the ultimate sufferers. Because their base being in the garden, they 

can not easily shift themselves to other employment. Being experienced only in 
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the tea-garden work and not in other type of work they do not have the scope of 

being employed in any other job. It has been argued in some quarters that 

even if they are employed, they do not get the same wages or the facilities what 

they usually·get in the tea gardens, although there are counter claims that the 

tea garden workers are not paid better in comparision to even the unskilled 

workers working in rural W. Bengal. The environment also gets affected. Because 

the green carpet is removed as unemployment or underemployment leads to 

massive deforestation in adjoining ~reas which leads to large scale soil erosion 

also. 

In case of any stagnation in tea plantations, along with its effects in many other 

fronts, the common labourers become the worst sufferers with no alternative 

avenues to reduce their sufferings as the others have. Not only that, their suffering 

perpetuates over generations. Because when a garden suffers from stagnation, 

it hardly leaves·any chance for improvement in the employment situation of the 

plantation labourers including the matters related to their welfare. A living example 

of such a state of condit!on is the case of Vah-Tukvar T.E.; where after th~ 

management was withdrawn, the labourers had to steal leaves from the 

abandoned bushes and sell elsewhere at low prices to earn their livelihood. 

Some of them were compelled to be engaged in road-construction-work for 

which they were never trained and had no experience. They thus had to accept 

lower wages than what they were earnig normaly. Sc;>me of them had to resort to 

the practise of 'beg' or 'borrow'. Some of the frustrated unemployed labourers 

uprooted the bushes to use them as fuel and destroyed the factory. The condition 

of the labourers is presently so p·recarious that the people of the surrounding 

locality are afraid to pass by that area after dark being scared of snatching 

and robbery. It exemplifies how does the shutting down of a garden not only 
' affect the management but also the workers both in economic and social terms. 

More or less the same condition is being noticed in the case of abandoned 

Pashok T.E. 

We hypothesise that such sickness arises from decline in productivity and 

consequently, the productivity stagnation in the tea gardens needs to be arrested. 

And for that matter it is firstly important to know about the major causes 

responsible for such stagnation and the possible solutions recommended by 

scholars/ specialists in this regard. Since this techno-economic aspect cannot 

operate in a void and it has multiple links with the socio-economic condition of 

the labourers, we also need to review the observation of the researchers on . 
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how those solutions have directly or indirectly affected the life and the living of 

the plantation labourers. Only then, we would be in a position to comprehend 

the problem in the case of tea gardens of Darjeeling in West Bengal. 

Perhaps there was hardly any attempt in the past to look into the problems of 

stagnation in tea industry in Darjeeling taking into consideration the 'techno

economic' aspect and the 'labour' aspect in a single frame of reference. The 

literature , whatever are available on technoeconomic aspect and labour 

employment system in tea plantation in Darjeeling are scanty. Major findings of 

some earlier studies made in Darjeeling and also in other parts ofN.E. India 

have been presented in this chapter to justify the implications of present enquiry. 

The findings have been discussed under two broad categories i.e, techno

economic aspect and labour aspect of tea plantation separately. 

Th-e nature and extent of stagnation in tea production in Darjeeling hills have 

been studied by a few scholars. Chakrabarty and Sarkar (1988) observed in 

their survey on Darjeeling tea that the growth in production and productivity has 

suffered sharp deceleration during the period 1961 to 1971. Though during the 

following decade i.e. 1971- 81, both production and productivity recovered to 

some extent but during 1981-86, the same declined.1 Regarding the declining 

trend , the same view has also been expressed by Dasgupta (1989). He has 

studied in detail not only the production and productivity but also the area under 

tea for ttie period 1961 to 1976. He r~corded ttie negative trend in all the 

productivity fronts with particular reference to tea gardens in Darjeeling hills.2 

Causes of Stagnation 

(a) Old age of the bushes 

On the causes of stagnation or decline in bqth production and productivity of 

Darjeeling tea industry, a few scholars have already put forward their views in 

different context. According to Sarkar(1974), old age of the plants is one of the 

important causes of stagnation. He pointed out that 46.7 per cent of the tea 

bushes in Darjeeling were in the group of 71-90 years of age and 25.5 per cent 

were even older than that. The yield of such old tea bushes was generally static 

or declining. Some of the very old tea areas were in such a poor condition that 

even heavy pruning and infilling measures have failed to increase the yield.3 

Jain (1979) opined that old age of the bushes is one of the factors for limiting 

productivity in Darjeeling. He informed that 77 per cent of the tea area is more 

than 50 years old. The tea grown in such areas suffered from poor yield. 4 
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According to Dasgupta (1989), "It is generally held that the tea plants of the 

Darjeeling Hill areas have , by and large, crossed the age of full bearing. All 

relevant studies indicate an alarming state of affairs in this respect. According to 

one calculation, 88% of the tea bushes have crossed the mid-point of their 

economic life. As a matter offact, 80% of the bushes belong to the age group of 

over 50 years or so. Theoretically, a tea bush in a garden may live indefinitely 

provided sufficient food, water and air are made available and adequate disease

control measures are undertaken. _In practice, the tea bushes beyond certain 

age limit can rarely be of economic value. The stagnancy of yield of Darjeeling 

tea gardens is a clear pointer that the plants have become old and unproductive". 5 

GhoseHajra (1992) was also in of the view that old age is mainly responsible for 

the low yield of Darjeeling.6 

However, none of them could produce any clue about the particular age limit 

. beyond which productivity declines. 

De (1996) while discussing about the problems and prospects of Darjeeling tea 
- -

industry has emphasized the negetive effect of old age·on productivity?ln another 

study, he ( De, 1997) noted that old age is one of the contributing factors which 

are adversely affecting the Darjeeling's tea production and emphatically stated, 

"Darjeeling, at present, is having only 7.15% of area under the age group of 0-

20 years, whereas 72.2% area is more than 91 years old. No living organism 

can· be expected to live indefinitely and continue to be productive and the tea 

bush is no exception. The industry is apprehensive of loss of quality through 

replacement of old bushes and there are hesitations regarding replanting of 

tea. This is the limiting factor." He supported his statement with the following 

data on the paercentage of total area under different age group in 1976 & 1996. 

Table 2.1. : Percentage of area under tea bushes of different age group in 1976 

and 1996. 

Age group 

0-5 years 
5-10 years 
11-20 years 
21-30 years 
31-40 years 
41-50 years 
51 years and above 

Source: De (1997}, p.9 

1976 

1 
3 
3 
3 
7 
6 

77 

[25] 

1996 

1.62 
3.04 
2.49. 
4.63 
3.99 
2.34 

81.89 

r· 



The above figures also indicates that with the passage of time the percentage of 

area under the oldest age-group i.e. 51 years and above has increased 

substantially8
. 

But these are only opinions or views expressed by different authors in support 

of the fact that the old age is responsible for the stagnation in production in 

Darjeeling. These are not based on scientifically laid out study or survey the 

reference of which we get in respect of other tea growing regions of India. One 

of such study was conducted by Hadfield (1971 ). In his study , in 23' gardens of 

Jorehaut area he specifically enquired about the effect of age on yield. He 

finally came to the conclusion that, "Although the total crop has increased steadily 

over last 1 0 years, the yield per hectare has remained virtually constant and 

nearly all of the increase has come from either extensions or replantings. If we 

assume that the tea planted in the last 20 years is doing better than the tea it 

replaced, we must also assume that some of the original tea is decreasing in 

yield at almost the same rate as the new tea is increasing." That means, so far 

as the yield is concerned, the young tea planted in 20 years were compensating 

the decreased amount of yield of the teas of old age. It suggests the inefficient 

(low) productivity of the old bushes and thereby the ill-effect of old age. The 

study also made it evident that the age group of 11-20 years gave the highest 

yield of 1700 kg per hectare which declined gradually with the increase of age

group. The older the bush , [ower was the yield. 9 As no such study or survey or 

experiment was made so far in the context of Darjeeling tea we want to 

investigate, on the basis of garden level informations (sectionwise) , whether 

the fact that the old age is responsible for lowering the productivity holds good 

for Darjeeling tea also. 

Another factor which was held responsible by several authors for bringing down 

the producivity of Darjeeling tea and thereby causing stagnation in the industry 

is vacancy. So far Darjeeling tea industry is concerned, we get references of 

opinions or views expressed by different authors in this respect. Sarkar (197 4) 

was of opinion that large areas of the district were having vacancy to the tune of 

1 0 per cent or even more and this substantially affected productivity.10 In another 

context, he (Sarkar, 1989) noted, " Large areas have vacancies to a tune of 

fifteen per cent or even more. There are certain estates specially in Kurseong 

and Kalimpong sub-districts where the overall percentage of vacancies is twenty 

or even more. The low bush population affects the productivity considerably." 11 
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Jain was ?lso of opinion that vacancy is responsible for the decline in productivity 

of Darjeeling tea. 12 

Dasgupta (1989) found that vacancy also impede productivity and pointed out, 

"The stress and strains of the industry arose from many sources, the high 

vacancy ratio being one of them."13 Ghose Hajra (1992) opined that vacancy is 

also responsible for low yield of Darjeeling tea.14 

De (1996) noted that vacancy is one of the hindrances for better produtivity in 

Darjeeling and particularly when 90% of the gardens have vacancy ranging 

from 2 to 30 per cent. 15 According to De (1997), in Darjeeling the average 

vacancy to the tune of 15% has brought down the actual area under tea to 

around 15000 hectares only and which is a limiting factor for increasing 

productivity .16 

But the above references which we get regarding the ill-effect of vacancy on 

productivity in the context of Darjeeling are only opinions or views or statements 

made by different authors. These are not scientifically laid out studies or survey 

or experiments·. One of such study was carried out in tea estates in plains of 

North East India by Biswas and Baruah (1988) and in this study the authors 

have estimated the crop loss due to vacancy and its recovery by infilling. They 

found that more than 25 per cent of the total area under tea in the plains of N. E. 

India had the vacancy of ~bove 10 p~r cent and the corresponding loss of crol? 

varied between 21 to 53 per cent. They estimated the total crop less due to 

vacancy is 38 million kg of made tea, taking estimated over-all vacancy as 9.4 

per cent. They also suggested that 20 million kg of made tea out of 38 million kg 

loss can be recovered by proper infilling of the existing vacant areas with adequate 

number of plants per vacancyY As no study of such nature was conducted in 

the context of Darjeeling tea we intend to have an in-depth probe into this matter 

with the help of the garden level informations. 

Measures to Tackle Stagnati.on 

The· possible measures to fight out the problem of old age and vacancy,as viewed 

by the different authors are: i) Rejuvenation pruning and infilling,(the concepts 

are discussed in details in Chapter V, p.80). ii) Uprooting and replanting 

Sarkar (1976), Jain (1979), Tiwari (1989), Dixit(1989), Dasgupta (1989) and 

Taylor (1989)suggested several possible measures to tackle stagnation centering 

around rejuvenation and I or uprooting and replanting. 
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Considering the fact that about 70 percent of the total area under tea was having 

the tea bushes which were in the age group of 71 years and above and a large 

portion of that tea was in a very bad shape, Sarkar(1974) apprehended that 

"some of this poor tea can be improved by rejuvenation pruning and heavy 

infilling but the remainder will have to be brought under replanting or replacement 

planting program gradually and the sooner this is started the better it is."18 

Sarkar (1976) further commented, "Rejuvenation of old tea is an interim measure 

to increase productivity of uneconomic areas, where replanting is not immediately 

possible and scope of replacement is also limited. In Darjeeling, where vast 

majority of the tea is more than 80 years old rejuvenation is the answer, until the 

old bushes are uprooted and replanted."19 

Jain (1979) felt that the long term cure for Darjeeling tea industry is to replace 

the present old inherently low producing chinery tea with high- yielding-clones 

and seeds. But he wanted this operation to be supplemented with rejuvenation 

and infilling as the same involve cost only half as much as replanting, and from 

which the gardens do not suffer from crop loss for a long period . According to 

Jain, "it can be interim measure to keep the productivity high till a long term 

solution is applied".20 

Tiwari ( 1989), preferred rejuvenation pruning instead of uprooting and replanting 

as he believed there would be no loss of crop even during the cycle of 

rejuvenation and the yield in these particular sections can be brought up faster 

than replanting. 21 

Dixit (1989) opined that if the operation is carried out properly, the section is 

consolidated by proper infilling and interplanting with healthy robust plants, the 

infills are maintained like young tea in all respects and proper drainage work is 

done, rejuvenation pruning will serve as the life-saving-device for Darjeeling 

gardens. He also pointed out that if a garden rejuvenates 8% of its area every 

two years, there will be no loss of crop, because by diverting more pluckers to 

the remaining tea areas, increased crop will be harvested from these areas and 

that will help compensating the loss of crop from the rejuvenated area.22 

Dasgupta (1989) is in favour of infilling .. He has informed that Darjeeling was 

having vacancy of 20% in the hill areas and infilling is the answer because this 

is an operation which, unlike replanting, is effective without any loss of crop and 

involves little extra cost on cultivation and fertilizer application. But he wonders, 
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inspite of the advantage of infilling, the same has not come up significantly in 

Darjeeling as a programme.23 

Taylor (1989) also observes that replacement of old stand of tea by uprooting 

and replanting and also extension will. play the foremost role if yield of 15 

quintals per hectare is to be achieved in next two decades.24 

The fact that the rejuvenation pruning 'and infilling is a stop-gap-arrangement 

and the uprooting and replanting is .the ultimate solution to solve the problem of 

old age and vacancy holds-good for Assam and other tea growing regions of 

N.E.India has also been opined by some authors. 

Barua (1972) suggests that the rejuvenation is a measure to improve the yielding 

capacity of some of the older sections of tea so that the estate do not suffer 

from large loss of crop when very old and uneconomic areas are uprooted , 

rehabilitated and replanted with improved clones and jats.25 

Barua (1989) further commented, " The pay back period for rejuvenation has 

also been found to be less than that of replanting., However, many replanted 

sections of tea in N.E. India have produced 25 q or more tea per hectare in the 

third year and yields of some of the sections are expected to rise to 50 q or 

more on maturity. Yields of this order can not be anticipated from rejuvenated 

se<?tions of see_d grown tea even with interplanting. Beside~. rejuvenated sections 

are unlikely to remain economically viable for fang because of the presence of 

old bushes and plantings of saplings among '\hem on unrehabilitated soil. 

However, rejuvenation can still serve the useful purpose of bolstering temporarily 

the economy of a tea estate while uneconomic sections are uprooted and 

replanted. "26 

In addition to the above, Barua made a study on five commercial sections of 

Doom Dooma Tea CO L TO where rejuvenation pruning was done. He recorded 

the following yield figures (Table 2.2) before and after rejuvenation. 
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Table 2.2: Yield in kg/ha of some rejuvenation-pruned sections of Doom Oooma 
Tea Co. Ltd. 

Division Section Yield & Yield & Yield & Yield & 
No pruning pruning pruning pruning 

------------ ----------- ----------
1966 1967 1968 1969 

Panikhowa 5 
(1 930 planted) 1876 1653 1681 170 

(OS) (CA) (CA) (RP) 

Fatikjan 14 901 744 919 169 
(CA) (OS) (MS) (RP) 

Fatikjan 20 1186 807 1161 201 
(CA) (CA) (OS) (RP) 

Raidang 13 1477 1007 267 791 

Factory (1 937 planted) (CA) (OS) (RP) (MS) 

Raidang 14 1276 1258 254 919 
factory (CA) (CA) (RP) (MS) 

CA- Cut across; DS- Deep Skiff; MS- Medium skiff; UP- Unpruned ; 
RP- Rejuvenation pruned ; CA/22 "- Cut across at 22 inches. 

So(.!rce: Barua, D.N. (1971), p.33. 

Yield & 
pruning 

1970 

1504 
(UP) 

1553 
(UP) 

1584 
(UP) 

978 

(CN22") 

1073 
(CA/22") 

The above table clearly indicates that rejuvenation has increased the yield just 

in the next year of the rejuvenation in Fatikjan 14 & 20.27 

The same type of well planned study was made by Sarkar(1981) also. To assess 

the effect of rejuve!lation pruni!lg Sarkar (1981) did an experiment under pifferent 

agro-climatic conditions of Assam, Cachar, Terai and Dooars. ·He found out that 

rejuvenation with infilling and the same with infilling and interplanting was better 

than no rejuvenation. He also noted that in terms of yield, the rejuvenation, 

infilling and interplanting package is more advantageous than rejuvenation and 

infilling alone. He further observed that the loss of crop due to rejuvenation 

pruning could be recovered in 4-5 years by infilling alone whereas in case of 

infilling plus interplanting, the loss can be recovered in 2-3 years. In few cases 

where rejuvenation pruning had no positive effect on yield it was perhaps 

selection of unsuitable areas , inadequate care at pre and post - operative 

stages were responsible to hinder desired result out of rejuvenation measures. 28 

Awasthi (1980) not only found out the pay back period of rejuvenation pruning 

and infilling but also calculated the same for uprooting and replanting programme. 

He conducted a study in Assam Valley with special reference to pay back period 

of different developmental projects in Upper Assam, Middle and Lower Assam 

and North Bank. He calculated the pay back period for rejuvenation pruning 
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and infilling in these three tea growing zones taking the rate of interest as 11% 

and 18% per annum. He further compared the same with the replantation 

situation done in the two different periods i.e. in 1966-72 and 1973-79. Given 

below are the findings of his study in tables 2.3 and 2.4. 

Table 2.3: Pay back Period for Rejuvenation+ Infilling 

Zone 

Upper Assam 
Middle and Lower Assam 
North Bank 

With 11% rate of 
interest 

5th year 
4th year 
5th year 

Source: Adapted from Awasthi, R. C. (1981}, p.26 

Table 2.4 : Payback period for replanting. 

with .18% rate of 
interest 

5th year 
4th year 
6th year 

Pay back period (1966-72) 1973-79 period 
Zone With 11% interest With 18% interest With 11% With 18% -

Upper Assam 
Middle & 
Lower Assam 
North Bank 

8th year 

9th year 
1oth year 

11th year 

13th year 
17th year 

Source: Adapted from Awasthi, R.C. (1981}, p.28. 

interest 

7th 

8th 
6th 

interest 

8th 

1oth 
7th 

From the above tables it appears that during the period 1966-72 the pay back 

period for replanting was more than rejuvenation and infilling in all the three 

regions of Assam, when rate of interest was calculated as 11 percent. It was 

three years more in case of Upper Assam and five years more for both Middle, 

Lower Assam and North Bank. With the increase of rate of interest from 11% to 

18% for the same period (1966-72), the difference in pay back period increased 

and it was six, nine and eleven years for Upper Assam, Middle and Lower 

Assam, and North Barik respectively. When the same exercise was done for· 

1973-79 period the increase in pay back period was two, four and one year in 

Upper Assam, Middle and Lower Assam, and North Bank respectively when 

rate of interest was calculated as 11 percent. When the same was calculated as 

18 percent, the increase in pay back period for replanting was three, six and 

one year respectively in the same period. This indicates that the pay back 
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period was always more in case of replanting than that for rejuvenation and 

infilling. 29 

But no study of such nature as conducted in Assam, Cachar. Terai and Doors 

was made in the context of Darjeeling tea. Therefore we, in the present study 

will make an effort to investigate whether the same holds good in Darjeeling 

condition or not. 

From the above, we know that qlthough in the context of Darjeeling tea no 

scientific study was carried out but the scholars and experts are unanimously 

agreed to the point that, in general, the old age and vacancy is the cause of 

stagnation/decline in productivity. They also agreed that rejuvenation pruning 

and infilling and/or interplanting is the short term solution to arrest the same, 

while uprooting and replanting may be the ultimate answer. But unfortunately , 

on the human side , even when the labourers constitute an important part of 

the plantation industry and who play the key role in these developmental 

operations like rejuvenation and replanting , there is hardly any concrete study 

which has empirically examined how the positive or negative growth of the industry 

affect the socio-economic life of the labourers or to what extent various 

technological measures influence their living conditions. 

The possible impact of the negative growth I stagnation of the industry on the 

socio-economic condition of the labourers could be on the following areas: 

1. Employment 

(a) Unemployment. 

(b) Casualisaton 

(c) Occupational Shift 

2. Productivity 

(a) Land and Labour 

(b) Impact on wages 

(c) Incidence or over- indulgene of child labour with lower wages. 

3. Non-implementation of the provisions under PLA. (See Annexure I for 

details). 

(a) Housing (b) Dirinking water (c) Sanitation 

(d) Canteen (e) Creche (f) Education 

(g) Health (h) Ration. 

4. Occupational hasards to women workers. 

Unfortunately there is handly any study made on the above subjects relating the 
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same with the stagnation of tea industry. However, whatever little literature· are 

available on the plantation labourers, those have been taken into consideration 

and their salient findings are discussed below : 

Considering the impact of productivity decline on the plantation labourers, Sarkar 

(1986) warns, "If the planned efforts during the seventh Five Year Plan for Tea 

Industry : 1985-86 to 1989-90 are not crowned with success in regard to the 

fundamental area of raising productivity and the secondary aspect of marketing 

, the detrimental effect on the labour force in the hill areas will be severe. The 

socio-economic impact of the tea industry is very significant. Generally, between 

70% and 80% of employment in hill areas is dependent upon the tea industry. It 

provides sustenance indirectly to many people in hill areas by supporting several 

ancillary avenues of employment, for example, agricultural tools, tea chests, 

workshops related to various operational aspects, repairs and maintenance and, 

last, but not the least, transportation . Seasonal tourism is the only alternative 

industry that has conferred some benefits on the people in the urban areas , but 

the wider rural sector is still not much benefited. The tou_rism industry because 

of fts lack of diversification is unable to create any substantial employment 

opportunities in rural or the plantation sector. In the current year , 10 to 12% of 

the labour force in tea plantation remain unemployed . This situation may be 

aggravated if the Darjeeling Tea Industry which represents the "priceless pride 

of Indian tea': is not immediately protected. "30 

Relating labour employment with stagnation in Darjeeling Tea Industry Dasgupta 

(1989) says, "Agriculture and plantation are the two most important sources of 

employment in the rural areas of Darjeeling Hills. But plantation has become 

less important in the economy since 1951. Proportions of persons employed in 

the plantation shows a declining trend both absolutely and relatively. This 

tendency is , to a great extent, associated with the stagnation of the tea industry 

since 1961."31 He (1989) further noted, " ... employment of labo1:1rers in the tea 

gardens has fallen over the decades. The tea industry can not absorb the excess· 

rural population. Rather, the tea industry employs less people now in comparison 

to 1951."32 

Singh (1989) in this context however holds a different view and opined that the 

supply was less than the demanq because in post second flush most of the 

gardens suffer from labour shortage.33 This shortage of labour supply is probably 

because of the occupational shift' that occurred in the working population of 

Darjeeling Hills after independence. It may be due to the fact that because of 
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less scope of employment in the tea gardens , many of the labours have been 

compelled to seek employment in other sectors like tourism, transport, cultivation, 

Government and Non- Governmental service , business etc. Hinting out this 

occupational shift Dasgupta (1989) writes, "One of the important features of the· 

occupational structure in the Darjeeling Hills is that there has been a "shift". 

This may be explained in terms of stagnation of the tea gardens. The tea gardens 

are no longer " the engine of growth" in this area. The principal cause of the 

weakness of the gardens need to be sought not in size , nor in yield but in the 

type of management. The poor management after independence is one of the. 

important reasons for this economic weakness . The hill areas to a great extent 

lived and thrived on the tea plantations."34 

Productivity of a tea garden and its labour productivity i.e .. productivity per labour 

are inter-related. According to Lama (1986), "It is a well known fact that the 

productivity per labour is comparatively very low in Darjeeling hills. For the year 

1981, the productivity per labour in Darjeeling was 271 kg as against 683 kg of 

Oooars and allln9ia average of 660 kg. This has been mainly attributed to the 

factors like inadequate training to the workers , socio-economic backwardness 

of the workers , lack of technological and technical aid to the workers, existence 

of a huge surplus labour force in the form of disguised unemployment, the 

increasing bandhs and violence by the labourers resulting into diminution in 

working desire a~d quality, effort and psychological depression." He (1986)" 

also made it clear that the violence created by the labourers against the 

managerial personnel which wemt to the extent of even physically assaulting 

and killing, " ... has not only mentally tortured the management but has also 

created a sense of fear psychosis which has hampered the managerial skill 

a~d their willingness to do more investment in this industry ".35 

Lama (1986) rightly says, "Labourers are not only the vital instruments of tea 

production but are also the moving force in the tea economy . Whatever 

technological progress , improvement in seed varieties may be made , they will 

bear the least fruit in the absence of effective participation by the labourers."36 

In course of dealing with the causes of low labour productivity he(1986), 

mentioned about the unattractive incentives given to them as compared to other 

areas, for motivation to generate more output . He also stated about the failure 

of trade unions to see the actual interest of the labours in terms of Provident 

Fund and other retirement benefits, and to make them aware not only about 

their socio-political and economic rights but also their duties , discipline and 
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devotion to their job. He observed, if the productivity needs to be increased 

and the condition of the garden requires rejuvenation in actual sense , the 

management should not only fulfill the genuine demands of the labourers but 

also arrange for them a new socio economic orientation . For that he suggested 

organizing training camps and technical demonstration in order to give scientific 

and advanced orientation to the labour productivity , opening up more and more 

school giving emphasis on literacy particularly for the womenfolk who constitute 

a greater part of the tea labour force in Darjeeling and opening up more health 

amenities in the gardenY 

The land productivity and the labour productivity are interrelated and the former 

can be increased by improving the later ( Dasgupta 1989). Dasgupta shows 

that though the area under tea came down from 18881 hectares in 1965-66 to 

18173 hectare in 1973-7 4 in Darjeeling, the production went up from 9589 ton to 

11414 ton. In the corresponding period the labour productivity increased from 

222 kg to 258 kg. He claimed that the above rise in productivity was made 

possible by the increase in the labour productivity.38 

Sarkar (1986) has analysed the employment pattern in tea garden of Darjeeling 

and f<;:>und that in plucking more casual labourers were engaged as compared to 

permanent labours whereas in all other operations like weed/pest control, 

cultiyation work1 factory etc. the number of permanent la_bourers engaged was 

more. Regarding the distribution of mandays worked by permanent labourers 

in different field operations he found that plucking is the operation for which 

most mandays are spent. After plucking, comes the pruning . In case of casual 

labourers also the highest mandays were spent in plucking. In factory, more 

than 80% of the female mandays were utilized for weighing, sorting, cutting 

and binding whereas for withering majority of the male man days were utilized.39 

He also put forward some policies for the betterment of the living conditions of 

the tea garden labourers of Darjeeling like fixation of wage policy, worker's 

participation in management, formation of worker's cooperative. 40 

Bhowmik (1990) has made an in-depth enquiry into the labour welfare in the 

tea gardens of Assam, Tripura and West Bengal. He observes that it would be 

difficult to find out a tea garden in N.E. India where the facilities as per the 

Plantation Labour Act, 1951 (PLA)has been implemented and remarked , " 

What the planters do not seem to understand is that, instead of being a financial 

burden, labour welfare could be viewed as an investment as it will increase 

productivity and improve labour: management relations."41 
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Bhowmik (1990) also found that wherever the PLA was implemented, even a 

little of it, has helped in the cultural development of the worker. For example, 

settlement pattern by providing housing as per the PLA has helped to increase 

the positive interaction between two tribal groups even to the extent of intercaste 

marriage. Implementation of the same with respect to regulation of working hours 

has helped the labourers to get some spare time. It has specially helped the 

women labours as they, in addition to the garden work, do the household chores 

like cooking, collection of drinking water, gardening etc. But due to lack of sufficient 

recreational facilities in the garden which should have been provided as per 

PLA, they devote the extra time they thus get to drinking. 42 

Regarding the reasons for non-implementation of the PLA, Bhowmik identifies 

that the employers are reluctant to implement it showing the cost factor involved 

for housing though the other provisions by PLA which are less expensive like 

water supply, recreational facilities etc were ignored by them. The government 

agency has also failed to pressurise the management due to lack of proper 

inspecting staff and proper punishment procedures in case of non

implementation. The trade unions are not of much help as their movements are 

mainly centered around the improvement of wage structure only. But " Trade 

unions in tea have to realize that though increase in wages is necessary (as 

plantation workers receive the lowest wages in the organised sector ) this will 

hardly improve the worker's social consciousness if their conditions of existence 

are not improved."43 

Bhowmik 's (1996) another study on the tea plantation workers in West Bengal 

is based on the data from three gardens of Dooars, two gardens of Terai and 

three gardens of Darjeeling. He has observed that none of the plantations in the 

three tea districts under study fulfilled the housing requirement as stipulated by 

the Plantation Labour Act (PLA). Not only the housing facilities provided were 

bad, the sanitary and the drainage conditions were equally bad. He was of opinion 

that not the lack of financial resources but the negative attitude of the management 

towards improving the living standards of the workers was responsible for the 

non-implementation of these provisions of PLA. The only positive thing observed 

in the three tea districts was the water supply. The Creches were provided to 

fulfill the requirement of PLA but only in one garden of Darjeeling it was running 

properly. In terms of literacy, Doors was in first position followed by Darjeeling. 

With regard to employment, compared to other tea districts,in Darjeeling, 

there were more people working outside the gardens and who were better paid 

than the temporary workers in the garden. 44 
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Nag (1 990) made a study on the condition of the tea garden labourers of N.E. 

India. He found that in Assam housing was not provided to the tea garden 

labourers as per the provisions of the PLA . The Act came into force in 1 956 and 

as per its provision a minimum of 8 per cent of the required houses were to be 

constructed annually. If the management would have complied with the statutory 

requirement as per the Act, construction of all the houses for the permanent 

resident workers in the tea plantation of Assam would have completed before 

1970. But even by 1984, noted by Nag, large shortfall persisted in this respect. 45 

Nag (1 990) has also observed that though the area under tea and the total 

production increased steadily in Assam, the number of permanent workers 

decreased from 5.071akhs in 1960 to 4.321akhs in 1980. He noted that, "Side 

by side with shrinkage of employment, the employers have been increasingly 

resorting to employment of "temporary", "casual" and "contract" labour to deny 

to workers their lawful dues. Instead of employing workers on regular rolls on 

permanent basis, the same set of persons are either shown as "casual" or 

"temporary" with breaks in ~ervice before completion of the statutory period 

after which a worker must be made regular or permanent." Contract labour 

from outside the tea estate also were being employed as both the temporary 

and the contract labour do not get statutory benefit under PLA, the Assam Tea 

Plantation Provident Fund Act, and the Bonus Act. 46 

In tea industry, the production and the productivity depends upon the efficiency 

of its workers which in turn is dependent upon their contentment which is again 

directly related to the socio-economic condition. Because a man can be contented 

and commited only when his living conditions, social and economical status are 

better. Bora (1 990) highlighted the same in his study which identifies various 

socio-economic problems faced by the tea garden labourers of Assam, Cachar 

and Tripura. He shows how the plantation labourers suffer from various problems 

like low living standard due to low wages, lack of knowledge in money 

management, illiteracy, lack of proper facility for purchasing their consumer goods, 

lack of institutional finance for credit as a result of which they fall into the clutch 

of moneylenders and businessmen, absence of savings habit and consumption · 

of liquors which is the second highest item of expenditure. He suggested certain 

measures like formation of co-operatives or fair price shops for giving them 

proper marketing facilities, creation of self employment potential through 

cooperative farming in the land of the estate not suitable for tea, formation of 

voluntary organisation to motivate the labourers to save surplus money instead 
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of spending in liquors and to look into the constraints faced by them in mixing 

with the outside people socially, to give emphasis on education. Referring to the 

PLA, which accommodated several such welfare measures for improving the 

socio-economic condition of the tea garden labourers and also to non

implementation of the same in the gardens of Assam as observed by a committee 

appointed in 1960 by the government of Assam, he opined that, "Non -

implementation of the provisions was mainly due to rise in the cost of production 

and simultaneous non-increase of I? rice of tea in the market as was pointed out 

by some management personnel. But with the rise of price of tea the management 

may take steps in implementing fully the provisions of the Act keeping in view 

that if welfare provisions are implemented fully and properly, the workers will be 

contented with the management ; they will improve their health and thereby 

efficiency which will lead to greater productivity and producti6n."47 · 

Bhadra (1992) has conducted a study on women workers in plantation in 

Chandmani T.E., in the plains of Darjeeling district of West Bengal. Her study 

highlights the socio-economic background of the women labourers, their activities 

and nature of participation in tea plantation, the kind of treatment they receive 

with reference to remuneration and privilege in their employment. She has 

observed that in Chandmani T.E. 42.91 per cent of the total labour force is 

women and who belong to 19 different Adivasi groups and two caste groups. 

They have mostly come from the poor and educationally backward families with 
. . 

tribal peasant background. Women are mostly engaged in manual and relatively 

unskilled jobs like plucking of tea leaves. Some of the younger women are also 

deployed for pruning work. She noticed certain discrimination against women in 

payment of wages and which is often lower than that offered to the men-folk. 

Even after the Equal Wages Act was passed in October, 1976, the employer still 

refused to pay equal wages to men and women workers. Of course, in the tea 

estate under study, the task given to women workers was also less as compared . 

to men workers, though they do not have any promotion facilities. Absenteeism 

is also low in comparison to their male counterpart. She also pointed out that, 

unlike other industrial sector, in plantation industry the women worker's 

participation is more as there is no strict separation between their house and 

place of work, which helps to adjust their time in the plantation. Also this is so as 

the menfolk give their hands in their household chores and show positive attitudes 

towards their wive's employment. The women workers join the trade unions but 

hardly take active part because of their lack of time as they prefer to go home 
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after their work. Literacy among them is almost nil. She further observes that 

though economically independent, the women workers in the plantation do not 

enjoy equal status with men in almost every sphere of life - in wage rates, in 

occupational status, in social, political and educational spheres.48 

A high power trade union team camposing of representatives of various labour 

organisations of Bihar, West Bengal, Orissa and Assam visited different tea 

estates of West Bengal and Assam and tried to see the extent of implementation 

of PLA there. They found that norie of the provision of PLA whether it is on 

housing or education or medical facilities or canteens, creches etc. are 

implemented in a single garden. They found that though the tea industry in West 

Bengal and Assam come under the perview of minimum wage Act. (Please see 

Annexure II for more details) both the governments have not fixed any minimum 

wages for the tea plantation labourers. (Of course recently the government of 

· Assam has fixed up the minimum wages for the plantation labourers for both the 

PLA and non-PL..:a gardens). Though housing facility is being used as a carrot of 

and. stick policy of exploiting, the labourers, the houses provided are not as per 

the specificatino of PLA The team also found that in all the tea estates visited 

by them there is a trend of reducing the number of permanent workers and 

substituting them with casual workers. The m~dical facilties provided were far 

form the ,requirements and specifications of PLA. In the sphere of educaiton 

they found that for generations most of the plantation labourers ~nd illiterate. 

Other than inadequate member of lower primary schools, the management have 

done nothing to educate them.· Even they are deprived from the benefits of 

reservation in educaiton and employment available to scheduled castes and 

scheduled tribes. Regarding' women workers it was found that though they 

constitute the major segment of the tea workers they are exploited most. Their 

reproductive role gets more importance considering the significance of the family 

unit in the work determination in plantation. But even the pregnant and the 

lactating mothers are not spared from daily hard work. Apart from sexual abuse 

and harassment, these women workers are discriminated against in case of 

disbursment of subsidised food grains and medical facilities. For their spouses 

they are not entitled to get these facilities and a single women does not get the 

same for their dependent parents. The team also observed that though there 

was 100 percent unionisation the worker's participation in the trade union is low. 

The women workers though members seldom reach upto the leadership level. 

They also observed the presence of child labour to the tune of 1 0-12 percent 
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But these are the general observation made by the team in the gardens visited 

in West Bengal and Assam. Let us see what they have found out in Darjeeing. 

Singtam T.E. is a tea garden in Oarjeeling Hills. There they found that there was 

no hospital. The dispensary which was to cater the medical facilities was not 

having any medicine at all. For major ailments, transport facility is provided to 

take the patients to near by Sadar Hospital - but this facility is restricted to the 

workers only and not to his I her dependents. There is a canteen - but the 

contribution from the management-side towards this facility is only 500 gms. of 

tea leaves per month. Regarding housing also the labourers are deprived. Out 

of 500 houses in the labour line only 40-50 houses are pucca houses. For drinking 

water, the labourers depend on their own arrangement. Toilets are not provided 

at all saving two toilets near the factory and which are in a very dirty, rotten 

condition. No arrangement for providing any kind of recreational facilities was 

made. Though all workers are the members of union, even then Lock outs are 

used as a strategy of the management to bargain with the workers. When the 

workers demanded fa'cilities like construction of pucca houses, medical benefits 

for the dependants, payment of wages on time and facility of'Badli' i.e. employing 

a family member of a worker after he/she retires, the owner declared lockout 

and later on agreed to lift only if the workers agreed to his condition of producing 

1,60,000 kgs of tea. So far as the educational facilities are concerned there is 

one Jur.~ior High School in the estate and amor:gst the tea- gardens of West 

Bengal the percentage of literates both male and female was the highest in 

Singtam. The team also found that the trend of casualisation is increasing over 

the years. The alarming condition of the labourers of this estate would be revealed 

from the fact that the wages, gratuity, Provident Fund (PF) and other benefits 

were not paid to them for a considerable time and which would amount to several 

lakhs of rupees. 49 

The above-cited references show that different authors dealt with different subject 

in various contexts which would be depicted from the following box. 
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1. Employment Sarkar Dasgupta Singh Lama Bhowmik Nag Bora Bhadra National 
campai-
gn on 
labour 
rights 

(a) Unemployment ~ ~ ~ ~ 

(b) Casualisation ~ ~ 

(c) Occupational 

shift ~ 

2. Productivity 
(a) Land &_ labour 

Productivity ~ ~ ~ 

(b) Impact on 

wages ~ 

(c) Incidence of child 

labo.ur with lower wages ~ 

3. Non-lmplementatin 

of PLA ~ ~ ~ 

(a) Housing ~ ~ 

(b) Drinking water ~ ~ 

(c) Sanitation.· ~ ~ 

(d) Canteen ~ ~ 

(e) Creche ~ ~-

(f) Educatio.n ~ ~ 

(g) Health ~ ~ 

(h) Ration ~ ~ 

4. Occupatio.nal hazard ~ 
to wo.men wo.rkers 

So from the above we see that on the s.ocio-economic condition of the plantation 

labourers 'unfortunately, we have only some disintegrated data from a few case 

studies. And those studies helped least to fully realise how various policies of the 

management have affected the interest of the plantatin labourers. There is in fact 

no such study which has specifically dealt with the impact of stagnation on 
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employment, productivity (labour aspect)· and implementation of PLA. There is 

also no such study which has clearly identified the effect of productivity stagnation 

on the socio-economic condition of the labourers or the impact of various 

production-improving new technologies on the life and living of the plantation 

labourers. This has prompted us to the realization that a proble into these issues 

is necessary to understand the impact of stagnation on the plantation workers in 

Darjeeling Hills. 

It woudl have been better if we could have dealt with all the possible parameter 

mentioned above which gets affected by stagnation. Due to limitation of time 

and abailable information, we have limited our area of search to employment 

and the possible impact of the new production-improving technologies on the 

socio-economi9 condition of the plantation workers in generating employment 

and reducing casualisation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE PRESENT STUDY 

The present study intends to look into the problem of the declining trend in 

productivity in Da~eeling tea industry and the factors responsible for it. It suggests 

some necessary technological measures which may help arrest the decline. It 

is assumed that the decline in productivity may have some impact on labour 

employment. The present study therefore seeks to examine the implications of 

the declining productivity on the socio-economic life of the plantation labourers 

in terms of their employment situation and other related matters like casualisation, 

welfare etc. It also aims to find out the impact of the possible remedial measures 

(to arrest productivity stagnation) on the life of the tea_ plantation workers in 

Darjeeling hills. 

To provide the study a logical structure, we made an attempt 

1. - To examine the nature and ext~nt of stagnation or decline in productivity 

in Darjeeling Tea Industry and its underlying causes. 

2. To investigate further whether that trend has any effect or not on the life of 

the plantation labourers in terms of their employment conditions and 

benefits they receive from the indus~ry. 

After examining the extent of productivity stagnation and its impact on the 

labourers, we should try to find out the possible ways by which the prevailing 

stagnating situation can be overcome and the adopted measures could be more 

conducive in favour of the labourers. 

It has been observed in the first chapter that as compared to the other tea 

producing regions in the country, Darjeeling is characterised by a low land 

productivity (kg/ha). A good number of factors have contributed to such a low 

production situation,1 They are: (a) Change in climatological condition, (b) Old 

age of the bushes, (c) Vacancy, (d) The low producing planting material, (e) Soil 

erosion, (f) Land Slide, (g) More infestation of pests, diseases and weeds etc. 

The changes in climatological condition are not as drastic as in th~fell in the 

productivity. Moreover, it is very difficult to quantify the variations in the climate

related parameters to ascertain the impact of such changes in productivity. 

· Similarly, we do not have much evidence about the possible changes in 
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distribution and intensity of pest population in and around Darjeeling.tea gardens 

over time. Thus it may not be possible to understand the impact of pests and 

diseases vis-a-vis the declining trend in productivity. Interactions with the planters 

revealed that there has been no significant change in the aforesaid distribution 

pattern and intensity to induce such visible decline in the yield of tea. Soil erosion, 

land slide as well as the low yielding planting material may in a number of ways 

be responsible for the same. 

The factors which are found directly responsible in furthering stagnation have 

been studied in detail subject to the availability of information on them. For 

easy comprehension, the factors have been categoriesed as below : 

Old age of the bushes 

A plant body· consists of both productive and unproductive tissues. "Productive 

tissues in a plant are those that add to the growth of the plant viz. ·the green 

leaves and stems and the fine absorbing roots, while all brown tissues are 

unproductive and merely serve as channels for conducting water, organic and ' 
- -

inorganic chemicals from one part of the plant body to another. As unproductive 

load increases, more and more energy converted by the green tissues and the 

chemicals absorbed by the fine roots are diverted towards supporting this load 

and less and less comes into the plucking basket as crop. As we were not 

growing tea bushes for fire wood, it is a dead loss".2 This unproductive load 

increases with the age ·of the bushes. Since Darjeeling is having more of old 

bushes, it is possible that due to this factor, yield is coming down gradually. 

Vacancy 

Vacancy means unoccupied places caused due to mortality of bushes because 

of pest and diseases, faulty or no drainage system, old age etc. About 90% of 

the sections in Darjeeling tea plantations are having such vacancy ranging from 

2% to to 30%.3 If we take an average of 15% as vacancy and deduct the same 

from the present total area of 18932 hectare (the area under tea as in 1995) the 

actual effective area under tea will be 16092.2 hectare. This loss in effective 

area under tea may be accounted for lowering productivity. 

The average vacancy in the total tea area of Darjeeling gardens was 15% 

between 1991-95. On the basis of that, the followiJlg would be the notional 

yield in different years and which shows the actual potential of the land and the 

bushes, provided there would not have been any vacancy. 
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Table 3.1 : Actual and notinal yield of Darjeeling tea in different years 

Year Vacancy Actual yield in kg/ha Notional yield in kg/ha 

1991 15% 693.65 816.06 
1992 15% 639.86 752.77 
1993 15% 674.08 792.04 
1994 15% 575.31 676.84 
1995 15% 544.77 640.08 

Source: Author's estimate from data av.ailab/e from Tea Statistics, different years, by Tea 

Board, India, and Tea Digest, 1997. 

Notional yield : Production I Actual effective area· under tea bushes . 

Change in plucking pattern for the demand of better quality 

The productivity in Darjeeling tea industry peaked during 1982-83 to reach an 

yield of 725 kg made tea per hectare and from there onwards the declin.~ started. 

Incidentally this period coincided with heavy demand from Russia, Iran and Iraq 

who preferred tea produced from coarse leaves as they were not much bothered 

about quality. With demand. pattern having changed in favour of finer quality for 

which very fine leaves have to be plucked in shorter rounds there is an evident 

loss in shoot weight. Because, coarser plucking means plucking a shoot which 

consists of 31eaves and a bud, whereas in case of finer plucking only the shoots 

containing 2 leaves and a bud and qne leaf and.a bud are plucked. The difference 

in weight in these type of shoots are as under : 

100 No. of 3 leaves+ bud= 142.35 gms 

1 00 No. of 2 leaves + bud = 73.19 gms 

1 00 No. of 1 leaf + bud = 26.32 gms 

Therefore the loss of weight due· to finer plucking may be another probable 

reason behind decline in productivity. 

Consciousness about pesticidal residue 

Incidentally the countries like Japan, Germany who are the main buyers of 

Darjeeling tea 4 now-a-days, have become conscious about pesticidal residues 

since 1994 as the residue which remains in the made tea due to application of 

chemicals are considered harmful for human health5 . Formerly the buyers had 

no objection to the existence of pesticidal residue. Consequently controlling pests 

and diseases by appli~ation of conventional chemical pesticides was easier. 

But now the maximum residue limit set is so low 6 that these chemicals can not 
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be used to control the pests and diseases and the planters are having no other 

option than to depend on Neem and sulphur based products which are allowed 

by the major exporting countries. Since these products are not as efficient as 

the conventional chemical pesticides, at least in the short run, controlling pests 

and diseases has become a problem, and good amount of crop is being lost 

due to this? Keeping in view the export factor, some gardens are not applying 

any chemical weedicide to control weeds which competes with the tea bushes 

for nutrition and moisture. They ·~re controlling weeds manually by sickling, 

uprooting etc. which are not only less effective but also more costly. This weed 

control technology is perhaps also affecting the productivity. 

Planting material 

Another possible cause for decline in productivity may be the planting materials . 

. According to Sarkar, "More than fifty per cent of the tea is china or china hybrid 

type, whose shoots are very small. About 12500 shoots of two leaves and a bud 

from these bushes make one kilograms of tea whereas a broadleaf Assam jat 

can produce the equivalent quantity of tea with less than half of the shoots."8 

So compared to broad leaf Assam jat, these bushes are low yielding and as 

more than 50% of the bushes are of this type only, it is contributing to the low 

yield of the district as a whole. 

All the above stated factors are possibly responsible for the stagnation in 

productivity. It wouid have been ideal if all those factors could have been studied 

in detail to pinpoint the role of each one in lowering the productivity. But in the 

context of present study it was not possible to deal with all the aforesaid factors 

separately or independently because of several constraints like availability of 

relevant information, time etc. Therefore, we shall confine our observations only 

to the problem of old age and vacancy. 

The specific objectives of the study are : 

(1) To find out the extent of stagnation/decline in Darjeeling tea industry over 

the years and the contribution of old age and vacancy to such decline. 

(2) To study the impact of this stagnation on the labourers in terms of their 

employment and overall welfare. 

(3) To find out the possible technological remedial measures and to ascertain 

how each of these measures will improve the productivity of Darjeeling 

tea. 
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( 4) To find out the possible impact of these suggested technological measures 

on the life of the labourers in terms of employment status, casualisation, . 

wages, amenities and welfare that are expected to be taken up by the 

management from time to time in view of the favourable changes in 

productivity. 

Location of the study area 

The district of Darjeeling lies bet~een 26°31' and 27°13' north latitude and 

between 87°59' and 88°53' east longitude in a subtropical belt. It is located in 

the extreme north of the state of West Bengal and in the foot hills of Himalayas. 

It is a frontier district with Nepal on one side and Bhutan on another side. It 

stretches from the plains of West Bengal on the south to the state of Sikkim on 

the North. 

Historically speaking, the whole of the Dajeeling district was owned by the Raja 

of Sikkim. It came to the notice of the British Government when General Liyod 

and Mr. J.W.~rant visited the old Gorkha stationcalled Darjeeling in February, 
- -

1829 and spent six days there. That is the period when the idea of establishing 

a sanatorium in Darjeeling was developed. So both the gentlemen recommended 

about the same to the then Governor General Lord Willium Bentinck giving a 

stress not only for its suitability for establishing a sanatorum but for military 

purpose also as an entrance into Nepal Teritory. The advantageous position of 

the place as a centre of trade was also emphasized. The Governor General 

promptly acted and being satisfied after a survey, directed General Liyod to 

approach the Raja of Sikkim for Darjeeling in liue of land or money. The Raja 

was benevolent enough to present the said land to East India Company on 1st 

February, 1835 as a gift. Though initially it was presented as a gift without asking 

any favour in cash or kind, in 1841 the Government granted an allowance of 

Rs. 3000/- per annurrfas compensation which was raised to Rs. 6000/- in 1846. 

After the Hill tract was ceded in 1835, General Liyod and Dr. Chapman was 

sent for exploring the capability of the place for establishing a sanatorium in 

1836. Depending on their positive report, decision of establishing a sanatorium 

was taken and in 183iDr. A Campbell, a member of the Indian Medical Service, 

was deputed as Superintendent. He is the man who played the most important 

role in the fqrmation of Darjeeling district. At the time of cession in 1835, Darjeeling 

was having an area of 138 sq miles with population of not more than 100. In 

1839 also, the population did not exceed. But as a result of the sincere effort 
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made by Dr. Campbell to make Darjeeling habitable in all respects possible, this 

figure rose to 10,000 in 1849 within a span of 10 years. These people mainly 

came from Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan where slavery and oppresion was prevalent 

at that time. The area which started from not more than a hundred soul and with. 

198 sq. miles is now comprises of 138 sq. miles with a population of more than 

5 lakhs. The whole district is having four subdivisions namely Darjeeling, 

Kalimpong, Kurseong and Siliguri of which Siliguri is situated in the plains and 

rest are in the hills. 

Methodology 

So far the tea areas are concerned there are two tea growing regions in the 

district of Darjeeling. One is Terai which covers the tea gardens located _in the 

plains of the district. The other region comprises the gardens of the hills. Our 

study confines only to the tea gardens of Darjeeling hills. These tea gardens are 

situated in varying elevations ranging from 150 meters to 1950 meters in different 

type of terrains ranging from gentle to steep slope and in varying climatological 

condit1ons. Considering this variation, the primary data were collected from some 

purposedly selected gardens representing different elevations, topography and 

climatological conditions. 

To examine the sway of age and vacancy as contributing factor towards 

stagnation of Darjeeling tea industry, eight gardens were selected from where 

primary data were collected. The executives as well as the labourers of these , 

gardens were extensively interviewed to identify the social implications of 

productivity stagnation. While interviewing the labourers, the experienced people 

of slightly older age were given preference. To comprehend the extent of 

productivity stagnation, its various dimension and impact on plantation labourers 

along with the primary data, informations from secondary sources like FAO, 

Tea Board have been used. The data collected by the Darjeeling Planters 

Association on different aspects of plantation labourers in Darjeeling have also 

been utilized in relevant contexts. 

In order to identify the possible measures in combating the problem of old age . 

and vacancy, and to test the suitability of certain recommended measures in 

Darjeeling milieu, the gardens who have already introduced the required 

programmes were selected and the necessary informations were collected from 

them. For examining the impact of such programmes on the economic as well 
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as social life of the labourers, not only the common labourers but also the labour 

leaders, the proprietors and the managers were interviewed. 

Jtollection of required information from Oa~eeling hills was not smooth because 

(1) most of the gardens were found not maintaining proper records, 2) a few 

gardens who were having records, were unable to supply the full information as 

during the GNLF agitation period (1986-89) those were burnt or misplaced, 3) 

due to frequent changes of ownership of gardens and garden managers as well, 

records in systematic form are not-available in many gardens. Interestingly it is 

the general practice on the part of the garden owners or managers to take away 

all informations and records while leaving the garden. This apart, as the data 

relating to production and productivity reasonably reflect the loss or profit position 

of a garden, some of the gardens were somewhat reluctant to provide the same. 

However, at last, they took me in confidence after getting assurance that I am 

not going to disclose their confidentiality in any way. I am therefore deliberately 

keeping in secret the actual identities of the gardens covered. Throughout the 

stu_dy they are referred as A, B, C, 0, E etc. Some.salient features of the gardens 

in this study are given below. 

Profile of the sample gardens 

Amongst the ten selected gardens, Garden A is situated in Teesta Valley. It 

belongs to a 'progre~sive' group which is having six gardens in Darjeeling cmd a 

good number of gardens in Upper Assam. It contains sections ·right from the 

elevation of 2000 ft. to 5700 ft. Most of the sections are facing North, East and 

North-East. The garden gets moderately high price for 1st and 2nd flush 

production in auction and private sale too. Here labourers are good natured 

though occasional labour unrest is not uncommon. Being located in a good 

rainfall zone this garden hardly suffers from drought. 

Garden B is also located in Testa Valley zone but in the opposite direction of 

Garden A. It belongs to a proprietary group having only one garden in Oarjeeling 

Hills, one in the plains area of the district i.e. Terai, and a good number of 

gardens in Assam. It is a mid-elevation garden having sections from 1500 ft. to 

41 00 ft. The sections are facing mainly south, East and West. Qualitiwise, the 

tea of this garden fetches high prices particularly from private sale to German or 

Japanese buyers. For 1st flush production it fetched a price ranging from Rs. 

1500 to 2000 per kg in a number of occassions over the last few years. The 

incidence of labour unrest is bare minimum. An idea about the good nature of · 
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the labour(3rs and their support to the management can be had from an incident 

stated below. 

In one occasion the author was rather critical to the manager for commiting 

some silly mistakes in the matter of production and thereby !aging behind in 

outtum. The labourers (mostly labour sirders) who were present there assured 

the author that in the next visit he would see that all mistakes are rectified and 

thereby the loss occured in crop will be recouped. To the surprise of the author, 

in his next visit he found all mistakes were actually rectified and loss of crop thus 

recouped. 

Garden C belongs to a group having four gardens in Darjeeling and number of 

gardens in Assam and Cachar. It is a garden of a progressive group and involved 

in doing developmental work like new extension, uprooting and replanting in the 

recent years. It is a big garden situated in Darjeeling having sections from 1518 

ft. to 6250 ft in all different aspects. This garden produces tea of high quality in 

Darjeeling standard and on a few occasions it has obtained very remunerative 

price in the last few years. The garden is situated in Darjeeling East sub-district. 

Garden 0 is situated in Teesta Valley. It belongs to a reputed agency house 

having two good gardens in Darjeeling and good number of gardens in Terai 

and Dooars. It is one of the very few compact gardens of Darjeeling having a 

record higher yield. Qualitiwise it can be categorised as medium quality garden._. 

Labour unrest is minimum. The garden has sections from elevation of 3333 ft to 

5000 ft. facing mainly North and East. 

Garden E belongs to the same group of garden A. Its sections are different from 

garden A and those are mostly facing South and West which is just opposite to 

Garden A. Its sections are situated from low elevation of 1800 ft. to high elevation 

of 5900 ft. It produces tea which fetches price of high range. The garden is 

situated in Darjeeling West sub-area. 

Garden F belongs to a very big and reputed agency house having four gardens 

in Darjeeling and number of gardens in Assam and Dooars. The sections of the 

garden are situated from the elevation of 2592 ft to 4561 ft. facing South, East 

and North. Qualitiwise it is a medium quality garden. This garden belong to 

Rungbong sub-area. 

Garden G belongs to the same group of garden C but situated in Darjeeling 

West sub-district. It is also a progressive garden and doing developmental works 
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like rejuvenation pruning and _infilling, uprooting and replanting. The labourers of 

this particular garden were unfortunately involved in frequent strikes and unrest, 

as a result the production suffered a lot. But in last few year:s, the situation has 

changed drastically in favourable direction. The garden is having sections from 

the elevation of 1518 ft. to 6250 ft. The garden is reputed for its high quality.of 

tea . 

. Garden H belongs to same agency ho'use of Garden F and qualitiwise best· 

among the group. It is situated in Darjeeling East sub-district. The sections of 

garden are situated from the elevation of 3200 ft. to 6100 ft. In this garden, 

labour unrest is quite frequent. 

Garden I is owned by a reputed agency house having good number of gardens 

both in Darjeeling and Dooars. It is situated in Da~eeling West sub-district. Mainly 

the sections are facing West and are situated from 1 000 ft. 5400 ft. height from 

the mean sea level. Qualitiwise it falls in the lower side of medium grade. Here 

labour unrest is not uncommon. 

Amongst the gardens considered as Hill gardens, garden J produces the highest 

quantity of tea. It has considerable, area in lower elevation and sections ranging 

from the. elevation of 1300 ft. to 3550 ft. It is a quite progressive garden and 

. regularly conducts developmental work like rejuvenation pruning, uprooting and 

r~planting. f:"iowever in terms of quality of tea it falls_in the lowest cadre. The 

garden is situated in Kurseong South sub-district. Labour unrest is very rare in 

this garden. 
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Table 3.2 : Some characteristic features of the sample gardens. 

Garden A B c D E F G H I J 

Year of 1864 NA NA NA NA NA 1852 NA NA NA 
establishment 

Area under 
tea (in ha) 271.34 470.99 253.42 183.22 252.71 285.66 436.72 "141.6 321.05 500.32 

Management Agency Propri- Agency Agency Agency Agency Agency Agency Agency Propri-
pattern house etory house house house house house house house etory 

Elevation 2000- 1500- 1518-' 3333- 1800- 2592- 1518- 3200- 1000- 1300-
min.-max.in fit. 5700 ft. 4100 ft. 6250ft. 5000 ft. 5900 ft. 4561 ft. 6250 ft. 6100 ft. 5400 ft. 3550 ft. 

Aspect North South, East North South South- East- North West East 
(main) & North East & North- & & South East & West East 

East West West East West North 

Valley or Teesta Teesta Darjeeling Teesta Darjeeling Rung bong Darjeeling Darjeeling Darjeeling Kurseong 
sub-dist. Valley Valley East Valley West West East West South 

Rainfall in 422.37 126.84 213.59 259.07 193.62 167.78 258.64 256.15 163.45 436.62 
,...--, em (1997) 
Vo 
V\ Price* fetched H H H M H M H H M L ......... 

Annual production 
(1997) in kg 182293 232240 162335 157738 144994 202713 239285 83191 231435 535601 

Change in 
ownership in 
last 10 years 1 - - - 1 

Change in 
managerial 
Cadre (1 0 yers) 3 2 2 4 3 3 3 4 3 5 

Incidence* 
of lockout in 
last 10 yrs. 

Incidence of labour 
unrest. L - M L M L L H H 



Garden A B c D E F G H I J 

Drinking* problem L L M L M H L M M 

Illiteracy% 46.39 65.07 51.22 60.63 49.66 46.14 65.86 49.14 52.15 63.59 

Bonus paid - 18.75% 19.50% 19.50% 19.50% 18.75% 19.50% 18.75% 19.50% 19.50% 19.50% 

Child labour Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil 

Labour employed 750 1387 975 490 948 910 1597 477 1300 1176 

Labour land ratio 2.76 2.94 3.84 2.67 3.75 3.18 3.65 3.36 4.04 2.35 

Land productivity 671.13 493.09 640.58 860.92 573.76 709.63 547.91 587.38 720.87 1070.52 
(in kg I ha) 

Labour productivity243.06 167.44 166.49 321.91 152.95 222.76 149.83 174.40 178.02 455.44 
(in kg /labour) 

Rejuvenation done 
in last 5 years 25.78 19.07 42.67 24.04 - - 61.75 - 34.58 51.76 ,......., 
in ha (1991-95) V1 

~ 
%of the total area 9.50 4.05 16.84 13.12 - - 14.14 - 10.77 10.35 

Uprooting/Repanting 
done in last 5 yr. - 6.73 - - 6.49 . - 54.53 3.69 - 21.19 
in ha (1991-95) 

-
%of the 
Total area - 1.43 - - 2.57 - 12.49 2.61 - 4.24 

*High =H 
Low =L 
Medium= M 
NA = Not available. 
Source: Data obtained from different gardens. 



For the information relating to the wages and other benefits given to the labourers, 

extra leaf price etc., both the executives of Darjeeling Planters Association and 

the gardens were contacted. Their furnished informations were cross checked 

with the actual recipients of those wages and benefits i.e. the laborourers and 

their leaders. 

In course of this study an attempt had been also made to identify the reasons 

behind general aversion of Darjeeling planters towards certain developmental 

·programmes which have been appeared successful in some other areas. And 

for getting required informations both the executives and their proprietors/ 

directors were consulted. 

For analysing the trend of yield with the increase in age, instead of taking data 

on yield by year the average yield of a pruning cycle has been calculated as the 

yield in tea varies according to pruning. Similarly as vacancy does not remain 

the same in all the years, vacancy counted in 1995 was only taken into 

consideration for calculation. Again for computation and analysis of yield before 

and after rejuvenation; and wprooting and replanting the yield of pruning cycle 

was taken into account. For finding out the maximum yielding age group 4231 

observations were made in five different gardens where the required informations 

for the analysis like year of planting (which is very difficult to get in Darjeeling 

gardens), yield progression with the advancement of age etc. were available. 

_ For calculating the pay back period, ave_cage cost of.production of made tea per 

kg and actual average annuarprice realised per kg of made tea was collected 

from different gardens. Since a good portion of tea of Darjeeling gardens is sold 

directly to the buyers specially foreign buyers and not in auction - the auction 

price was not given importance for calculating the pay back period. 

Notes 

1. The factors responsible for stagnation, their possible impact on the tea bushes 

and thereby yield, whether these factors can be studied in details or not and if 

not the reasons for the same may be clear from the following chart : 
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Factors Possible impact Whether difficult Why 
to stud 

I. Change of 
climatrological 
condition 

(a) Drought Moisture stress Yes Lack of data 
in the soil 

(b) Excessive 
rainfall Drainage problem Yes -do-

(c) Very foggy More incidence Yes -do-
misty weather of blister blight 

d) Hail storm- Defoliation of Yes -do-
bushes,breaking 
of the branches 

ii) Old age Weak and No 
diseased bush 
frame, less yield 

iii) Vacancy Less yield of the No 
section due to less 
number of bushes 

iv) Low producing Less yield as Yes Lack of data 
planting compared to high 
material yielding clones 

v) Soil erosion Loss of rich top Yes -do-
soil which ultimately 
affects yield by poor 
supply of nutrients to 
the bushes 

2. Barua, D.N. (1971), p 32. 

3. De, S.K. (1996),p.2 

4. Discussion with several planters like Mr. B.C.Tiwari, The Director, M/s 

Darjeeling Consolidated (India) Ltd., Mr. H Chowdhury, the Manager, 

Namring T.E., Mr. Brijmohan, the Director, Samebiong T.E., Mr. R Dutta, 

the Secretary, Darjeeling Planters Association revealed the fact that Japan 

and Germany are the main buyers of Darjeeling tea now-a-days. 
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5. From 1994, the buyers of Da~eeling tea became serious about the pesticidal 

residue though the ill-effect of pesticides was first pointed out by Ratchel 

Carson (1962) followed by Wilson committee report (1969).Because of 

this, Darjeeling Planters Association organised a conference to discuss 

about the effect of pesticidal residue on the consumers of tea and the 

possible ways and means to eliminate or minimise the use of hazardous 

pesticides. 

6. Maximum Residue Limit (MRL) is the limit, set by different organisations 

such as Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of USA, Codex Alimen

tarious Commission, FAO and WHO, which are permissible in made tea. It 

is expressed in terms of mg per kg of made tea. For example, the MRL of 

Endosulfan allowed by CODEX is 30. It means that if one kg of made tea 

contains 30 miligram of endosulfan, that is allowed. If it is more than that 

the tea can not be consumed and therefore can not be sold as well. Different 

countries and different agencies have set different MRLs. Given below are 

the MRL _fixed by different countries and agencies for the pesticides 

commonly used in tea. 

Maximum Residue limit (MRL) set by different agencies/countries for the different 

chemicals used in tea in mg/ka. 

FAO/WHO EPA Codex G.L. Japan E. C. Russia 

Dicofol 5 45 8 2 (d) 
Ethion 7 10 5 2 2 
Endosulfan 30 24 30 30 30 
Phosalone 8 
Deltamethrin 10 10 10 5 -
Cypermethrin 20 20 20 (d) 
Glyphosate 0.5 0.1* 
Chlorpyriphos 0.1 3 0.1* 
Dimethoate 0.2 
Anthio 0.2 
Dalapon NP 
2,4-D Amine 
salt 0.5 
F enitrothion 0.5 . - (d) 
Simazine 0.5 
Copper 100 
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FAOIWHO EPA Codex G.L. 

Acephate 
Fenvelerate 
Paraquat 
Malathion 
Monocrotophos-
Quinalphos 
Diflubenzuron -
Cartap 20 

*Indicates lower limit of analytical determination 
NP- Not Permissible 

Japan E. C. Russia · 

0.1* 
(d) 
0.1 
(d) 
(d) 
(d) 

20 
20 

(d) should levels be not adopted by 1.1.98, the maximum level (0.1)* shall apply. 

Source: Barbara, B C (1994), P.12 

7. The fact that if pests and diseases are not controlled it inflict crop-loss is a 

matter of common sence and well established fact too. According to 

Chakrabarty and Singh (1994)* the crop loss due to incidence of thrips, 

jassids, rnies, helopeltis and blister blight would be around 15%. 

· Interview with the several planters about their practical experience relating to 

the neem and sulphur based products (evealed that these products are not as 

efficient as the conventional pestiCides. Moreover, this fact has been proved by 

a scientifically laid out trial also. When Monocrotophos and Quinalphos was 
- -

··tried against thrips along with Neembased products like Bioneem,- Nimgr:een, 

Rakshak and Fortune Aza, the percenage reduction of thrips by conventional 

pesticides was between 89.2% to 94.6% and the same by the Neembased 

products was between 57.2 to 64.3%. This trial was conducted by the Plant 

Protection Department ofTocklai Experimental Station, Jorhat at Maheema T.E. 

of Assam. 

8. Sarkar, S K (1989) , p.2. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

NATURE AND EXTENT OF STAGNATION IN 

DARJEELING TEA INDUSTRY 

The cultivation of tea in Darjeeling was started by planting the seeds brought 

from China by Gordon around 1835. But the cultivation of tea at commercial 

scale started only in 1856 when Alubari T.E. was established by the Kurseong 

and Darjeeling Tea Company. By .1870, the number of gardens in Darjeeling 

rose to 56. The following Table shows the trend of growth of the tea industry in 

Darjeeling till 1995. 

Table 4.1 : Growth trend of Darjeeling Tea Industry with respect to number of 
gardens, cultivated area, production, yield and labour employed 

Year No. of Area under Total Yield No. of 
gardens cultivation production in kg/ha labour 

in hactares thousand (kgs) employed 

1870 . 56 4470.07 766.21 171.40 8347 
1872 74 5869.05 1332.96 227.12 12361 
1873 87 6351.42 1341.16 211.16 14019 
1874 113 7643.56 1781.70 233.09 19424 
1885 175. 15579.70 4123.36 264.66 , NA 
1895 186 19704.59 5313.72 269.67 NA 
1905 148 20483.99 5646.17 275.64 NA 
1951 99 16569.0 7838.00 473.05 NA 
1961 99 1~605.0 10107.0 543.24 NA 
1971' 97 18245.0 10293.0 564.15 38832 
1972 97 . 18204.0 11477.0 630.47 44394 
1973 97 18173.0 11414.0 628.07 43948 
1974 97 17679.0 11453.0 647.83 43935 
1975 97 17940.0 10687.0 595.70 44021 
1976 100 17958.0 11344.0 631.70 45790 
1§177 NA 18134.0 11577.0 638.41 46312 
1978 NA 18151.0 11529.0 635.17 46295 
1979 NA 18360.0 10812.0 588.89 45384 
1980 103 19241.0 12689.0 659.48 45987 
1981 103 19239.0 12226.0 635.48 45057 
1982 100 19484.0 14134.0 725.42 46113 
1983 102 19739.0 14262.0 722.53' 46338 
1984 102 20012.0 13491.0 . 674.15 46420 
1985 102 19804.0 12921.0 652.44 46275 
1986 102 20015.0 10362.0 517.71 46575 
1987 102 20012.0 12099.0 604.59 50413 
1988 102 20041.0 12049.0 601.22 52116 
1989 102 20055.0 12162.0 606.43 . 51400 

.1990 102 20065.0 14499.0 722.60 48115 
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Year No. of Area under Total Yield No. of 
gardens cultivation production in kg/ha labour 

in hactares thousand (kgs) employed 

1991 102 20085.0 13932.0 693.65 47637 
1992 ' 102 19309.0 12355.0 639.86 45638 
1993 81 19324.0 13026.0 674.08 46586 
1994 81 19280.0 11092.0 575.31 58814 
1995 81 18932.0 11298.0 596.77 58887 

Source: For 1870-1874, Hunter (1877),p.165. quoted in Sarkar and Lama (1986); p.2; for 
1885,1895 and 1905, O'Malley (1907),p.74; for others, Tea Statistics, (different years). 
Conversion factors used in respect of data for 1870-1905 :1 ha = 2.4711 acre, 11b = 453.6 

gms. 

It needs to be mentioned here that as per the data obtained from Darjeeling 

Planters' Association, the actual number of gardens was 77 till 1995. Because 

over the years many gardens have been amalgamated to one, the detail of 

which has been shown below. 

Table 4.2 : Amalgamation of different original tea gardens till 1995 

Original gardens 

Cedars 
Rungmukh 

Risheehat 
Liza Hill 

] 

l 
Mohan-majua ] 
Goomttee 

Balasun 
Murma ] 

amalgamated to 

Rungmukh - Cedar 

Risheehat 

Goomttee · 

Balasun 

From the figure given in Table 4.1 above, it is interesting to note that the number 

of tea gardens increased from 56 in 1870 to 186 in 1895 but within a century the 

number.came down to only 81 . 

. With reference to the area under tea cultivation, it is to be noted that from 4470.07 

ha in 1870 the area coverage went upto 20483.99 ha in 1905. Since then and 

particularly within 45 years (i.e. in 1951) it came down to 16569 hectares. Later 
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on the area under tea cultivation increased upto 20085 ha in 1991, but by 1995 

it came down to 18932 ha which is 1551.99 ha less than the highest area 

Darjeeling ever had under tea (in 1905). Such a fall in the area of tea cultivation 

has been caused by occasional landslides faced by different gardens (e.g. 

Ambootia T.E), time to time encroachment of the cultivated area by the basti

people (e.g. Singel T.E) and of course closure of some small gardens. Fig. 4.1,_ 

depicts the changing trend in area under tea cultivation for the period 1870 to 

1995. 

Table 4.1 shows that the production of tea reached upto 14499 thousand Kgs in 

1990 from 766.21 thousand Kgs. in 1870. Between the said span of 120 years, 

except in 1990, only twice the Darjeeling tea had crossed the production of 14 

million kgs (i.e. 14262 thousand Kgs in 1983 and 14134 thousand kgs in 1982). 

And the year 1982 recorded the highest productivity i.e. 725.42 kg yield per 

hectare since the inception of tea industry in Darjeeling. Figs 4.2 and 4.3 

substantiate the aforesaid observations. From the Figure 4.3 and also from 

Table 4.1, one may note that the yield of tea, as a whole, has increased from 

171.40. kg/ha in 1870 to 725.42 kg/ha in 1982. Afterwards it started declining, 

and in 1995 the production rate was 596.77 kg/ha 

Let us look into the productivity situation diacronically with reference to West 

Bengal comparing with the situations as observed in other important tea growing 

areas of North East (ndia like Terai , Dooars and Assam. 

Table 4.3 : Comparative growth trend in respect to Area, Production and Average 
Yield between West Bengal, Assam, Darjeeling, Doors and Terai. 

Place Year Area in Production in Average yield Growth in yield 
hectare thousand kgs in kg/ha over 1951 

Darjeeling 1951 16569 7838 473.05 100% 
1961 18605 1010 543.24 14.84 
1971 18245 10293 564.15 19.26 
1981 19239 12226 635.48 34.34 
1991 20085 13932 693.65 46.63 
1995 18932 11298 596.77 26.15 

Terai 1951 . 8402 6376 758.87 
1961 9344 9253 990.26 30.49 
1971 10769 12954 1202.9 58.51 
1981 11314 15782 1394.91 83.81 
1991 13783 23391 1697.09 123.60 
1995 13083 24804 1895.9 149.83 
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Place Year 

Dooars 1951 

West 

1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1995 

Bengal 1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1995 

Assam 1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1995 

Area in 
hectare 

54609 
54756 
59485 
63418 
68054 
69175 

79580 
82705 
88409 
93971 

101922 
101190 

155674 
162367 
182325 
203038 
233284 
226280 

Production in Average yield Growth in yield 
thousand kgs in kg/ha over 1951 

63944 1170.94 
66898 1221.75 4.34 
80840 1359.00 16.06 
100251 1580.80 35.00 
117893 1732.34 47.94 
121420 1755.26 49.90 

74158 931.87 
86258 1042.96 11.92 
104087 1177.33 26.34 
128259 1364.88 46.47 
155216 1522.89 63.42 
157522 1556.69 67.05 

150370 965.93 
182311 1122.83 16.24 
223665 1226.74 27.00 
305130 1502.82 55.58 
400554 1717.02 77.76 
402617 1779.29 84.20 

Source: Tea Statistics, different years and Tea Digest, 1995, 1996 and1997, Tea Board 

India. 

Table 4.3 shows that the area under tea in Do oars has increased steadily from 

1951 to 1995 while in other tea growing regions the same registered increase 

only upto 1991 but c~me down by 1995: But amongst these region~ the 

percentage fall in area in Darjeeling is the highest 

The production of tea in'Terai, Dooars and West Bengal state as a whole and 

Assam registered a steady upward trend till1995. The Darjeeling situation was 

somewhat different Starting from 7.84 million kgs in 1951, the production in 

Darjeeling tea had went upto 13.93 million kgs in 1991: But unfortunately it came 

down to 11.298 million kgs in 1995. In the sphere of productivit also we noticed 

the similar trend. Comparative statement showing productivity of Darjeeling tea 

with other tea growing areas is given below. 
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Table 4.4: Comparative productivity* of Darjeeling vis-a-vis other tea growing 
areas 

Year Terai Dooars West Bengal A~sam 

1951 62.34 40.40 50.76 48.97 
1961 54.86 44.46 52.09 48.38 
1971 46.90 41.51 47.82 45.99 
1981 45.56 40.19 46.56 42.29 
1991 40.87 40.04 45.55 40.40 
1995 31.48 34.00. 38.34 33.54 

Source: Author's estimate from Table 4.3. 

*Comparative productivity has been calculated in the following way : 

Productivity of Darjeeling in a particular year X 1 00 

Productivity of other region in the same year 

In 1~51 the productivity of Darjeeling was 62.34% of "ferai which has came 

down to 31.48% in 1995. 'Similarly, the productivity of Darjeeling in 1951 was 

40.40% of Dooars, 50.76% of West Bengal and 48.97% of Assam which came 

down to 34%, 38.34% and 33.54% respectively in 1995. The Figures 4.4, 4.5, 

4.6 and 4. 7 shows the comparative trend of all the parameters quite clearly and 

indicate that in·all respects the situation of Da~eeling is quite alarming. Moreover 
- -

the fact that there is hardly any area for extension and new planting. of tea by 

which the production can be increased has made the condition from bad to 

worse. 

The poor situation in tea plantation of Darjeeling will be well evident from a 

comparative analysis of growth rate, in 'area under tea', 'production' and 

'productivity' between Darjeeling and some other selected tea growing regions, 

as presented in the following table: 
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Table 4.5: Growth rate (%) in area under tea, production and productivity by 
area during 1951-1995 

Area Area under tea Production Productivity 

Dargeeling + 14.26 + 44.14 + 26.15 
Terai + 55.71 + 289.02 + 149.83 
Dooars + 21.18 + 89.88 + 49.90 
West Bengal + 27.16 + 112.41 + 67.05 
Assam + 45.36 + 167.75 + 84.20 

Source :Author's estimate from data available from Tea Statistics, different years. 

Table 4.5 depicts that in terms of rate of increase in area, production and 

productivity, Darjeeling's position was at the bottom of the list. In contrast, the · 

adjacent tea growing zone i.e. Terai has achieved the highest growth in all the 

three specified areas (See also Figure 4.8). 

::: ~ ~ ~:::: ~: ~: ~:::::::::: ~ ~ ~: :: .. ·····-· ........... . 

:wJ§~ri~~f •• ............ ··-·-·········· .. 

•:~~ri~~? •• ····························. 

jiiJ§.~H~~·3 •· ······························ 

Fig. 4.8 : Growth rate in area, production and productivity in different 
tea growing regions. 
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The declining trend in production becomes more clear when we analyse the sub 

areawise production figures obtained from Darjeeling Planters Association, for 

the last one decade. The data are given in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 : Sub-areawise production trend of Darjeeling tea gardens between 
1985-1995 

Sub area Gardens Production Percentage Increase/ 
covered (Million kg) Decrease 

1985 1990 1995 1990 over 1995 over 
1985 1985 

Darjeeling East 11 1.89 1.72 1.38 - 9.17 -26.88 
Darjeeling West 10 1.86 1.71 1.31 -7.61 -29.28 
Kurseong South 10 1.31 1.21 1.37 -8.35 +4.28 
Kurseong North 5 1.08 0.900 0.695 -17.08 -35.99 
Rungbong Zone 5 0.964 0.978 0.813 + 1.451 -15.71 
Teesta Valley 8 1.78 1.68 1.58 - 5.54 -11.16 
MirikZone 7 1.46 1.38 1.09 - 5.66 -25.06 

Total 56 10.344 9.578 8.238" 

Source : Data collected by the author from Darjee/ing Planters Association. 

The total production of 56 gardens and from where the production figures were 

collected, has declined from 10.34 million kg in 1985 to 8.238 million kg in 1995. 

Except in Kurseong South Sub-district, in all the remaining sub-districts, there 

were retrogression in production in varying proportions. Thoug·h Kurseong South 

recorded an increase of 4.28% that was due to considerable increase in 

production in only one garden i.e. Longview, devoiding which the growth rate of 

production combining rest of the gardens in Kurseong South sub-area comes 

as (-) 2.76%.1 

The declining trend in production and productivity has been also observed even 

at garden level. 
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Table 4. 7 : Area, Production and Productivity of different gardens for the period 

from 1981 - 1995 

Year Garden A Garden C Garden G 

Area Produ- Yield in Area Produ- Yield in Area Produ- Yield in 
under tea ction kg/ha under tea ction kg/ha under tea ction kg/ha 
in ha in kg in ha in kg in ha in kg 

1981 271.34 238055 877.33 238.98 204587 856.08 436.72 309767 709.30 
1982 271.34 229750 846.72 238.98 177700 734.58 436.72 273646 626.59 
1983 271.34 234165 862.99 238.98 181300 758.64 436.72 309192 707.98 
1984 271.34 246585 908.77 238.98 203200 850.28 436.72 358451 820.78 
1985 271.34 252880 931.96 238.98 195374 817.53 436.72 308062 705.39 
1986 271.34 214542 790.67 238.98 160095 669.91 436.72 241109 552.09 
1987 271.34 216616 798.32 238.98 164686 689.12 436.72 231250 529.52 
1988 271.34 223125 822.31 238.98 162161 678.55 436.72 193547 443.49 
1989 271.34 246615 908.88 253.42 171044 674.94 436.72 270011 618.27 
1990 271.34 254277 937.11 253.42 215039 848.54 440.00 320548 728.52 
1991 271.34 264433 974.54 253.42 217428 857.97 440.00 333451 757.84 
1992 271.34 230175 848.29 253.42 186815 737.18 440.00 230872 524.71 
1993 293.25 187675 639.98 253.42 198600 783.68 440.00 257250 584.66 
1994 293.25 203136 692.70 253.42 195400 771.05 440.00 275118 625.27 
1995 293.25 234713 800.38 253.42 185424, 731.69 440.00 299000 679.55 

Source : Data collected by Author. 

Table 4.7 depicts that even after increase in area under tea there was sharp fall 

in both production and productivity (average yield per hectare) in all the three 

gardens, when we compare the figures of 1995 with 1981. 

It is further important to examine how the stagna,tion in productivity has affected 

the profitability of the garden. It is a matter of concern because the nature of 

bonus, incentive etc. paid to the labourers is directly or indirectly influenced by 

such a profit. The data on profitability as furnished by the Tea Board are given 

below: 

Table 4.8 : Profitability status of Darjeeling tea gardens in different years 

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 

Sale price 
per kg 39.43 45.78 49.50 79.02 86.6 95.69 

Cost price 
per kg 37.72 43.63 43.77 80.44 90.00 100.32 

Profrt 1.71 2.15 5.73 (-)1.42 (-)3.4 (-)4.63 

Profit as% of 
sale price/kg 4.34 4.70 11.58 (-)1.80 (-)3.93 (-)4.84 

Profit as% of 
cost per kg 4.53 4.93 13.09 (-)1.76 (-)3.78 (-)4.62 

Source: Tea Board (n.d.)", p. 23 and Tea Board (n.d.]b, p.21. · 
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Table 4.9 : Cost of production per kg of made tea in Darjeeling in different years 

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 

Establishment 8.79 9.97 10.02 37.91 43.79 50.21 
(13.42) (.50) (278.34) '(15.51) (14.66) 

Cultivation 6.15 7.28 7.34 1.92 1.79 1.90 
(18.37) (.82) (-73.84) (-6.77) (6.15) 

Manufacturing 5.00 5.97 5.97 4.46 3.64 4.01 
(19.40) (0) (-25.29) (-18.39) (10.16) 

Plucking 4.87 5.17 5.17 5.56 7.38 6.04 
(6.16) (0) (7.54) (32.73) (-18.16) 

Freight & 
Transport 0.75 0.90 0.91 1.45 0.83 2.74 

(20.0) (1.11) (59.34) (-42.76) (230.12) 
Packing 1.83 2.01 2.01 2.35 1.73 2.46 

(9.84) (0) (16.92) (-26.38) (42.20) 
Duties & 
Taxes 0.81 0.90 0.90 0.86 1.41 1.24 

(11.11) (0) (-4.44) (63.95) (-12.06) 
General 
charges 3.94 3.98 3.99 1.59 1.28 1.18 

(1.02) (0.25) (-60.15) (-19.50) (-7.81) 
H.O.Expenses 3.43 4.96 4.96 19.91 23.06 25.90 

44.61) (0) (301.41) (15.82) (.12.32) 
Selling 
expenses 0.96 1.26 1.27 1.42 1.70 1.76 

(31.25) (0.79) (11.81) (19.72) (3.53) 
Depreciation 1.19 1.23 1.23 3.01 3.39 2.88 

(3.36) (0) (144.72) (12.62 (15.04) 

Total 37.72 43.63 43.77 80.44 90.00 100.32 
(15.66) (0.32) (83.78) (18.88) . (11.46) 

Source : Tea Board (n.d.)", p.12 and Tea Board (n.d_Jb, p. 7. 

(Figures in the parenthesis indicate % change over the previous year) 

Table 4.8 depicts that though the profit per kg of Darjeeling tea has increased 

considerably during the period 1987-88 to 1989-90 a declining trend in profitability 

began from 1991-92 and continued upto 1993-94. The situation of increasing 

trend of cost of various inputs, wages, transportation etc. vis-a-vis the 

comparatively low net return from sale price indicates that the condition in 

profitability is not going to improve immediately. 

Table 4.9 makes it cle?r that as compared to profit fetching years (1987 -88 to 

1989-90 as shown in Table 4.8), the expenses incurred in cultivation and 

manufacturing of tea was less during the period 1991-92 to 1993-94. Since the 

cost incurred in cultivation was less we can not overrule the possibility that in 

those particular years requisites inputs were not applied properly. And that also 
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possibly has affected the yield and ultimately profitability. The percentage cost 

ofproduction of one kg tea by expenditure heads has been shown in Table 

4.10. 

Table 4.10 : Percentage of diferent cost heads to total cost of production per kg 
of made tea in different years 

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 

Establishment 23.30 22.85 22.89 47.13 48.66 50.05 
Cultivation 16.30 16.69 16.77 2.39 1.99 1.89 
Manufacturing 13.26 13.68 13.64 5.54 4.04 4.00 
Plucking 12.91 11.85 11.81 6.91 8.20 6.02 
Freignt & Transport 1.99 2.06 2.08 1:80 0.92 2.73 
Packing 4.85 4.61 4.59 2.92 1.92 2.45 
Duties & Taxes 2.15 2.06 2.06 1.07 1.57 1.24 
General charges 10.45 9.12 9.12 1.98 1.42 1.18 
H.O. Expenses 9.09 11.37 11.33 24.75 25.62 25.82 
Selling expenses 2.55 2.89 '2.90 1.77 1.89 1.75 
Depreciation 3.15 2.82 2.81 3.74 3.77 2.87 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Source: Author's estimate from the data of Table 4.9. 

Regarding cost heads, one may note that plucking is the major item of field 

expenditure. It is directly related to production and quality (and thereby 

profitability), and ultimately the deployment of labour. Therefore the more 

expenditure" as incurred for establishment and office expenses during the period 
' 

1991-92 to 1993-94 was an indication of inefficient allocation and spending of 

capital. That may be possibly accounted for loss in profit in those particular 

years. It may not be out of place ~o mention here that the profit realisation as 

shown in Table 4.8 does not reveal the actual picture. Because the figures 

computed by the Tea Board is based on the prices fetched in the Auction only. 

But the total tea produced in Darjeeling is not sold in Auction. A good percentage 

of it specially of 1st and 2nd flush, is sold privately to the foreign buyers through 

forward contract or on the spot basis. While computing the profit, the price 

fetched in such sales has not been considered. A recent survey report published 

by Tea Board India shows that the profit after tax as percentage of capital 

employed in Darjeeling is 7.02, 5.93 & 6.52 in the financial years 1993-94, 1994-

95 & 1995-96 respectively. 2 When a common man can earn an interest of 12% 

by investing his capital in a public sector bank, it is difficult to believe that tea 

garden proprietors are so ignorant to invest their capital to earn as low profit of 

only 7.02%. 
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Therefore, there is stagnation in tea area, in production and in productivity. There 

is stagnation/decline ih profitability also when computed for the tea sold in Auction 

only. But when both Auction sale and the private sale are taken into consideration 

there may not be any stagnation or decline in profitability. However, this is also 

true that with the increase of production and productivity, the scope of selling 

more in private sale also increases. So indirectly, the stagnation in production 

and productivity is affecting the total profitability too. 

On the whole, the stagnation of production has affected not only the out put 

from labour and their employment but also on the economic profitability of the 

gardens. It may have far reaching ~ffect on plantation labourers as it is the profit 

which determines the subsistence and sustenance of any industry including 

tea. 

Notes 

1. De, S K (1997), p. 7 

2. · Tea Board, (u!=ldated C), p.B. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EFFECT OF OLD AGE AND VACANCY ON PRODUCTIVITY 

In the preceeding chapter we have talked about some of the possible factors 

responsible for productivity decline in Darjeeling tea. Empirical evidences 

suggest that the increasing age of the bushes is one of the most important 

contributory factors in limiting the productivity of the tea bushes in Darjeeling. 

When a tea bush becomes old, the proportion of unproductive tissue~ becomes 

more than that of the productive tissues. The productive tissues are responsible 

for the growth of the different parts of the plants including the green leaves that 

we harvest for manufacturing of tea. The unproductive tissues are the brown 

tissues through which the water, organic and inorganic chemicals are channelised 

from one part of the plants to the another. Therefore, when the unproductive 

tissues increases in proportion, the productive tissues perform the duty of 

supporting them by diverting the· energy produced by the productive tissues 

(which otherwise could have been utilised for producing leaves) and thereby the 
-

. left-over energy is utilised for producing green leaves~ That ultimately affect the 

production of green leaves.1 To comprehend the ill effect of age on productivity 

Hadfield (1971) conducted a study in 23 different gardens of Jorhat, Assam. 

From this study Hadfield came to the conclusion t~~t "although the total crop 

ha~-increased steadily over last 10 years the yield per __ l:lectare has remained 

virtually constant, and nearly all of the increase tias come from either extensions 

or replantings. If we assume that the tea planted in the last 20 years is doing 

better than the tea it replaced, we must also assume that the some ofthe original 

tea is decreasing in yield at almost the same rate as the new tea is increasing".2 

That means, in the gardens under survey, the young tea planted in last 20 years 

were compensating the decrease in yield caused by the old age of certain bushes. 

To what extent the aforesaid phenomenon is true in the case of Da~eeling tea, 

was a point of enquiry for the present study. And for that, gardens of different 

valleys and altitudes were randomly selected. Then data on age, yield per hectare 

for last 25 years (1971-1995), pruning style in each year etc., were collected. In 

order to identify the yield trend with the passage of time, three sections of each 

of the garden were randomly selected. For yield trend, the average yield per 

hectare of a section over a p~ning cycle was calculated. -

During the winter months when the tea bushes become dormant and do not 
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flush, different pruning operations are carried out in the tea gardens to get 

sustained yield over the years. It has been observe~ that if the tea bushes are 

not pruned consecutively for years together then both the production.and the 

quality detoriates. To overcome this particular problem and also to have better 

and convenient crop distribution as per the demand of the market and to reduce 

the pest and disease attacks different pru~ing operations are done at different 

heights. These operations are Light pruning (LP), Deep skiffing (OS), Medium 

skiffing (M.S), Light skiffing (LS) and Level off skiffing (LOS). The particulars . ' . ' 

regarding these operations are described below: (a) Light pruning (LP) is a 

trimming given 4-5 em above the last pruning mark. (b) Deep skiffing (OS) is a 

trimming given at a height that is midway between the last pruning mark and the 

plucking level. 

(c) Medium skiffing (MS) is a trimming given just below the majority of the crows 

feet. Generally, in Oarjeeling, a section is kept light skiffed or level off skiffed for 

a· year or two after light pruning. Then a craw's feet like structure dev~lops 
- I 

during plucking. Medium skiff is given just below this craw's feet. (d) Lighti skiff 
. • • ! . 

(LS) is a trimming which is given at the currentyears tipping level (Tipping !evel 

. is the level where the plucking starts). (e) Level off skiff (LOS) is the sklffing 

done at 5 em above the current year's tipping level to level up the plucking ~able 
. . . , I 

by removing any plucking stubs or old leaves that stick above plucking table. 
. - . I 

Besides the above, three other types of pruning which are also done in the tea 

gardens of Darjeeling are a-~ follows : - . · · - j 

I 
(i) Collar prune (CP) :- the pruning is done at the collar of the bushes remdving 

almost everything above the ground. 

(ii) Rejuvenation pruning (RP) is done between 20-35 em heightfrom the gmund 

level in case of chi nary and china hybrid type of bushes and 40-45 em in ca~e of 
. I 

Assam type of bushes. This type of pruning is done to rejuvenate a sebtion 
, . I 

whose yield is gradually declining due to very old age, vacancy etc. ! 

(iii) Medlum pruning (MP) -the pruning is done at 40-45 em height fro~ the 
. . I 

ground level in case. of chinery and china hybrid type of bushes, and 45-55 em 

from the ground level in case of Assam type of bushes (See Fig. 5.1 ); This type 

of pruning is done to reduce the height of the tea bushes of the sections when 

the same becomes unmanageable for plucking and for renewal of the top frame. ~ 

Generally lighter forms of cut i.e. OS, MS, LS or LOS follows pruning i.e. LP, 

MP, CP or RP. A prun_ing cycle is the period between two successive pruning. If 
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a pruning cycle of LP-DS-MS-LOS is followed then it is a pruning cycle of 4 

years. If the same is of LP-DS-LOS, it is a pruning cycle-of 3 years. While 

calculating the average yield, the yield from LP year to the year before next 

pruning year i.e. the whole pruning cycle was taken. As the LP operation is not 

done in all the sections within the same year, and no fixed pruning cycle is 

followed in all the sections or even in the same sections continuously, the yield 

per hectare was calculated accordingly. Moreover, it is a fact that the same 

sections give different types of yield under the different type of pruning opeations.3 

Table 5.1 shows the average· yielas of selected sections in different pruning 

cycles. 

Table 5.1 :Average yield of different sections in different gardens by years in 
kg/ha 

Garden A 
Section No, & Pruning cycles (years) 
Year of planting 

Section No. A 1 1971-73 1974-79 1980-81 1982-87 1988-91 
(1867) 

1030.0 1026.0 959.0 997.0 909.0 

Section No. A2 1975-78 1979-88 1989-93 
(1870) 

1149.0 929.0 821.0 

Section No. A3 1979-86 1987-90 1991-95 
(1925) 

958.0 876.0 630.0 

Garden B 
Section No. & Pruning cycles (years) 
Year of planting 

Section No. 81 1980-85 1986-90 
(1868) 

1102.0 938.0 

Section No. 82 1978-86 1987-91 
(1927) 

1518.0 1053.0 

Section No 83 1976-83 1984-87 1988"92 
(1948) 

1243.0 1132.0 1084.0 
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Garden C 
Section No. & Pruning cycles (years) 
year of planting 

Section No. C1 1983-87 1988-92 
(Unknown more 
than 1 00 years) 817.0 788.0 

Section No. C2 1981-85 1986-~_0 

(Unknown more 
than 1 00 years) 695.0 632.0 

Section No. C3 1981-84 1985-89 
(Unknown more 
than 1 00 years) 754.0 683.0 

Garden D 
Section No. & Pruning cycles (years) 
year of planting 

Section No.D1 1984-88 1989-93 
(1876) 

1170.0 1069.0 

Section No.D2 1980-84 1985-89 1990-94 
(1876) 

1034.0 1030.0 799.0 

Section No.D3 1982-85 1986-90 1991-95 
(1875) 

1448.0 1353.0 919.0 

Garden E 
Section No. & Pruning cycles (years) 
year of planting 

Section No.E1 1976-78 1979-82 1983-88 1989-93 
(1864) 

769.0 901.0 726.0 665.0 

Section No.E2 1980-83 1984-90 1991-94 
(1864) 

803.0 798.0 626.0 

Section No.E3 1972-86 1987-89 1990-91 1992-94 
(1884) 

870.0 759.0 677.0 535.0 

Source :Data collected by the author. 

From the above table we see that in case of Garden A, the yield of section No. 

A 1 came down from 1030 kg/ha to 909 kg/ha over the time. In case of section 

No. A2 and A3 also we see the similar declining trend. In case of garden 8, the 
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yield of the sections No. B1, B2 and B3 came down from 11 02kg, 1518 kg and 

1243 kg per hectare to 938kg, 1 053 kg and 1084 kg respectively with the passage 

of time. In case of Garden C, In all the sections i.e C1, C2 and C3 , as the 

bushes grew older over the years, the yield came down from 817 kg, 695 kg and 

754 kg to 788 kg, 632 kg and 683kg respectively. In the Gardens D and E also 

all the sections depicted the same declining trend of yield over the years. So we 

observe a gradual fall in· yield in all the sections of all the gardens with the 

passage of time. As tt'le bushes grew older the yield came down. That further 

supports the fact that old age is a crucial factor in limiting the yield of Darjeeling 

tea. 

The old age is detrimental to productivity of tea can be further probed with the 

support of field data. A few sections of Garden A, which were planted in different 

years were selected for this study. The average yield of a pruning cycle of said 

particular sections having same type of pruning in the same years was calculated. 

The obtained figures are presented in table below : 

Table 5.2 :Average yield of different sections planted in different years for a 

particular period for the same pruning cycle followed 

Garden A Year Pruning & Yield in kg/ha Average yield of the 
pruning cycle 

Section No. 1987 1988 1989 1990 .. 

A3 
(Planted LP LS LS LS 
in 1925) 375 963 1063 1102 875.75 

A4 
(Planted LP LS LS LS 
in 1865) 482 623 732 716 638·.25 

Source : Data collected by the author. 

Both the sections in garden 'A' were planted in the same spacing of 120 em x 

120 em with the same China-hybrid type of tea. But the section No. A4 was 

planted in 1865 and the section No. A3 was planted in 1925. These two sections 

were under the same pruning cycle of LP-LS-LS-LS. But it is interesting enough 

to note that the avera·ge yield for the period 1987-1990 in the case of Section 

No. A3 was relatively better and 37.21% higher than that of Section No. A4, 

which was older one. This again supports the fact that old age is having a negetive 

bearing on the yield of the tea bushes. 
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In order to ascertain the possible ill-effects of old age on productivity, the same 

experiment was designed in another way. The productivity of five highest yielding 

sections and five lowest yielding sections (according to order of merit) during 

the period 1981-1995 was recorded from a few randomly selected gardens. The 

findings in detail are given in Table 5.3 

Table 5.3: Average yield in kg/ha of 15 years (1981-95), year of planting and 
age of five highest and lowest yielding sections of different gardens 

Garden A 

Section No.· 

AS 
A6 
A? 
A8 
A9 
A10 
A11 
A2 
A12 
A4 

Garden 8 

Section No. 

84 
85 
82 
86 
87 
88 
89 
810 
811 
812 

Average yield 
of 15 years 

1165 
1139 
1016 

961 
891 
861 
849 
848 
844 
630 

Average yield 
of 15 years 

1359 
1316 
1275 
1250 
1237 
545 
520 
497 
449 
386 

year of Age as on 1995 
planting 

1958 37 
1964 31 
1960 35 
1925 70 
1964 31 
1868 127 
1865 130 
1870- 125 
1864 131 
1865 130 

Year of Age as on 1995 
planting 

1893 102 
1896 99 
1927 68 
1960 35 
1961 34 
1827 168 
1829 166 
1835 160 
1853 142 
1839 156 
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Garden F 

Section No. average yield of Year of Age as on 1995 
15 years planting 

F1 1957 1969-70 25-26' 
F2 1345 1949 46 
F3 1255 1922-31 64-73 
F4 1208 1919 76 
F5 1164 1920' 75 
F6 934 1883-85 110-112 
F7 929 1883 112 
F8 887 18,83 112 
F9 835 before 1883 More than 

112 yrs. 
F10 829 1889 106 

Garden D 

Section No. Average yield of Year of Age as on 1995 
15 years planting 

04 1703 1971 24 
05 1179 1977 18 
06 1166 1966 29 
07 958 1970 25 
08 912 1970 25 
03 862 1875 120 
09 810 1876 119 
010 806 1876 119 
011 687 1876 119 
012 668 1876 119 

Garden G 

Section No. Average yield of Year of Age as on 1995 
15 years planting 

G1 1148 1901 94 
G2 1128 1919 76 
G3 1032 1924 71 
G4 1015 1917-18 77-78 
GS 916 1916-17 78-79 
G6 371 ]-Exact year not known 
G7 · 362 as records could not 
G8 334 · be available. But 
G9 329 from the older people 
G10 312 working in the garden 

it was known that -
planting was done 
between 1815 to 1880 

Source :Data collected by the author. 
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From the above tables we see taht in case of Garden A the sections which were 

younger in age i.e A5, A6, A7, AS and A9 yielded higher than those which are 

older in age i.e A 10, A 11, A2, A 12 and A4. The section No A5 which is 37 years 

old gave the average yield of 1165 kg/ha for 15 years which is almost double 

than the average yield of the section No A4 which is 130 years' old as on 1995. 

In Garden 8 also we observe the same trend of yield and the younger sections 

like 84, 85, 82, 86 and 87 outyielded the older sections i.e 88, 89, 810, 811 

and 812. In Garden F we again notice that the sections which are more than 

100 years old i.e F6, F7, F8, F9 arid F1 0 were lower in yield than the sections 

which were less than 100 years in age like F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5.1n Garden D 

also we see the same phenomenon i.e the younger sections outyielded the 

·older sections. In Garden G, the sections No G6, G7, G8, G9,and G10 are very 

old sections which were planted between 1815 to 1880 and their average yield 

also varied between 312 kg to 371 kg per hectare only which is much lower than 

the average yield of the younger sections of the garden like G1, G2, G3, G4 

and G5 which were planted between 1901 to 1924 and produced 1148 kg, 

1128 kg, 1032 kg, 1015 kg and 916 kg per hectare respectively. Therefore we 

see that in all the five selected gardens the highest yielding sections were 

comparatively younger in age. In contrast the lowest yielding sections were 

older in age with some minor exceptions. This supports the fact that old age is a 

limiting factor for productivity. 

Further, there are reasons to believe that old age may be an important limiting 

factor for productivity but this is not the only factor. Because if it would have 

been the one and only factor responsible for the declining yield, then the Section 

No. 84 of Garden 8 which was planted in 1893 should have given less yield 

than the sections like 82, 85, 86 and 87 which were planted later. For the same 

simple reason the section No. A2 of Garden A, planted in 1870, should have 

given more yield than section No. A 10 which was planted in 1868. 

While making a further probe into the matter it was ide-ntified that the section 

No. 84 of Garden ·a had less vacancy than the other younger sections. Similarly 

within the same Garden A the section No. A 10 had less vacancy than the 

section No. A2. Thus it appears that the factor of 'vacancy' is also playing an 

important role in determining the productivity of Darjeeling tea. It is true equally 

both for the old and the young bushes. With the· advancement of age of the 

plants, their mortality becomes inevitable and that causes vacancy. Thus more 

vacant patches are found in the sections which are older in age and those 
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adversely affect the production. To find out the effect of vacancy on productivity, . 

the vacancy situations in the best yielding and the lowest yielding sections of 

Garden A and some other gardens as well were studied. The findings are given 

below in Table 5.4 

Table 5.4 : Percentage of vacancy in the highest and lowest yielding sections of 
Garden A 

Highe~t *Yield Percentage Lowest *Yield 
yielding (kg/ha) of vacancy yielding. (kg/ha) 
sections sections 

AS 1165 0.25 A4 630 

A6 1139 0.50 A12 844 

A7 1016 1.0 A2 848 

AB 961 0.25 A11 849 

A9 891 1.0 A10 861 

* Yield is the average yield for the period between 1981-95 

Source : Data collected by the author. 

Percentage 
of vacancy 

5.0 

4.0 

9.0 

7.0 

3.5 

Frc;>m Table 5.4 it is well evident that in the g~rden 'A' th~ lowest yielding sections 
--

are having m~re vacancy than the highest yielding sections. In this context it 

needs to mention that the Garden A is one of the good gardens of the district 

and where vacancy is less even in the lowest producing areas. The ill-effect of 

vacancy on productivity may be better understood from the difference in the 

proportion of vacancy between the highest and lowest yielding sections of the 

following gardens as shown in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5 : Percentage of vacancy in the highest and lowest yielding sections 
of gardens H, G, F and B 

Highest Lowest 
yielding Percentage yielding 
sections *Yield of vacancy sections *Yield 

(kg/ha) (kg/ha) 

Garden H 
H1 1034 3,28 H6 473 
H2 1023 1.92 H7 586 
H3 1012 5.61 H8 601 
H4 1008 2:71 H9 689 
H5 918 8.95 H10 698 

Garden G 
G1 1148 10 G10 312 
G2 1128 2 G9 329 
G3 1032 2 G8 334 
G4 1015 5 G7 362 
G5 916 10 G6 371 

Garden F 
F1 1957 F10 829 
F2 1345 3.28 F9 835 
F3 1255 4.15 F8 887 
F4 1208 2.56 F7 929 
F5 1164 6.00 F6 934 

Garden 8 
84 1359 3.00 812 386 
85 1316 6.00 811 449 
82 1-275 6.00 810 497 
86 1250 5.00 89 520 
87 1237 6.00 88 545 

*Yield is the average yield for the period between 1981-1995. 

Source : Data collected by the author. 

Percentage 
of vacancy 

16.91 
11.17 
11.82 
23.06 
18.15 

25 
5 
25 
30 
15 

13.29 
9.75 
18.62 
4.81 
6.27 

8.00 
8.00 
8.50 
8.00 
6.00 

Table 5.5 depicts that in Garden H, the highest yielding sections are having less 

vacancy than the lowest yielding sections. Same phenomenon is observed in 

case of Garden B also except sections No B7 and B8 which .are having the 

same percentage of vacancy. But if we consider the age of these two sections 

then we see that section No 87 which produced 1237 kg per hectare was only 

34 years' old whereas the age of section No B8 was 168 years as on 1995. In 

case of Garden G and F also, in general the highest yielding sections are having 

lower vacancy percentage except some minor exceptions like Section No. G9 

of Garden G and Section No F7 of Garden F. But a careful examination of Table 

5.3 will reveal the fact that Section No. G9 of Garden G is an old section of 
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unknown age and Section No. F7 of Garden F is 112 years old. Although these 

two sections are not having much vacancy the yield is less because of their old 

age. 

On the whole the two factors viz. old age of the bushes and the vacancy are 

undoubtedly bringing down the productivity of Darjeeling tea industry. 

Notes 

1. Baruah, D N (1971), P. 32 

2. Hadfield, W (1971), P. 2 

3. In the past the bushes used to be pruned annually. Later on different types 

of skiffing were introduced to have increased production. Generally following 

are the gain in crop from various forms of skiffing over annual pruning. 

Deep skiff 10-15 per cent 

Medium skiff 15-20 II 

Light skiff 20-25 II 

Level skiff and unprune 25-30 II 
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CHAPTER SIX 

PRODUTIVITY STAGNATION -AND ITS IMPACT ON 
PLANTATION LABOURERS 

The cultivation of t~a is not only labour intensive but· also highly labour 

· dependent. The labourers are the part and parcel of tea industry. So stagnation 

or development of the industry cor-respondingly affect the life and living of the 

plantation labours either in negative or in positive term. Thus before we proceed 

further to the problems under enquire, it would· be better to have some idea 

about the socio-economic background of the plantations labours. 

The Plantation Labourers in Darjeeling : A Resume 

Unlike Tera.i and Dooars where the plantations labourers are mostly immigrant 

Adivasis from Bihar and Madhyapradesh, in Darjeeling Hills almost the entire 

labour population belong to Nepali community. Possibly as the labour from the 

plains could not withstand the cold in Darjeeling environment they do not prefer 

to settle in the hills. However, the Nepalese, as they were accustomed to live in . 

cold and hilly areas, many of them preferred to migrate to Da~eeling and working 

there as plantation labourers. As the plantation labourers in Da~eeling aremostly 

Nepali, they also speak.in Nep;;~li even when they understand Hindi. 

Religion 

The plantation labourers of Darjeeling belong to three religious groups i.e. Hindu, 

Buddhist and Christian. In different gardens, the percentage of Hindu labourers 

was maximum. It was 50% to 80%. About 18% to 40% of labourers were 

Buddhists. The Christians were in minority, being only 2% to 10% in different 

gardens. 

Education 

Educational level of the tea garden labourers in· Darjeeling was somewhat 

satisfactory. Here eve_n women workers with matriculation are found engaged 

in plucking tea leaves in the gardens. Educational facilities available to the children 

of plantation workers are good. All the gardens are having primary schools and 

where the medium of instruction is Nepali/Gurkhali. In addition, almost every 

garden is having one or two English medium Kindergarten school. For post 

primary school education, the tea garden children go to Darjeeling or nearby 
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town on foot or by share taxi, because gardens do not provide any transport for 

school goers. Some labourers even keep their children in Darjeeling with their 

kin or in rented house for getting higher education. This shows their positive 

attitude towards education. The following table showing the percentage of I literates 

by Police Station supports this fact 

Table 6.1 : Percentage of literates by Police Station in Darjeeling Hills 

Police station 

Darjeeling- Pulbazar 
Jorebungalow- Sukhiapukri 
Rtmgli-Rungliot 
Kurseong 
Mirik 
Garubathan 

Population· 

52815 
60091 
30332 
38441 
27067 

9383 

Source : Data collected by author. 

Literate 

23898 
26798 
13061 
17725 
14108 
3433 

% of literates 

45.25 
44.60 
43.06 
46.11 
52.12 
36.59 

This needs mention in this context that among the sample gardens selected for 

the study, three gardens i.e Gardens E,G and I are located under Darjeeling

Pulbazar Police Station where the percentage of literates is 45.25 per cent. In 

Jorebungalow Police Station, three more gardens i.e A, C and H are situated 

where the percentage of literates is 44.60 percent. Within the jurisdiction of Rungli

Rungliot Police Station there are two gardens i.e B and D. The Garden J is 

situated under the. Kuseong Police Station where_the percentage of literates is 

46.11 per cent. The area under the police station where the maximum literate 

percentage could be found ( Mirik ) contains only one garden i.e Garden F. 

Housing 

In general, housing facilities provided to the labourers are good. They mostly live 

in pucca small sized quarters. For example, in garden E out of 711 houses, 623 

were of pucca and the rest were of katcha type. In Garden A out of 492 houses 

477 were pucca. Each of the house is having two rooms excluding kitchen and a· 

separate toilet. The pucca houses are made up of wood, cement and galvanized 

iron sheets. In some houses walls are made up of wood , in others the same is 

with RCC ( Reinforced Cement Concrete). The size qf the rooms are 10ft x 8ft 

and 8ft x 6ft. However, since the Napa lese are by habit lovers of beauty, all the 

labour quarters are found beautifully kept with seasonal flowers and potted plants. 

The houses which are situated in different labour lines or bastis are well connected 

by main road leading to the factory. The labourers however prefer to use short-
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cut roads for coming to the factory and which they call Chorbato. The permanent 

roads are generally used for transporting leaves, rations, fertilizers etc., and by 

the supervisory and managerial staff having transport facilities. 

Work participation 

Almost in all the gardens the proportion of female labourers was more than the 

males. Unlike Assam where child labour is still prevalent ,in Darjeeling children 

are not employed as labourers. Some Government regulations relating to labour 

employment and schooling facilities may be accounted for lesser inclination to 

work as child labourer. The female workers were mainly engaged in plucking of 

tea leaves and a few in the factory for sorting. The male workers do not like 

plucking. They think plucking as a.nori-manly work and if deployed, consider it 

a.s a punishment. They were mainly engaged in work like weeding, drainage, 

pruning etc. However, in pruning, some skilled/experienced female workers are 

also deployed. Since after completion of the alloted plucking task, the women 

workers can earn extra money by plucking extra leaves they normally earn more 

·than_ the male workers. Even then in the family the men a_re the chief decision

making-persons. The women in addition to their duty in the field, do the household 

chores, lookaftE?rthe kitchen garden and livestock, and do the marketing for the 

family. The men workers generally after their duty hours pass the time by playing 

cards and in drinks. 

Recreation 

The tea garden management hardly provides any recreational facilities to the 

labourers except a playground, that too in a very few gardens only. Except in 

one particular group of agency-house to which Gardens F and H belong, canteen 

· facilities are non- existent. There were also no recreational clubs. The labourers 

in their leisure hours generally play cards and carrom in groups and which often 

turn into gambling. Drinking is another means of recreation particularly among 

the male labourers. The female labourers are not always away from it. But they 

enjoy it mainly on Sundays and other holidays which often causes more 

absenteeism on Mondays. A good number of labourers are owning personal 
. . I 

Television sets in their houses with Dish antenna. Being music (instrumental 

and Western) loving people, ,the Nepali labourers in many gardens have their 

own musical troops. 
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Creches 

To conform to the PLA creches are provided to the labourers. Normally creches 

are built ih pucca house with water facilities adjacent to it. In a creche milk is 

provided at the rate of 250 ml per child. 

Income 

When employed in a tea garden, a labourer, in addition to his normal daily wages 

of Rs. 32.30 also gets subsidised foodgrain (Ration) @ Rs. 0.47 per kg for rice 

and atta (wheat). Their quantity is made available in the following ratio : 

Atta Rice Actual benefit 
in terms of (Rs)* 

Adult 2.30 kg/person/week 1.0 kg 19.79 
Dependent Adolescent 1.50 kg/person/week 1.0 kg 15.52 
Dependent child 700 gm/person/week 500gm 7.50 

*Calculated on the basis of the fact the gardens purchase Atta and Rice 

@ Rs. 580 and Rs. 800 per Quintal respectively. 

The labourers enjoy the ration facility in addition to the following fringe benefits 

they usually get from the management. 

Kinds of Benefit Enjoyed by Tea Wo~kers 

Type of worker Housing P.F. Paid leave Gratuity Bonus 

Resident permanent I I I _/ I 
Outside permanent X I I _I I 
Temporary X X X X I 

The Pluckers also get extra leaf price (ELP) as an incentive. This is given only 

when a plucker do plucking after completion of his/her alloted task. This task 

varies from garden to garden, even by month depending upon the growth of 

leaves. Considering the growth of leaves, intensity of flush and availability of 

labour the manager identifies the need of extra plucking. The wage rate of ELP 

is flat throughout the year in some gardens. For instance in Garden E, it was Rs .. 

2.25 per kg of extra leaf, whereas in Garden A it was different in different months 

ranging from Rs. 2.50 per kg in March to Rs. 1.30 in the month of August. In 
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case of the temporary labourers , the task given is more. However, their rate of· 

ELP is also more. 

Apart from daily wages, the plantation labors were having additional income 

from animal husbandry. In few cases.- cultivation of ginger and oranges by 

labourers was a good source of extra income. Some of the labourers also run 

small shops where they sell essential commodities like cigarettes, vegetables , 

sweet bits etc. Almost in all labour lines two or three such small shops are there 

and which are managed by the old women in the family or the women labourers 

in their pastime. 

It has been observed by the author that in Darjeeling tea gardens even in 

economically solvent families, the women folk prefer to work in the garden. 

There is a woman plucker in Garden E whose one son is a captain in the Indian 

Army and another is a school teacher in Bijanbari. Despite that she is working 

as a regular plucker. 

Medical facilities of different nature are available to the plantation labourers. 

Some gardens are having hospital or dispensary. Practically all the gardens (A 

to J) under study are having either hospital or dispensary or visiting doctors. 

Moreover, some gardens are registered members of Darjeeling and Dooars 

Medical Association (DDMA) which has well equipped nursing home of its own, 

and the doctors fro_m this DDryiA visit the gardens periodically. The ga_rdens 

devoid of such medical facilities send their patients to the subdivisional hospital 

located at Darjeeling town for treatment. 

Impact of productivity stagnation on socio-economic life of the 
plantation labourers 

Earlier, we have discussed the extent of stagnation in the tea plantations of 

Darjeeling in terms of decline in productivity of tea. Let us examine how the 

same is affecting the life and living of the plantation labourers. 

The most immediate impact of stagnation is the increase of casualization in 

employment of the plantation labour and which will be evident from Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 : Percentage of resident and temporary workers and dependent per 

resident workers in Darjeeling and at national level 

1971 1995 %increase 
or decrease 

Resident workers Darjeeling 95.75 88.11 7.64 
as % of the total 
work force National level 85.57 .96 4.61 

Temporary Darjeeling 3.85 7.35 (+) 3.5 
workers as% 
of the total work National level 10.07 12.77 (+) 2.7 
force 

Dependent per Darjeeling 1.67 1.31 (-) 0.36 
resident 
worker National level 1.51 1.38 (-)0.13 

Total Darjeeling 47911 68301 42.56 
workers 

National level 872143 1126106 29.12 

Source : Author's estimate out of data available from Tea Statistics, different years, Tea 

Board, India. 

It is true that as compared to 1971, in 1995 more workers were employed in 

Darjeeling as well as in the. country as ~whole. It is also evident from the above. 

table that the growth rate of the plantation labourers in Darjeeling was higher 

(42.56%) during the period 1971-95 as compared to national average (29.12%). 

However, during the same period there was also certain increase (3.50%) in the 

proportion of temporary workers in Darjeeling tea gardens. As a result, here the 

proportion of resident workers to total plantation workers has reduced more as 

compared to national average. 

Stagnation in productivity may have thus reduced the proportion of resident 

plantation workers and at the same time increased the ratio of temporary workers 

to total workforce. So in the labour front, not only the casualisation has increased, 

but as a result of casualisation, they are being deprived from certain special 

facilities available to the permanent workers as per the labour laws. Amongst 

these facilities, the most lucrative one is the housing facility for a permanent 

worker. As being temporary workers, the casual labourers are not entitled to 

enjoy housing facility. 
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The tea garden work has lost its charm because of gradual shrinkage of enjoyment 

benefits to its workers. And a large number oftea labourers are therefore coming 

to nearby towns in search of other employments like trade and working as 

porters. There is a garden near Darjeeling town which, in last few years, remained 

closed for a number of times and presently is in a bad shape both financially 

and productivitywise. A good number of labourers from this garden are now· 

working as casual labourers in road construction or as labourers in road 

construction or as coolie in Darjeeling town. Those labourers regularly commute 

from ·the garden to their present place of work. But in few cases some labourers 

have permanently shifted their residence from garden to the towns where they 

are presently working. The superintendent of garden C and G informed that due 
- ' 

to productivity stagnation, the working as temporary plantation labourers has 

become less remunerative. So some of the earlier temporary workers are leaving 

the gardens in search of other suitable employment and settling at their place 

of work In this process their families are becoming disintegrating. 

Along with the increased casualisation of plantation labourers, certain interesting 

changes have been recorded also in the deployment of labourers per unit of 

land in the tea gardens and in labour productivity. 

Table 6.3: Productivity of labour in kg and labour employed per hectare in 

Darjeeling Tea Industry by years 

Production/labour Labour/ha 

1870 91.79 1.87 
1872 107.84 2.1'1 
1971 265.06 2.13 
1972 . 258.53 2.44 
1973 259.72 2.42 
1974 260.68 2.49 
1975 242.77 2.45 
1976 247.74 2.55 
1977 249.98 2.55 
1978 249.03 2.55 
1979 238.23 2.47 
1980 275.93 2.39 
1981 271.35 2.34 
1982 306.51 2.37 
1983 307.78 2.35 
1984 290.63 2.32. 
1985 279.22 2.34 
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1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

Production/labour 

222.48 
239.99 
231.19 
236.61 
301.34 
292.46 
270.72 
279.61 
188.59 
191.86 

Source: Tea Statistics, different years. 

2.33 
2.52 
2.60 
2.56 
2.39 
2.37 
2.36 
2.41 
3.05 
3.11 

Labour/ha 

Table 6.3 shows that with the passage of time (in last 125 years) the labour 

employed per hectare in tea garden has only marginally gone up. Such a change 

has taken place probably due to improvement of cultural practices involving 

more operations. In the earlier days the number of spraying for pest control was 

less, use of herbicides was unheard of and application of fertilizers was also 

less. Thus along with the improvement of technology, the rate of deployment of 

labourers in the plantations has changed. 

In the productivity front also there was observed a positive change in production 

per labour till the early eighties. Production per labour increased from 91.79 kg 

in 1870 to 307.78 kg in 1983. However, since 1983 there is a declining trend in 

the said ratio and which needs further probing. This apart, although a positive 

change has been achieved in the productivity per labour, and the labour employed 

per hectare it has not helped the permanent plantation labourers in any way. 

Because as it appears from Table 6.2, certain marginal increase in the labourers 

deployed per hectare has taken place only by adding more temporary plantation 

workers in the gardens and to whom management is not liable to provide the 

statutory benefits like housing, electricity, etc. 

Labourer deployment per hectare often remains static possibly due to old age 

of the bushes and the vacancy prevailing in the gardens.' Let us look into how 

these two factors are affecting the labour employment pattern in the tea gardens. 

A younger bush is always healthier than a older one. In the case of former we 

normally find more plucking points. So in a comparatively younger section more 

labourers are required for doing plucking operation than in an older section and 

especially in case of those sections which are more than 100 years old. Thus 
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the old age factor directly reduces the need of hired hands and adversely affect 

the employment situation of the labourers. In terms of earning also, similar 

effect has been noticed as the lesser plucking ~oints lead to less harvesting. 

That involved no or less earnings in terms o( extra leaf price (ELP) and ultimately 

lesser earning per day for a labourer. 

Normally in the peak ha_rvesting season and for plucking a dense section having 

no vacancy and kept level offskiffed (LOS), 10 pluckers are required per hectare. 

Such a section of 10 hectares will thus require 100 labourers for plucking. But if 

the same section suffers from a vacancy at a rate of 15%, it will require only 85 

labourers instead of 100. Thus the vacancy factor directly affects the employment 

of the labourers in the tea gardens. 

In a tea garden the personnel who are authorised to allot work or deploy labourers 

do not allot _labourers according _to the vacancy situation of a section of the 

garden. They depute the equal number of labourers to a compact or a vacant 

section. But in case of a vacant section the labourers normally complete their 

jobs early and then they are a_sked to move to a nearby section. So, they do not 

get any work relief, rather they are tactfully utilized by their supervisors. In this 

process, they are being_deprived in terms of employment as the same number 

of labourers complete the work for more areas. In case of plucking, they also 

~lose on their ELP earnings_. Because in a section with older bushes, in addition 

to vacancy, there are less plucking points and whic-h results in less harvest due 

to non availability of sufficient number of pluckable shoots. Given below a 

comparative statement of labourers required for different operations per hectare 

in a tea garden for a compact section and a section having 15% vacancy. }hat 

may help to comprehend that how the vacancy factor affect the labour 

employment pattern. 
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Table 6.4 : Difference of requirement of mandays for different operations 

in a compact section and a section having 15% vacancy 

Operations Mandays required per hectare Mandays required per hectare in a 
in a compact section section having 15% vacancy 

Plucking 15 (UP) 13 
7 (LP) 6 

Sickling 8 8 

Foliar Spraying 2.5 2 
Application of 
weedicides 2.5 2.5 
Pesticide spraying 2.5 2 
Pruning - LP 108 90 

DS 94 80 
MS 80 68 
LS 10 8 

329.5 279.5 

Source : Data collected by the author. 

Above table shows that due to 15% vacancy in a section the total labourers 

deployed in various operations has been reduced to 279.5 mandays as opposed 

to 329.5 mandays in case of a compact section. 

There ·are many ill effects of perpetu?l stagnation on the fife and living of the 

plantation labourers. Closure of some tea estates followed by acute productivity 

stagnation has badly affected the economic life of the labours. For instance, in 

the closed down tea gardens like Pashok and Vah-Tukvarfew labourers in their 

own risk were plucking the leaves in seasons and selling those to the nearby 

running gardens. Most of them were found jobless and a few have shifted over 

to other occupations/jobs which are also not available in plenty in the locality. 

They are now living in a very precarious condition. 

Some of the erstwhile plantation labourers and their family members are now 

engaged in automobile driving and transport business. Some young people now 

prefer driving between garden and the nearest town or between important places 

within the town with their jeeps. A few of them are engaged to carry the tourists 

to different sight seeing spots/places. Tourism was always a means of livelihood 

for the other local people. But due to stagnation in tea industry more and more 

people are now getting involved in this job. Had these people been absorbed in 
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the tea industry as a permanent workers they could not have shifted to other 

occupations. 

It has been observed that along with the stagnation in land productivity, the 

profitability ofthe garden also suffers. That ultimately leads to less bonus amount, 

altercation between the labourers and the management on bonus issue, and 

labour unrest on other related matters. All those consecutively affect the 

production adversely leading to more stagnation. In Darjeeling tea gardens and 

particularly before Durga puja/Dassera, the time which has been fixed for paying 

bonus, now labour unrest is a common phenomenon baring a few gardens. The 

incident of unrest was more pronounced particularly in the gardens which are 

kept closed during the winter months. There is a garden near Sonada and 

another one adjacent to Darjeeling, which are kept closed during the non flushing 

period leaving behind the labourers working there practically jobless. Since in 

winter no harvest is possible and when certain costly operations like pruning, 

drainage, etc. are required, the management prefers to close those gardens at 

that time. In the month of March-April when the bushes start producing leaves 

the labourers are again put back to their works and remain in the garden upto 

the flushing period. Due to lack of care in proper management of the bushes, 

the productivity of those gardens are ,gradually diminishing. Moreover, in the 

gardens where stagnation is more pronounced, they encounter with labour unrest 

quite frequently. On the whole, as social effect of stagnation, the occupational .. . ~ . 

pattern, family structure and social values of the plantation·labourers a·re changing 

fast. And there is an urgent need to examine the nature of those changes from 

sociological point of view not only for the interest of the tea industry but also for 

the welfare of labourers working there. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

POSSIBLE MEASURES TO ARREST STAGNATION 
IN DARJEELING TEA INDUSTRY AND ITS 

SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Considering old age and vacancy as two major contributing factors in diminishing 

the productivity of tea bushes, let us look into some of the possible ways how to 

counter them. For the tea gardens of plains the following measures have been 

suggested and found somewhat successful to avert the ill effect of old age and 

vacancy. 

1. Rejuvenation Pruning and Infilling 

When the tea bushes become old, the multiple knots in the frame act as hindrance 

in the translocation of food materials from the soil to the growing parts of the 

plants. The aged frames also suffer from attack of Aglaospora and Poria. The 

frames often suffer from damages caused by borers and by scale insects. In 

case of rejuvenation pruning, the pruning is done in such a height so that 

maximum number of knots are removed along with the diseased and damaged 

branches. After about 2-3 months of pruning, new primaries an_d branches come 

out and which turns into healthy frame with better yield. The pruning is normally 

don~ during tlie month ofNovember-December. In the n~xt monsoon season· 

the section is further covered by replanting new plants in the vacant places/ 

patches which have been created along with the death of the old bushes. This 

particular operation is called infilling. 

2. Uprooting and Replanting 

In this method, the old section in which the yield is considerably lower than the 

average yield of the garden, and where the vacancy rate is more than 40%, is 

uprooted thoroughly and then kept under a rehabilitation crop for 18 months. 1 

After the soil is properly rehabilitated and becomes rich with sufficient organic 

matter the whole section is replanteq with new high yielding seedlings or clonal 

plants. 

While uprooting and replanting may be considered as an ultimate measure, 

·rejuvenation and infilling are some kind of stop gap or intermediate arrangement. 

Because it would be unwise for any tea estate to go for uprooting for its entire 
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area considering the time factor involved in uprooting, rehabilitation and the 

period that will be required for the tea bushes to attain maturity after replanting. 

On said issue several scientists, experts and specialists involved in tea culture 

have categorically put forward their observations. 

Sarkar (1974) observes, "The area with teas over 71 years old and ·above 

constitute about 70 percent of the total area under tea (in Darjeeling). A large 

portion of this tea is in a very bad shape. Some of this poor tea can be improved 

by rejuvenation pruning and heavy infilling but the remainder will have to be 

brought ~nder replanting or replacement planting programme gradually and the 

sooner this is started the better it is."2 

In 1976, Sarkar .further suggested that, "Rejuvenation of old tea is an interim 

measure to increase the productivity of uneconomic areas, where replanting is 

not immediately possible and scope of replacement is also limited. In Darjeeling 

where vast majority of tea is 80 years old rejuvenation is the answer until the old 

bushes are uprooted and replanted. "3 
· Barua ( 1972) also suggested that 

rejuvenation of old tea is a must to combat the problem of old tea and the 

rejuvenation pruning is a answer to it. 4 

In Chapter 2 it has been observed how rejuvenation-pruning improves the 

productivity in other tea growing areas. Barua's (1971) study shows that by 

rejuvenation - pruning the yield has gone up just in the next year in some 

sections (see Table 2.1 )~-

In Darjeeling, the yield of a few rejuvenated sections in selected commercial 

gardens of different valleys and elevations were as follows : 

Table 7.1 : Yield of some rejuvenated sections of Darjeeling. 
Garden: G 
Section No. : G11 

Pruning cycle Average yield % increase of yield by 
in kg/ha rejuvenation 

Before 
rejuvenation 1973-1976 279 
Year of 
Rejuvenation 1977 277 
After 
Rejuvenation 1978-198 371 32.97% 

1982-1987 475 ·70.25% 
1988-1991 513 83.87% 
1992-1994 499 78.85% 

1995-1997 679.3 143.48% 
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Garden :G 
Section : G12 

Before 
rejuvenation 
Year of 
rejuvenation 
After 
rejuvenation 

Garden: I 
Section : 1-1 

Before 
rejuvenation 
Year of 
rejuvenation 
After 
rejuvenation 

Garden: I 
Section : 1-2 

Pruning cycle 

1976-1982 

1983 

1984-1990 
1991-1996 

Pruning cycle 

1975-1977 

1978 

1979-1982 
1983-1987 
1988-1991 
1992-1994 

Average yield 
in kg/ha 

495 

344 

533 
557 

Average yield 
in kg/ha 

581 

230 

914 
957 
1045 
775 

%increase of yield by 
rejuvenation 

7.68% 
12.53% 

%increase of yield by 
rejuvenation 

57.31% 
64.72% 
79.86% 
33.39°io 

Pruning cycle Average yield % increase of yield by 
in kg/ha rejuvenation 

Before 
rejuvenation . 1977-1981 1338 
Year of 
rejuvenation 1982 784 
After 
rejuvenation 1983-1984 1584 18.39% 

1985-1988 1578 17.94% 
1989-1993 1313 -1.87% 
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Garden: J 
Section : J-1 

Pruning cycle Average yield %increase .of yield by 
in kg/ha rejuvenation 

Before 
rejuvenation 1980-1983 1463 
Year of 
rejuvenation 1984 384 I 

After 
rejuvenation 1985-1987 1704 16.47% 

1988-1989 1681 14.90% 
1990-1994 1543 5.47% 

Source : Data Collected by the author. 

Table 7.1 shows that in Section No G11 of Garden G, the yield has gone up 

from 32.97% in the first pruning cycle to 143.48% in the fifth pruning cycle. For 

G12 of the same garden the increase in yield was continuous upto second 

pruning cycle. In Garden I, in section No. 1-1, the increase of crop was 79.86% in 

the third pruning cycle, even when it came down to 33.39% in the fourth pruning 

cycle. In the other section of the garden, the increase scenario was more or less 

similar to section 1-1. Thus one may advocate that in case of Darjeeling tea 

plantation, the rejuvenation-pruning and infilling may help to increase the 

productivity of an old section at least upto certain years. Therefore it can be 

adopted as a stop-gap-measure. 

Let us see how the aforesaid technological measures are going to help tt-le 

plantation labourers. In Darjeeling, for different types of pruning/skiffing operations 

the required mandays were as follows. 

Table 7.2 : Mandays required per hectare for different pruning operations in 
Darjeeling 

Operations 

Rejuvenation pruning 
Light pruning 
Deep skiff 
Medium skiff 
Light skiff 

Source : Data Collected by the author. 

Mandays required per hectare 

250 
107 

94 
80 
10 

The above table makes it clear that as compared to light pruning and different 

types of skiffing, more employment is associated with rejuvenation-pruning 

op-eration. Because in case of rejuvenation pruning, in addition to pruning 
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operation, infilling is done and for which several types of extra works like raising 

of a nursery, carrying the plants to the field from the nursery, land preparation, 

preparation of planting pit, planting, etc. are involved. On the other hand, in 

case of light pruning, deep skiff, medium skiff and light skiff as infilling is not 

d'orie, the additional works are also not required which automatically reduces 

the requirement of labourer. Given below a statement of manpower required for 

all the operations involved in infilling in the condition of vacancy at the proportion · 

of20%. 

Table 7.3 : Mandays required per hectare for infilling a section having 20% 

vacancy. 

Operation Manpower required* per hectare 

Carrying of plants from nursery to field 
Preparation of planting pit _ 
Planting 
Application of pit mixture, ramming, levelling etc. 
Total 

30 
35 
30 
30 

125 

*Considered that the section is having 15000 plarits per hectare originally. 

,Uprooting and Replanting· 

The other recommended solution to t~e problem_ of old age and vacancy is 

uprooting and replanting. This-process involves uprooting of the old bushes and 

replantation in the garden after rehabilitation of the soil. So an attempt had been 

made to examine the effectiveness of this method in improving the productivity 

of Darjeeling tea. 
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Table 7.4 : Details of cycle-wise yield of the replanted sections 

0)Ga~en J 
Section No. J-2 
Area 
Spacing 
Jat 
Elevation 

8.9 ha 
3.5' x2' x2' 
Tukdah-78 
1450 ft 

Yield before and After replanting 

Before uprooting Pruning cycle 
1971-1974 
1975-1978 
1979-1982 

Uprooted in 1983 
(Kept under Guatemala till replanting year) 
Replanted in June/July, 1985 
After replanting 1986-1988 

(2) Garden 
Section No. 
Area 
Spacing 
~at 
Elevation. 
Yield before and after replanting 

1989-1991 
1992-1995 

J 
J-3 
8.9 ha 
3.5' x2' x2' 
AV-2 
1450 ft. 

Before uprooting Pruning cycle 
1971-1974 
1975-1977 

.1978-1981 
Uprooted iri 1982 
(Kept under Guatemala till replanting year) 
Replanted in June/July 1984 
After replanting 1985-1 987 

1988-1990 
1991-1994 

3) Garden 
Section No. 
Area 
Spacing 
Jat 
Elevation Yield status 
Before uprooting 

Uprooted in 
Replanted in 
Yield after replanting 

J 
J-4 
4.98 ha 
4' x2' x2' 
TV14&TV17 
1300 ft. 
Pruning cycle 
1971-1973 
1974-1977 
1978-1983 
1984 
June/ july 1986 
1987-1989 
1990-1993 

Source: Data Collected by the author. 
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Average yield in kg/ha 
1381 
1127. 
919 

435 
1290 
1539 

Average yield in kg/ha 
1273 
1114 
10.55 

762 
1142 
1417 

Average yield in kg/ha 
850 . 
868 
1069 

510 
1529 



Above table depicts that in the third pruning cycle the sections No. J-2 and J-3 

had produced the yield of 1539 kglha and 1417 kg/ha respectively which is 

more than the highest yield these sections attained before uprooting (1381 kg/ 

ha and 1273 kg/ha respectively). The section No. J-4, in its second pruning 

cycle, had exceeded the highest yield it attained before uprooting (1 069kgha). 

Now let us examine the yearwise yield progression of some sections of other 

gardens where uprooting and replanting has been done. 

Table 7.5 : Yearwise Yield Progression of some Uprooted and Replanted 

Sections. 

(a) Garden 
Section No. 
Area 
Year of Replanting 
Clone used 
Spacing 
Elevation 
Yield before uprooting 

Year of uprooting 
Yield after replanting 

(b) Garden 
Section No. 
Area 
Year of planting 
Clone used 
Spacing 
Elevation 
Yield before uprooting 

Year of uprooting 
Yield after replanting 

UP-unprune FFP-Frame forming pruning. 

Source: Data Collected by the author. 

G 
G13 
2.40 ha 
1991 
TV25, TV26 
105 x60 x 60 
3800 to 4200 ft 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

711 kg/ha 
486 kg/ha 
437 kg/ha 
225 kg/ha 
579 kg/ha 

1991 - Replanted in July-August : Not recorded 
1992- Center out , : Not recorded 
1993 - Recentering - 152 kg/ha 
1994 - UP 533 kg/ha 
1995 - FFP 635 kg/lia 
1996 - up· 1270 kg/ha 
1997 -UP 1507 kg/ha 
G 
G14 
2.27 ha 
1993 
RR 17/144 
90 x 60x60 em 
3400 - 3800 ft. 
1986 -486 kg/ha 
1987 -437 kg/ha 
1988 -225 kg/ha 
1989- 579 kg/ha 
1990 
1993- Replanted in June/July : Not recorded 
1994 -Centering out : Not recorded 
1995 -UP - 218 kg/ha 
1996 -Recentering - 392 kg/ha 
1997 -UP - 716 kg/ha 
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The above statement shows that in the case of Section No. G13 by the 6th year 

after uprooting, the yield rate was more than the highest yield the section had 

before uprooting. Similarly in the case of Section No. G14 it took only 7 years to 

cross the best yield record of.'before replanting' situation. Therefore, we can 

say that by uprooting and replanting, the productivity can· be improved .. And we 

should now see how far this improvement is goingto help the plantation workers. 

For completion of various operations involved in uprooting, the foltowing 
\ 

manpower is required : 

Table 7.6 .: Mandays required for uprooting 

Name of operation Mandays required/ha 

Uprooting of bushes 500 
Uprooting of stumps 150 
Removing stones; levelling of land forking upto 6" 125 
Drainage work 200 
Rehabilitation crop-sowing and chopping/manuring 40 

1015 

Source : Data Collected by t~e author. 

The man days required per hectare for different operations involved in replanting 

(for six consecutive years) is given below. 

Table 7.7 :-Requirement of labour (mandays) per year for replanting 

OperationsNears 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

1. Cheeling of land 150 '150 
2. Making roads, cleaning of 

drains etc. 115 115 
3. Application of cowdung/ 

organic manure 40 40 
4. Planting/infilling 

(a) Carrying of plants to 
the field 150 150 

(b) Pitting/staking etc. 175 175 
(c) Planting 150 150 
(d) Application of pit. 

mixture ramming etc. 150 150 
(e) Infilling in the subsequent 

years (includes everything 
like pitting, 
planting/ramming) 50 20 20 10 100 

5. Planting shade permanent 100 30 30 60 
temporary- 365 

6. Mulching 60 60 60 180 
7. Manual weeding 75 75 75 75 75 75 450 

Chemical weeding 25 30 30 30 30 30 175 
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OperationsNears 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

8. Applications offertilizers 20 30 45 45 45 45 230 
9. a) Plucking/tipping 10 60 100 120 260 270 820 

b) Pruning 15 6 107 15 15 158 
1 0. Application of pesticides 10 30 30 40 40 40 190 
11. Foliar spray (urea,zinc etc.) 10 10 15 15 15 15 80 
12. Maintenance of roads, 

fencing etc. 15 20 20 20 20 95 
13. Maintenance of shade 15 10 20 20 20 20 105 
14. Watering .30 30 30 30 30 150 

1265 415 451 512 550 530 3723 

Source : Data Collected by the author. 

If the uprooting and replanting is not done, the overall re.quirement of labourers 

would be lesser. Because there would be no need to deploy labourers for 

operations like planting, planting of infills in the subsequent year, planting of 

shade trees, cheeling of land, making of roads etc. On the whole the total 

. requirement of labour (yearwise) will be as follows._ 

Table 7.8 : No. of mandays required for uprooting & replanting and if not uprooted. 

Uprooting and replimting 

_Time of ·uprooting to" 
replanting (18 months) 
Year of replanting 
(1st year) 
1/C - 2nd year 
D.C/R.C 3rd year 
C.A. -4th year 
U.P. -5th year 
U.P.- 6th year 

1015 

1265 
415 
451 
512 
550 
530 

4738 

Source : Data Collected by the author. 

No uprooting & replanting 

530 

530 
530 
530 
530 
530 
530 

3710 

1/C- lnirtial centering D.C/ R.C- Decentering I Recentering C.A- Cut across 

U.P- Unprune 

Thus, in the case of uprooting and replanting, the number of additional workers 

which is required per hectare comes to 1 028 within a span of seven years. 
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How do the tea gardens meet up the demand of additional labours? Do they 

employ more permanent labourers? The obvious answer is "No". Because they 

employ temporary labourers as additional hands. Thus casualisation increases. 

However, that helps the unemployed adult members in and outside the labourers 

families to earn for sometime by working as a casual staff. For the families of 

permanent plantation labourers it augments their income. 

Any upliftment in social condition of the labourers includes better education, 

better health and recreational facilities etc. The welfare and upliftment aspects 

of the labourers were taken into consideration for review in Longview T.E. where 

maximum area (33.27%) has been rejuvenated between 19f? 1-95. The 

superintendent of the garden informed that educational status of the labourers 

attached to this garden is higher than any other garden of the district. Devotion 

to the religion is more among the labourers and which is revealed from presence 

of good number of temples in the garden. The superintendent further informed 

that in the working hours no worker is found drunk and which is not very 

uncommon in other gardens. Along with the improvement in economic condition 

the recreational and leisure time activities of the workers have -also changed. 

Thus besides personal radio, tape recorder, television, some of them are even 

having dish antenna. He cited the case of a labour girl who is an award winner in 

most of the music competitions held in the area. The garden has made an 

arrangement for her special music coaching at Kurseong. Another indicator of - . 
development is that there is no labour unrest in this garden and which is otherwise 

very common in other gardens which are relatively backward in developmental 

works. 

Tukvar is another garden where considerable area has been brought under 

Rejuvenation and infilling, and uprooting and replanting programmes. As per 

report of the garden executives and labour sirdars these technological measures 

have helped to generate more employment and income. Thus the economic 

condition of the labourers has improved by earnings from extra leaf price, bonus 

etc. In the recent years, the management has hardly faced any problem like 

involvement of labourers in group rivalries and clashes, drinking in working hours, 

leaf stealing etc. 

Both the unio"n leaders and the plantation labourers feel that out of uprooting 

and replanting, and rejuvenation and infilling operations the labourers are gainer 

in term of their employment and income. They also liked this for another reason. 
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Customarily the removed portion (the portion above the pruning height in case 

of rejuvenation pruning and the uprooted bush in case of uprooting) belong to 

the labourers and which can personally be used as firewood. That was in 

additional to the firewood they usually get from the garden. 

Unfortunately, in case of majority of tea gardens in Darjeeling, the progress of 

both rejuvenation pruning and infilling/interplanting; and uprooting and replanting 

is not very encouraging. Between 1990 to 1995, only 1012.24 hectares were 

rejuvenated and 167.42 hectares were uprooted and replanted in whole of 

Darjeeling. 

Why the Darjeeling tea planters are not coming forward to effectively implement 

the said operations ? To get its answer we have to know about the waiting 

period for the different types of operations as shown below : 

Table 7.9 : Waiting period for harvest after different types of pruning/skiffing 

operations and uprooting and replanting 

Type of Time of When plucking will Waiting period in weeks 
operations operation start in full swing 

RP December Last week of June 23 
LP December 3rd week of May 18 
DS December 4th week of April 15 
MS December 2nd week of April 13 
LS/LOS/UP December -4th week of March 11 
Uprooting and 
replanting December 1st week of June of 178 

4th year 

RP - Rejuvenation pruning; OS - Deep skiff; MS - Medium skiff, LS - Light skiff 

LOS- Level off skiff; UP- Unprune 

Source: Data Collected by the author. 

In Darjeeling condition when a section was uprooted in December 1990 the 

waiting period for the planters to get considerable harvest was as follows : 

December 1990 
June 1992 
1993 

June 1994. 

Uprooted, kept under rehabilitation 
Replanted - harvest negligible 
Very minimum harvest so generally garde do not 
keep any record. 
Though low, recordable harvest will be there. 

Since the waiting period is minimum in the case of light skiff/level off skiff, unprune 

the planters prefer to keep more area under such operations to have a quick 
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and early return. The operation like uprooting and replanting which requires 

relatively longer waiting period comes last in their list of choice of operations. 

During the field study, several managers and proprietors were asked to identify 

the reasons against their aversion towards rejuvenation pruning and uprooting

replanting operations. Their observations and views in respect of rejuvenation 

pruning and infilling are presented below. 

1. All of them were in opinion that very often instead of success they 

encountered with some kind of negative results. They further pointed out that 

unlike plains, because of the difficult terrain and odd climate, it was not possible 

for them to follow all the operations in detail and as pescribed. 

2. A few managers believe that to increase productivity certain positive 

measures need to be adopted. But the rejuvenation technique adversely affect 

the productivity of the garden at least for certain initial years. In this situation, 

there is a possibility that a manager may lose his job or at least get transferred 

to another garden. The said apprehension is not unlikely because now-a-days 

change and transfer of managers has become a regular phenomenon in some 

gardens of Darjeeling. Therefore, a manager does not want to take any risk of 

adopting any long term technological measure favourable to productivity. 

3. According to the planters the amount of subsidy they receive from Tea 

Board is very meager as compared to the inve_stment invqlved to complete the 

operation. The Tea Board provides· subsidy of Rs. 16,400/- per hectare for 

rejuvenation and infilling including interplanting and Rs. 12,000/- for rejuvenation 

and infilling. The amount is given in three instalments at the ration of 60:20:20. 

While the first instalment is given immediately on completion of rejuvenation, 

the 2nd one is given after 12 months from the date of commencement of 

rejuvenation. The third instalment is given after 12 months of the date of 

completion of infilling and/or interplanting. Considering the expenditure involved 

in the different stages of the operation (see Table 7.1 0) the amount of subsidy 

appears quite meager, and thus failed to motivate gardens to adopt recommended 

technologies. 
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Table 7.10 : Cost of rejuvenation and infilling per hectare 

Items Year/manday/ha 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 
RP LS LS LP LS LS 

1. Pruning 250 10 10 107 10 ' 10 397 
2. KCO/Repairing 38 15 53 
3. lndopasting 15 1'5 
4. Filling up collar 

regions/Thullying/ 
demossing 67 62 62 62 62 63 377 

5. Construction/repairing 
of drains 50 10 5 5 5 5 80 

6. Survey of drainage 2 2 
7. Application of 

fertilizers 10 10 10 10 10 10 60 
8. Application of pH 

correcting chemicals 2 2 
9. Application of plant 

protection chemicals 56 56 56 56 56 56 336 
10. Application of 

weedicides 60 45 45 45 45 45 285 
11. Manual weeding 21 14 14 14 14 14 91 
12. Foliar spray 21 21 21 21 21 21 126 
13. Plucking 220 350 350 300 350 350 1920 
14. Planting of infills 

@ 20% vacancy 
a) Pitting/staking/ 

transportation 125 125 

b) Fertilizer 
application YTD 15.· 15 . 15 45 

c) Pruning/infills/ 
Tipping 10 10 

d) Weeding 30 30 30 90 
e) Any other 

watering infills 10 10 

Total 982 643 618 635 573 673 4024 

15. Total labour cost6 

@ Rs.40/m.d. 39280 25720 24720 25400 22920 22920 160960 
16. Material cost 
Plant protection 
chemicals 1200 1500 1500 120 1500 1500 8400 
Manures & fertilizers 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 13800 
Weedicide 900 800 800 800 800 800 4900 
Cost of infills @Rs 2/- 6000 6000 

49680 30320 29320 29700 27520 27520 194060 

RP - Rejuvenation pruning; LS - Light skiff; LP - Light prune. 

Source :Author's estimate from field data. 

4. It has been observed that only to avail the subsidy, Head Office of the gardens 
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often insists to go for rejuvenation but later on does not provide the necessary 

financial support to complete the operation properly. As a result, in many gardens 

(e.g. Tomsong), after rejuvenation, the follow up operation like consolidation by 

infilling had not been carried out and therefore it appeared as a half hearted 

technological attempt to gear up productivity. 

The labourers prefer the rejuvenation pruning operation primarily for getting 

additional employment and wage, and secondarily to have free firewood as 

pointed out earlier. They also feel that along with this developmental technology, 

when there would be better yield that will ultimately help them in getting more 

bonus. 

Regarding uprooting and replanting measures the different views expressed by 

the planters are furnished below: 

1. All of them agreed that a considerable investment is involved in this 

particular operation. The investment need is relatively more in the hills than in 

the gardens of the plains. It comes true when we look at the report of the 

working group for revision of unit cost for tea development in the Eastern and 

North Eastern regions oflndia published by NABARD in 1992. The said report 

has calculated the cost of development of new planting in high elevation gardens 

of Darjeeling as Rs. 1,15,900 per hectare. By contrast, in ·case of a garden in 

Eastern plains and Assam it comes to Rs. 84,500 and Rs. 79,606 respectively. 

Mor_eover, for _uprooting and replanting operations,_ there is ~ need of 

sup-plementary fund required for uprooting and rehabilitation, in addition to 

planting.7 

2. Because of the steep slopes in some tea garden areas and undulated 

topography, the gardeners surmise the possibility of soil erosion, followed by 

uprooting measures in the plantation. 

3. Some are afraid of loosing the quality of the tea as a consequence of 

uprooting of earlier varieties. They appreh_end that the 'mosquittal' flavour may 

not be obtained from the new bushes as they get it presently from the old chinery 

type of bushes. 

4. As there is a rehabilitation period in the case of uprooting, naturally its pay 

back period would be more longer than the rejuvenation-pruning. So there is a 

general inclination for adopting rejuvenation pruning operation instead of uprooting 

and replanting. 

5. The subsidy provided by Tea Board (i.e. Rs. 45,000 per hectare) is not adequate 
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to do uprooting and replanting operations properly. Table 7.11 shows the 

expenses involved in the different stages of said operations. 

Table 7.11 : Cost of uprooting and replanting/ha in Darjeeling 

Operations/Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

1. Cheeling of land 150 150 
2. Making roads,cleaning 

of drains etc. 115 115 
3. Application of cowdung/ 

organic manure 40 40 
4. Planting/Infilling 
a) Carrying of plants to 

the field 150 150 
b) Pitting/staking etc. 175 175 
c) Planting 150 150 
d) Application of pit mixture, 

ramming etc. 150 150 
e) Infilling in the subsequent 

years (includes everything 
like pitting,planting/ 
ramming) 50 20 20 10 100 

5. Planting shade 
Permanent- 100 30 30 60 
Temporary- 365 

6. Mulching 60 60 60 180 
7. a) Manual weeding 75 75 75 75 75 75 450 

b) chemical weeding 25 30 30 30 30 30 175 
8. Application offertilizers 20 30 45 45 45 45 230 
9.a) Plucking/tipping 10 60 100 120 260 270 820 

b) Pruning 15 6 107 15 15 158 
10. Application of pesticides1 0 30 30 40 40 40 190 
11. Foliar spray (urea,zinc 

etc.) 10 10 15 15 15 15 80 
12. Maintenance of roads, 

fencing etc. 15 20 20 20 20 95 
13. Maintenance of shade 15 10 20 20 20 20 105 
14. Watering 30 30 30 30 30 150 

1265 415 451 512 550 530 3723 
Total cost of labour 
@ Rs. 40/- 50600 16600 18040 20480 22000 21200 148920 
15.Material cost 

Planting material @ Rs.2/-: 
per plant 30000 2400 960 960 480 34800 
Shade 1200 400 400 2000 
Plant protection chemicals1200 1200 1500 1500 1500 1500 8400 
Weed control chemicals 500 600 600 600 600 600 3500 
Fertilizers r 2000 1800 2000 2300 2300 2300 12700 

85500 23000 23500 25840 26880 25600 210320 

Source: Author's estimate from field data. 
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Apart from above expenses some additional costs are involved as wage payment 

prior-to replanting (see Table 7.6). And that roughly amounts Rs. 40,600/- as 

payment against 1015 labour man days @ Rs. 40/- per manday. Therefore the 

cost comes to Rs. 210320.00 + Rs. 40600.00 = Rs.250920.00 

Since both these operations are. costly enough and are dependent on some 

other factors like yield trend of a section, price, cost of inputs etc. it is necessary 

to find out the 'pay back period' for these operations. The pay back period is the 

number of years in which the total expenses of the particular operations and the 

initial loss of crop due to adoption of said operations is fully recovered. It also 

depends on factors like expenses incurred, yield pattern after and before the 

operation, the prevailing interest rate in which the loan is taken and the price 

trend. Since yield pattern vary from area to area, garden to garden and even 

section to section, and price varies from garden to garden the Pay Back Period 

for any operation in case of Darjeeling tea gardens will vary accordingly. However, 

based on the informations collected from different gardens, following heads wen~ 

taken into consideration for calculating the Pay Back Period against Rejuvenation 

and infilling, and uprooting and replanting operations separately. 

Total cost- Rs. 100 per kg 

Fixed cost - Rs. 60 per kg 

Variable cost - Rs. 40 per kg 

Rate of interest- 15% per annum 

Sale price - Rs. 120 per kg 

Contribution - sale price - Variable cost 

= Rs. 120 /- - Rs. 40/-

. = Rs. 80 per kg 

Calculated below (Table 7.12) the Pay back Period for rejuvenation and infilling 

for a section whose yield before rejuvenation was 512 kg/ha. 
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Table 7.12 : Pay Back Period for rejuvenation pruning and infilling 

Yr. Cash input/ Cash Int. Balance Crop loss Crop Final 
outflow yield inflow @15% kg/ha loss balance 

in Rs. 

0 49680 230 18400 -31280 282 -22560 -53840 
1 30320 763 61040 4692 5252 -17308 
2 29320 1204 96320 72252 + 4969:2 
3 29700 815 65200 
4 27520 872 69760 . 
5 27520 1008 80640 
6 1264 101120 
7 887 70960 
8 724 57920 
9 901 72080 
10 733 58640 

Above table shows that the pay back period is only 3 years from the year of 

rejuvenation. 

The Pay Back Period for uprooting and replanting of a section of Garden J 

where the yield before uprooting was 919 kg per hectare is calculated b_elow. 

Table 7.13 : Pay Back period for uprooting and replanting. 

Yr. Cash Yield Cash 
outflow inflow 

-1 40600 
0 85500 
1 23000 12 960 
2 23500 267 21360 
3 25840 1025 82000 
4 26880 693 55440 
5 25600 1742 139360 
6 1436 14880 
7 959 76720 
8 1433 114640 
9 1824 145920 
10 1940 155200 

-1 year-Yearofuprooting 

Yield before uprooting - 919 kg/ha 

Total cost- Rs. 100 per kg 

Fixed cost - Rs. 60 per kg 

Variable cost - Rs. 40 per kg 

Interest Balance Loss in Cash 
@15% crop loss 

-40600 919 73520 
6090 -132190 919 73520. 
19829 -17405 
26109 -202308 
30346 -176494 
26474 -174408 
26161 -86809 
13021 +15050 

0 year- Year of replanting 

Sale price - Rs. 120 per kg 

Contribution - Rs. 80 per kg 

Rate of interest - 15% per annum. 

Source :Author's estimate from field data. 

Final 
balance 

-114120 
-279230 
-321099 
-349348 
-323534 
-321448 
-233849 
-131990 
-55270 
+59370 

Table 7.13 depicts that the Pay Back Period for uprooting and replanting 
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in the given situation is 10 years from the year of uprooting. Taking this 

time factor into consideration, rejuvenation and infilling may be adopted as a 

short term measure, and uprooting and replanting as long term one. The 

former one can not be adopted as a long term measure and ultimate device 

because as it is evident from Table 7.1 except in case of Garden G though all 

other gardens recorded an initial increase in productivity followed by rejuvenation 

but afterwards the rate of increase gradually came down (e.g. Garden I and 

J ). By contrast, in case of uprooting and replanting, the increase in productivity 

was incessant. Now the question comes when one should go for rejuvenation 

and at what stage the bushes need to be uprooted for replanting? Since it is 

very difficult to obtain data on age-specific yield for periods beyond 1970, time 

series of age specific yields for 180 sections from 5 gardens were collected. The 

crossection and time series data were pooled. Taking care of the missing values, 

we could obtain 4213 data points. At the first stage we computed age specific 

average yield as given in Table 7.14. 

Table 7 .14 : Productivity of tea ·bushes by their age group 

Age group 
in years 

1-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-80 
80-90 
90-100 
100-110 
110-120 
120-130 
130-140 
140-150 
150-160 

Average yield 
(kg/ha) 

642.48 
982-39 
1021.69 
973-32 
974.78 
1096.80 
907.27 
820.30 
1013.73 
1126.45 
1018.03 
979.45 
851-13 
651-42 
676.43 
674.13 

Above table depicts that in the age group of 50 to 60 years, the bushes put on 

record the highest yield (1 096.80 kg/hectare) and afterwards started declining 

ti!Hhey reached in the age group of 80-100 years. It has been found that 

rejuvenation and infilling was done in the case of the bushes belonging to the 

age group of 60-80 years which resulted an increase in yield in the immediate 

. age groups (80-1 00 years). When the bushes attained the age of 120 years and 
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above their yield capacity sharply dropped and was even lesser than the younger 

bushes of 1 0-20 years. While plotting these data we obtain the curves as 

presented in chart 7.1. We also fitted a third degree polynomial using Excel 97 

(MS Office) with an R2 of 59.37%. The curve also substantiates our observation 

of a long term highest level of yield obtained during the age group of 50-60 

years. To go for a rigourous understanding of the age-yield relationship we 

regressed the average yield on age using a multinomial (cubic) equation. It is 

observed from the regression estimated that old age accounts for around 50% 

of the change in yield. (adjusted R2 = .49207). Table 7.15 details the regression 

parameters. 

Table 7 .15. Regression parameters of the 3rd degree polynomial using yield as . 

dependent variable. 

Dependet Variable-Yield Method-Cubic 

listwise Deletion of Missing Data 

Multiple R .70827 

-R Square 

Adjusted R Square 

Standard Error 

Analysis of Variance : 

.50165 

.49207 

141. 11741 

OF Sum of Squares · 

-Regression 3 3127212.6 

Residuals 156 3106603.4 

F= 52.34497 Signif F = .0000 

Variables in the Equation 

Variable 8 SEB Beta 

AGE 13.596489 2.450141 3.181491 

AGE**2 -.129980 .035303 -5.055334 

AGE**3 .000263 .000144 1.563632 

(constant) 642.199084 45.691921 

Mean Square 

1042404.2 

19914.1 

T 

5.549 

-3.682 

1.826 

14.055 

SigT 

.0000 

.0003 

.0697 

.0000 

It appears that the co-efficients are significant. While plotting these data we 

obtained the curves as presented in chart 7.2. The fitted 3rd degree polynomial 

obtained using Excell 97 (MS Office) show an R2 of 50.17%. The estimated 

curve suggests that the highest yield is obtained at the age of 65 years (estimated 
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1049.1 Okg I hectare). The estimated relationship between age and yield as 

described by the bold curve indicates that in the absence of any practice of 

rejuvenation pruning tea bushes in Darjeeling hills starts delivering declinig yield 

from the age of around 65 years, which is quite supportive of our observation 

mentioned above. It further confirms that with rejuvenation pruning the bushes 

show a short term tendency of increased yield as opposed to the estimated long 

run trend described by the bold curve. We find the actual values hovering above 

the estimated curve between the age group of 80-120 years. Beyond this age, 

the actual values tend to be lying below the trend line, baring a few esceptional 

shortlived peaks. 

In the light of the above observation one may suggest that in Darjeeling si.tuation 

rejuvenation of the bushes may be started once the bushes attain the age of 65 

years. And there is need for uprooting when the bushes cross the age of 120 

years. 

It is important to note that frequent change of manag_ement and managers is 

equally responsible for the non-adoption or late adoption of these two 

technological measures in the tea plantation of Darjeeling, and thus ultimately 

contribute to the productivity stagnation. Due to persistent change in 

management, it is hardly possible to adopt any long term programme like 

uprooting and replanting, and even short term measure like rejuvenation and 

consolidation to revive or enhance the productivity. Moreover for a new manager, 

it is quite difficult to establish working rapport with the labours and to trai_n them 

in favour of required operations which the garden is lacking. Therefore, to arrest 

the productivity stagnation, such human and management aspects need to be 

considered seriously. 

Notes 

1. To improve the fertility status and physical condition of the soil, quick 
' ' 

growing grasses like Guatemala, Pusa giant Hybrid Napier and legumes 

like Mimosa invisa are grown in the uprooted area for 18 months. These 

crops are called rehabilitation crop as these rehabilitate the soil by adding 

sufficient amount of organic matter and by improving the physical condition 

of the soil. The rehabilitation crop is lopped from time to time and the 

loppings are left in situ. 

2. Sarkar, S K (1974), p. 49. 

3. Sarkar, S K (1976), p. 42 
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4. Barua, D N (1972), p.1 0 

5. Barua, D N (1971 ), p.32-33 

6. While computing the wage rate permanday, it is assumed that the common 

statutory benefits like Provident Fund, Gratuity and Bonus may be. borne 

by the tea companies out of their revenue earnings. Benefits for Housing 

also has not been considered as separate financial assistance is provided 

for construction of labour quarters. Only towards the cost of food grain, 

fuel, tea etc. provided to them, 10% of the basic wage has been considered. 

Of course, fringe benefits like leave, holidays & medical facilities has been 

taken into account and the computation has been done in the following 

way: 
Basic wage 
Leave 
Holidays 
Medical 
Food,Fuel, Tea 

15 day's wage 
12 day's wage 
5% basic wage 
1 0% of basic wage 

Rs. 32.30 
Rs. 1.62 
Rs. 1.29 
Rs. 1.62 
Rs. 3.23 

Rs.40.06 
Round off to Rs.40.00 

7. National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (1992), pp.9-1 0. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Darjeeling tea is considered as the best tea of the world for its quality and is· 

called the 'Champaign' of tea. Though the tea plant is being cultivated in the 

world for nearly two centuries, in Darjeeling its cultivation started around 1835 

by the seeds brought from China. Its commercial cultivation started from 1856. 

Since then it is playing an important role in the economy of the country in general 

and of Darjeeling in particular. 

In Da~eeling Hills there are only two main sourGes of employment. One is tourism 

and the other is tea. On an average the tea gardens here give employment to 

more than fifty-eight thousand labourers every day. As estimated by the Tea 

Board, India, the total number of labour on roll has crossed the figure of sixty 

eight thousand of which more than sixty thousand are the resident workers and 

more than seventy five thousand people are dependent on these resident 

workers. These figures amply show the importance of Darjeeling tea on the 

· life of the plantation labourers who are employed in it. 

Unfortunately, we are observing a stagnation, if not decline, not only in the 

production and productivity but also in the labour absorbing capacity in case of 

Darjeeling tea. In the global scenario we observe that while· the yield oftea per 

hectare has increased in leaps and bounds in countries like Kenya, Indonesia, 

China, Taiwan and Turkey between 1961 & 1997, the same in India has increased 

but at a slower rate. Though the production of Indian tea has gone up by more 

than 2.5 times between 1951 to 1995, its share to total world production has 

declined from 40.96% in 1951 to 29.64% in 1996. Inside the country, and amongst 

the. different tea growing regions, Darjeeling tea registered the lowest increase 

in terms of yield (126.22%). One may note that there is no stagnation or 

decline in the global tea situation and there is relatively better growth in 

productivity in the other tea growing regions within the country. But the Darjeeling 

tea industry has already recorded a stagnation in production, productivity and 

labour absorption capacity. Considering the importance of Darjeeling tea in the 

national economy particularly for its capacity in fetching foreign exchange and 

as a major employment sector of absorbing labourers as plantation workers, it 

is necessary to study the nature of its productivity stagnation and consequential 

impact on the life of the plantation labourers. The technologically sustainable 
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measures to arrest productivity stagnation in Darjeeling tea gardens and their 

social implications also need to be examined carefully. 

No comprehensive study has been carried out so far in Darjeeling enquiring 

about stagnation in productivity of tea, its impact on the life and living of the 

plantation labourers and the viability of suggested technological measures both 

in economic and social terms. Whatever little study are made available are of 

too general type and mostly conducted in the tea estates of plains and on 

techno-economic and labour aspects separately. Earlier, there was hardly any 

attempt to look into the problems of Darjeeling tea industry taking into 

consideration both these aspects in a single frame of reference. 

It has been observed by some earlier authors that old age of the tea bushes 

and the vacancy condition in the sections are the two major causes of lowering 

productivity. The concerned authors arrived at the conclusion that to solve the 

problem of productivity decline, rejuvenation pruning and infilling is a short term 

measure, whereas uprooting and replanting is the ultimate solution. But no attempt 

h'as been made earlier to testifY. the validity of these recommendations in 

Darjeeling condition using garden level data. The available sociological studies 

in tea plantations are mainly confined to the subject of 'wages and incentives 

paid to the plantation labourers, ·implementation of Plantation Labour Act, 

casualisation, trade unionism, differential treatments to women labourers and 

some other aspects of labour employment systems in tea gardens. There is in 

fact no such study in tea gardens of Darjeeling Hills which specifically enquires 

about how the stagnation . factor is affecting the life and economic condition of 

the plantation labourers ? There is also hardly any probe into the matter of how 

various production improving technologies are going to lay their impact on the 

life of the working population in the tea gardens. Present study attempts to 

examine some of those aspects by analysing empirical data obtained from 

selected tea gardens and relevant secondary sources. 

While delving into the matter of stagnation we see that production of Darjeeling 

tea crossed 14 million kg only three times in the past i.e. in 1982, 1983 and 

1990. Otherwise in all the years from 1961 to 1995 it is ranging between 1 0 

millions to 12 millions kg excepting 1984, 1991 and 1993 and when the out turn 

crossed 13 million kg. Productivity had also gone up from 171.40 kg per hectare 

in 1870 to 725.42 kg per hectare in 1982. Thereafter it started declining and in 

1995 came down to 596.77 kg per hectare. In the context of plantation area also 
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we see the same stagnation as it is varying between 16 to 20 thousand hectares 

between 1951 to 1995. In other tea growing areas, however, there were no 

such stagnation. For example, since 1951 and till 1995, area undertea in Dooars 

has steadily increased. In Terai region of West Bengal and in Assam similar 

trend had been noticed upto 1991. As far as productions and productivity of tea 

is concerned, we see steady increase in case of Terai, Dooars, Assam and 

West Bengal as a whole. 

Stagnation in tea productivity has affected badly the profitability of the gardens 

located in Hills. As per the cost and financial survey report of Tea Board, India, 

the profitability was negative in 1991-92, 1992-93 and 1993-94. If we consider 

that the calculation made by T~a Board was based on auction price only and 

does not give the true picture as considerable amount of Darjeeling tea is being 

sold directly to the foreign buyers, even then it is true that due to stagnation, the 

amount which could have been sold in private sale has also come down and 

thus affected the overall profitability of the garden. And when profitability is curbed, 

it affects not only the interest of the population dependent on this industry right 

from its labourers to its owners but other dependent ancillary indusfries too, and 

ultimately the economy of the country. Therefore, this stagnation problem needs 

to be arrested. To do so firstly, it is necessary to identify the factors responsible 

for such stagnation. There are many contributing factors behind stagnation or 

decline in production aod producth(ity of tea. Those are old age of the bush~s. 

vacancy, low ·producing planting material, change of plucking pattern for the 

demand of better quality, consciousness of buyers about pesticidal residues, 

etc. But amongst them, two most important factors which adversely affect the 

productivity are old age of the bushes and the vacancy. An attempt has been 

made in the present study to examine how far the said factors are responsible 

for diminishing the productivity of Darjeeling tea, with the help of garden level 

data. 

In examining the ill-effect of old age on productivity, five tea gardens of Darjeeling 

hills were randomly selected. There the yield of different pruning cycles of three 

randomly selected sections in each garden was recorded. It has been observed 

in all the cases that with the increase of age, the yield over the pruning cycle 

was gradually reducing. To make an in-depth probe into the matter within a 

particular garden two sections planted in different years and where the same 

pruning sequence was followed were selected and their yield capacity was noted. 

It was found that the younger section outyielded the older section. Further when 
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the average yield of the five highest yielding sections and five lowest yielding 

sections (in order of merit) of five different gardens is compared, it appears that 

the highest yielding sections are relatively younger in age than the lowest yielding 

sections. 

The effect of vacancy on productivity has also been examined in the similar 

method by analysing the vacancy of the five highest yielding sections and five 

lowest yielding sections in five randomly selected gardens. The highest yielding 

sections in all the sampled gardens were having lesser vacancy than that of 

lowest yielding sections. Thus the findings make it confirm that both old age of 

the bushes and the vacancy conditions are diminishing the productivity of 

Darjeelirig tea. The adverse affect of these two factors on productivity is ultimately 

affecting the employment conditions of the plantation labourers in multiple ways. 

In a garden, a younger bush generally contains more plucking points than an 

older bush. Therefore, younger sections require more number of pluckers 

(labourers appointed specially for plucking job) than for older sections. As 

Darjeeling is having considerable !ea area under aged bushes (1 00 years and 

above) such bushes require less pluckers to complete the plucking operation. 

Similarly the vacancy factor is also reducing the overall demand for plantation 

workers. Because compared to a compact section, a section having vacancy 

requires less labourers both for plucking and for other operations. Moreover, in 

a situation of less harvest the labourers receive less incentives like extra leaf 

price. But the impact of stagnation as a whole are manifold. As far as the 

plantation labourers are concerned another major impact of productivity 

stagnation is their casualisation. Between 1971 and 1995, the proportion of 

temporary workers to total plantation workers has increased by 3.50%. In 

contrast, proportion of resident workers in Darjeeling has reduced at the rate of 

7.64% and it was 3.03% more than the national average. As a result of 

casualisation, more plantation labourers are being deprived from certain statutory 

benefits and what a permanent worker enjoys, like housing facility, subsidised 

ration, free electricity etc. 

Amongst the facilities a permanent plantation worker gets the most lucrative 

one is the free housing including electricity. As temporary or casual labourers 

are deprived of the same, many of them do not find working in tea gardens 

attractive at all and are now moving to nearby towns in search of other 

employment. A good number of earlier temporary plantation labour are now 
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working as porter, trader and also engaged in road construction as cooli. Most 

of them commute everyday to the place of their job and some have already 

shifted their residence to their place of work. In addition to the fact that temporary 

plantation workers are deprived from certain facilities like housing etc., working 

in a tea garden as a casual labourer as such has become less remunerative. As 

a fall out many temporary workers are leaving the gardens in search of suitable/ 

better employment elsewhere and staying in their new place of work. In the 

process their families are disintegrating. 

Due to inclusion of more operations and inter-cultural practices like spraying for 

controlling pests and weeds, application of fertilizers etc. in tea gardens, the 

rate of labour employed per hectare has increased marginally. The rate of 

production per labour has also changed from 91.79 kg in 1870 to 307.78 kg in 

1983. Having said this it remains true that marginal increase in deployment of 

labour per hectare has in no way helped the plantation labourers as such as the 

additional labour needs are meet up by appointing temporary labourers and to 

whom the management has no statutory obligations. 

Acute stagnation in productivity often leads to closure of a garden. The plantation 

labourers who have been affected most are those belonging to such closed 

down gardens like Pashok and Vah-Tukvar. Being out of employment and as a 

survival strategy, a few labourers from those gardens started plucking tea leaves 

whatever litter are available in the buses at their _own risk -and selling -it to the 

nearby running gardens. Some labourers from such gardens have already shifted 

to other occupations. The resident labourers are now living in a precarious 

condition. If the labourers of these permanently closed down gardens are the 

worst sufferer, the labourers of the other few gardens which are purposively 

kept closed particularly during the non-flushing period comes next in terms of 

their nature of sufferings. The management keep some gardens closed in winter 

when there is no harvest and re-opens them when first flush starts. Such a 

garden management strategy keeps the laborers jobless during winter season 

and compels them to find out temporary work whatever is available. In this 

process, they are suffering from some kind afforced unemployment and curtailed 

bonus is paid to them owing to suspension of their work in winter months. 

Some of the erstwhile plantation labourers and their family members, found 

employment in the garden somewhat less remunerative and are now engaged 

in communication and transport business. The younger generation prefers to 
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work as a driver. They ply their jeeps with passE?ngers between garden and 

town or between important places within the town. Many of them carry tourists 

to different sight-seeing places in and around Darjeeling or Mirik. Thus stagnation 

has resulted in an occupational shift. On the whole, stagnation has not only 

affected the production, productivity and profitability of the tea industry but it 

has also induced certain changes in the occupational pattern, family structure 

and social values of the plantation labourers. It is, therefore, necessary to make 

a probe into these changes from sociological point of view for the interest of tea 

industry and the benefit of the plantation labourers as well. 

Now the question is how to arrest this productivity stagnation in Darjeeling tea 

industry? How to mitigate the problem of old age and vacancy of tea bushes? 

The available informations and studies in tea gardens of plains suggest that to 

arrest the productivity stagnation old age and vacancy problems in the gardens 

need to be solved. And for that, rejuvenation pruning and consolidation may be 

considered as a stop-gap arrangement whereas the ultimate solution could be 

the uprooting of old tea bushes and replanting of new ones. The present 

study examines the validity of aforesaid technological recommenaations in the 

case of Darjeeling Hills with the help of the garden level data. In order to get 

relevant information, the gadens where such operations were carried out were 

selected on random basis . Yield trends of different sections after adoption of 

recommended operati~ns were a11alysed.,lt has been observed that as an e1fect 

of rejuvenation pruning operation, the operated sections registered certain 

increase in out turn in the immediate pruning cycle after rejuvenation. Though 

the magnitude of productivity increase was not uniform in different pruning 

cycles and sections but in all the cases rejuvenation led to increase in productivity 

at least upto second pruning cycle. Therefore, rejuvenation- pruning and infilling 

technology also help to revive the productivity of old sections in Darjeeling tea 

gardens at least upto certain years. So it can be adopted as a short term solution 

and a stop-gap technological measure to boost the productivity. 

In case of uprooting and replanting we observe steady increase in yield after the 

operation. In fact, the sections which were uprooted and replanted, the yield 

after replanting have exceeded the highest yield the section had before uprooting 

in second pruning cycle even. If the yearwise yield is taken into consideration, 

we see that by sixth year even, the yield of the section has crossed the highest 

yield the section had before uprooting. Because of the continuous increase after 

th~ operation, it may be considered as a permanent and long term solution for 
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improving the production and productivity of Darjeeling tea gardens. The pay 

back period calculated for both the operations indicates that rejuvenation and 

infilling may be adopted as a short term measure and uprooting and replanting 

may be considered as a long term technological solution as the pay back period 

is 3 years for rejuvenation and infilling and 10 years for uprooting and replanting. 

Now the question comes when the above mentioned technological measures 

need to be adopted ? It has been observed that in Darjeeling the tea bushes 

give the highest yield at the age group of 50 - 60 years. (1 096.80 kg/ha). The 

estimated curve (see chart 7.2) obtained by plotting the data of age and average 

yield suggests that highest yield is obtained at the age of 65 years. Afterwards 

the outturn comes down and slightly recover followed by rejuvenation. The 

productivity declines drastically when the bushes attain the age of 120 years 

and become too old. So it will be prudent to rejuvenate a section when it will 

attain the age of 65 years and to uproot it when it crosses the age limit of 120 

years which should be followed by replanting with new plants. 

High expenditure involved and poor subsidy rec;;eived are identified as the main 

constraints to adopt above recommended technologies in boosting productivity. 

Moreover, frequent transfer or change of ownership also stands in the way of 

implementing these programmes. But in the gardens which have adopted these 

technological measures the socio-economic condition ofthe plantation laborers 

has improved to a certain extent. In such tea g~rdens the labourers ·are getting 

not only more employment but also having additional income from extra leaf 

price, bonus etc. They have also developed some favourable attitude towards 

social values and better standard of living. At the end, in order to arrest the 

productivity stagnation in Darjeeling tea industry, the following suggestions can 

be made.. 

1. It is necessary to counter the problem of old age of the buses and vacancy. 

The bushes need to be rejuvenated and consolidated by infilling, immediately 

after they cross the age of 65 years. When the bushes attain the age of 120 

years the sections need to be uprooted and then replanted after rehabilitation. 

2. Considering the high expenditure involved in adopting both the operations, 

Tea Board should be approached for increasing the amount of subsidy. 

3. The human factor like frequent transfer or change of managers need to 

be avoided as such changes are not congenial enough for implementing 
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programmes like rejuvenation or uprooting and which takes long period to yield 

better result. The management of a garden should also think about the long 

term development of the garden and its productivity instead of immediate loss 

or gain. 

4. It is expected that along with the adoption of recommended technologies 

the productivity and thereby the profitability of the gardens will improve. And 

that will have a favourable impact on the economic life of the plantation labourers 

in terms of increased employment, better welfare services, enhanced incentives 

and bonus and ultimately on their entire way of life. As the plantation labourers 

are part and parcel of the tea industry, keeping their interest in mind, production 

reviving technologies need to be implemented. If it is not done such a section 

of working population would be worst sufferers. 

5. Lastly, there is a need to examine in depth the social affects of the adopted 

technological measures. on the life and living of the plantation labourers. 

Government should be approached to take certain steps so that the garden 

owners at their whims and for their self interest can not close the garden during 

the non-flushing period and thus affect not only life and living of the plantation 

labourers but affect the country's economy also. 
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Annexure! 
· Plantation Labour Act 1951 



:1 ·. ~.; 
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l'he Plantations Labour Act, 1951 

(Act No. 69 .of 1951)1 

[2nd November, 1951] 

An Act to provide for the welfare of labour, and to regulate the conditions· of 
work, in plantations 

Be it enacted by Parliament as follows : 

CHAPTER I 

Preliminary 

1. Short title, extent commencement and application.-(!) This Act may 
be called the Plantations Labour Act, 1951. 

(2) It extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir. 

(3) It shall come into force on such date2 as the Central Government 
may, by notification in the official Gazette, appoint. 

3[(4) It applies to the following plantations, that is to say,-
(a) to any land used or intended to be used for growing tea, coffee, rubber 

4[cinchona or cardamom] which admeasures 4[5 hectares] or more and 
in which 4[fifteen] or more persons are employed or were employed 
on any day of the precedin.g twelve months ; 

(b) to any land used or intended to be used for growing any other plant, 
which admeasures 4[5 hectares] or more and in which 4[fifteen] or 
more persons are employed or were employed on any day of the 
preceding twelve months, if, after obtaining the approval of the 
Central Government, the State Government, by notification in the 
official Gazette, so directs. 

~ 5[Explanation.-Where any piece of land used for growing any plant 
referred to in Cl. (a) or Cl. (b) of this sub-section admeasures less than 5 
hectares and is contiguous to any other piece of land not being so used but 

o 1. Vide Notification No. S.O. 2788, dated 15th November, 1960, the 
Amending Act, No. 34 of 1960 came into force with effect from 21st 
November, 1960. 

2. Came into force on 1st April, 1954, vide S.R.O. 880, dated 6th March, 
1954. 

3. Subs. by Act No. 34 of 1960, Sec. 2 (w.e.f: 13th September, 1960). 
4. Subs. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 2, published· in the Gazette of India, 

Extraordinary, Pt. U, Sec. 1, dated 30th December,.198L 
5. Ins. by ibid., Sec. 1 (w.e.f. 26th January, 1982). 
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capable of being so used, and both such pieces of land are under the manage~ 
ment of the same employer, then, for the purposes of this sub-section, the 
piece of land first mentioned shall be deemed to be a plantation, if the total 
area of both such pieces of land admeasures 5 hectares or more.] 

(5) The State Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, 
declare that all or any of the provisions of this Act shall apply also to any 
land used or intended to be used for growing any plant referred to CI. (a) or 
Cl. (b) of sub-section (4), notwithstanding that-

( a) it admeasures less than 4[5 hectares], or 
(b) the number of persons employed therein is less than 4[fifteen] : 

Provided that no such declaration shaH be made in respect of such land 
which admeasured less than 4[5 hectares] or in which !ess than 4[fifteen] persons 
were employed, immediately before the commencement of this Act]. 

2. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,-

( a) "adolescent" means a person who has completed his 6[fourteenth] 
year but has not completed his eighteenth year ; 

(b) "adult" means a person who has completed his eighteenth year; 
(c) ''child" means a person who has not completed his 6[fourteenth] year, 
(d) "day" means a period of twenty-four hours beginning atmidnight ; 
(e) "employer", when used in relation to a plantation, means the person 

who has the ultimate control over the affair-s of the plantation, and 
where the affairs of any plantation are entrusted to any other person 
(whether called a managing agent, manager, superintendent or by any 
other name) such other person shall be deemed to be the employer in 
relation to that plantation ; 

?[(ee) "family", when used in relation to a worker, means,
(i) his or her spouse, and 

(ii) the legitimate and adopted children ·of the worker dependent 
upon him or her, who have·not completed their eighteenth year, 

and includes, where the worker is a male, his parent dependent upon him.] 

B[(eee) "Inspector" means an inspector of plantations appointed under -,.:. 
sub-section (1) of Sec. 4 and includes an additional inspector of 
plantations appointed under sub-section (I-A) of that section;] 

6. Subs. by Act 61 of 1986, Sec. 24, for "fifteenth" (w.e.f. 23rd December, 
1986). 

7. Ins. by Act No. 34 of 1960, Sec. 2. 
8. Ins. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 3, published in the Gazette of India, Extraor

dinary, Pt. II, Sec. l, dated 30th December, 1982 (w.c.f. 26th January, 
Hl!i2J. 
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9[(/) "plantation" means any plantation to which his Act, whether wholly 
or in part, applies and includes offices, hospitals, dispensaries, 
schools, and any other premises used for any purpose connected with 
such plantation, but does not include any factory or the premises to 
which the provisions of the Factories Act, 1948 (64 of 1948), apply. 

(g) "prescribed" means prescribed by rules under this Act ; 
9[(h) "qualified medical practitioner" nieans a person holding a qualification 

granted by an authority specified or notified under Sec. 3 of the 
c Indian Medical Degrees Act, 1916 (7 of 1916), or specified in the 

Schedules to the Indian Medi~al Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956), and 
includes any person having a certificate granted under any Provincial 
or State Medical Council Act ;] 

(i) "wages" has the meaning assigned to it in Cl. (h} of Sec. 2 of the 
Minimum Wages Act, 1948 (11 of 1948); 

( j) "week" means .a period of seven days beginning at midnight on 
Saturday night or such other nights as may be fixed by the State 
Government in relation to plantations in any area after such con
sultation as may be prescribed with reference to the plantations 
concerned in that area ; 

9[(k) '·worker" means a person employed in a plantation for hire or 
reward, whether directly_or through any agency, to do any work, 
skilled, unskilled, manual or clerical, but does not include-
(i) a medical officer employed in the plantation ; 

(ii) any person employed in the plantation (including any member of 
the medical staff whose monthly wages exceed 10[rupees seven 
hundred and fifty] ; 

(iii) any person employed in the plantation primarily in a managerial 
capacity, notwithst~nding that his monthly wages do not 
exceed 10[rupees seven hundred and fifty] ; or 

(iv) any person temporarily employed in the plantation in any work 
relating to the construction, development or maintenance of 
buildings, roads, bridges, drains or canals ;] 

(/) "young person" means a person who is either a child or an adoles-
cent. 

3. Reference to time of day.-ln this Act, references to time of day are 
references to Indian Standard Time being five and a half hours ahead of 
Greenwich Mean Time : 

9. Subs. by Act 34 of 1960, Sec. 2. 
10. Subs. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 3, published in the Gazette of India, 

Extraordinary, Pt. II, Sec. 1, dated 30th December, 1981. 
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Provided that for any area in which· the Indian Standard Time is not 
·ordinarily observed, the State Government may make rules

(a) specifying the area; · 
(b) defining the local mean time ordinarily observed therein ; and 
(c) permitting such time to be observed in all or any of the plantations 

situated in that area. 

llCHAPTER I-A 

Registration of Plantations 

3A. Appointment of registering officers.-The State Government by 
notification in the official Gazette,-

(a) appoint such persons, being gazetted officers of Government, as it 
thinks fit, to beregistering officers for the purposes of this chapter, 
and 

@ define the limits within which a registering officer shall exercise the 
powers and discharge the functions conferred or imposed on him by 
or under this chapter. 

3B. Registration of plantations.-(!) Every employer of a plantation, 
existing at the commencement of the Plantations Labour (Amendment) Act, 
1981, shall within a period of sixty days of such commencement, and every 
-employer of any other plantation coming into existence aftel' such cominence
ment shall, within a period of sixty days of the coming into existence of such 
plantation, make an application to the registering officer for the registration of 
such plantation : 

Provided that the registering officer may entertain any such application 
after the expiry of the period aforesaid if he is satisfied that the applicant was 
prevented by sufficient cause from making the application within such period. 

(2) Every application made under sub-section (1) shall be in sucl1 form 
and shall contain such particulars and shall be accompanied by such fees as 
may be prescribed. 

(3) After the receipt of an application under sub-section (l) the regis
tering officer shall register the plantation. 

(4) Where a plantation is registered under this section, the registering 
officer shall issue a certificate of registration to the employer thereof in such 
form as may be prescribed. 

(5) Where, after the registration of a plantation under this ~ection, any 
change occurs in the ownership or management or in the extent of the area or 

11. Ins. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 3, published in the Gazette of India, Extra
ordinary, Pt. II, Sqc. 1, dated 30th December, 1981 (w.c.f. 26th January, 
1982). 

,, 
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other prescribed particulars in respect of such plantation, the particulars 
regardingsuch change shall be intimated hy the employer to _the registering 
officer within thirty days of such change in such form as may be prescribed. 

(6) Where as a result of any intimation received under sub-section (5), the 
registering office;: is satisfied that the plantation is no longer required to' be 
registered under this section, he shall, by order in writing, cancel the registra
tion thereof and shall, as soon as practicable, cause such order to be published 
in any one newspaper iT! the language, of, and having circulation in, the area 
where the plantation is situated. 

3C. Appeals .against orders of registering officer.-(!) Any person ag
grieved by the order of a registering officer under sub-section (6) of Sec. 3B 
may, within thirty days of the publication of such order in the newspaper 
under that sub-section, prefer an appeal -to such authority as may be 
prescribed : 

Provided that the appellate authority may entertain an appeal under this 
sub-section after the expiry of the aforesaid period if it is satisfied that· the 
appellant was prevented by sufficient cause from referring the appeal within 
such period. 

(2r After the receipt of an appeal under sub-section-(1), the appe_llate 
authority may, after giving the appellant, the employer referred to in suo
section (5) of Sec. 3B and the registering officer an ·opportunity of being 
hear_d in the matter, dispose of the appeal as expeditiously as possible. 

3D. Power to make rules.-(1) The State Government may, by notifi
cation in the official Gazette, make rules to carry out the ·purposes of this 
Chapter. 

(2) In particular, an:d without prejudice to the generality of the 
foregoing power, such rules may provide for all or any of the following 
matters, namely : 

(a) the form of application for the registration of a plantation, the par
ticulars to be contained in such application and the fees to be 
accompanied along with such application ; 

(b) the form of the certificate of registration ; 
(c) the particulars regarding any change in respect of which intimation 

shall be given by the employer to the registering officer under sub
section· (5) of Sec. 3B and the form in which such change shall be 
intimated; 

(d) the authority to which an appeal may be preferred under Section 3C 
· and the fees payable in respect of such appeal ; 

(e) the re~isters to be kept and maintained by a re~isterin~ officer. 
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CHAPTER II 
Inspecting Staff 

[S. 6 

4. Chief Inspector and Inspectors.-(!) The State Government may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, appoint for the State a duly qualified person 
to be the chief inspector of plantations and so many duly qualified persons to 
be inspectors of plantations subordinate to the chief inspector as it thinks fit. 

12[(1A) The State Government may also, by notification in the official 
Gazette_. appoint such officers of the State Government or of any local 
authority under its control, as it thinks fit, to be additional inspectors of 
plantations for all or any of the purposes of this Act.] 

(2) Subject to such rules as may be made in this behalf by the State 
Government, the chief inspector may declare the local area or areas within 
which, or the plantations with respect to which, inspectors shall exercise their 
powers under this Act, and may himself exercise the powers of an inspector 
within s:uch limits as ~ay be assigned to him by the State Government .. 

(3) The chief inspectors and all inspectors shall be deemed to be public 
servants within the meaning of the Indian Penal Code (45 of 1860). 

NOTES 

Any offence punishable under this Act, Chief Inspector_ of Plantations 
sanction is necessary. A notification defining area or plantation of jurisdiction 
can not substitute the sanction for prosecution. K. T. Thomas v Inspector of 
Plantations, Nedumanged, (1987) 70 FJR 284 (Ker). 

5. Power and functions of inspectors.-Subject to any rules made by the 
State Government in this behalf, an inspector may, within the local limits for 
which he is appointed-

(a) make such examination and i~quiry as he_ thinks fit in order to 
ascertain whether the provisions of this Act and of the rules made 
thereunder are being observed in the case of any plantation ; 

(b) with such assistants, if any, as he thinks, fit, enter, inspect and 
examine any plantation or part thereof at any reasonable time for the 
purpose of carrying out the objects of this Act ; 

(c) examine the crops grown in any plantation or any worker employed 
therein or require the production of any register or other document 
maintained in pursuance of this Act, and take on the spot or other
wise statements of any person which he may consider necessary for 
carrying out the purposes of this Act ; 

(d) exercise such other powers as may be prescribed. 

6. Facilities to be afforded to inspectors.-Exery employer shall afford the 
inspector all reasonable facilities for making any entry, inspection, examination 
or inquiry' under this Act. 

12. Ins. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 5 published in the Gazette of India, Extraor
dinarry, Pt. II, Sec. I, dated 30th December, 1981 (w.e.f. 26th January, !982). . - - . . . - - -- - -.. . - . - - . . 

• 
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7. Certifying surgeons.-(!) The State Government may appoint 
qualified medical practitioners to be certifying surgeons for the purposes of 

·this Act within such local limits or for such plantation or class of plantations 
as it may assign to them respectively. 

(2) The certifying surgeon shall carry out duties as may be prescribed in 
connection with-

(a) the examination and certification of workers ; 
(b) the exercise of such medical supervision as may be prescribed where 

adolescents and children are, or are to be, employed in any work in 
any plantation which is likely to cause injury to their health. 

CHAPTER III 
Provisions as to Health 

8. Drinking watcr.-In every plantation effective arrangements shall be 
made by the employer to provide and maintain at convenient places in the 
plantation a sufficient supply of wholesome drinking water for ali workers. 

9. Conservancy.-(!) There shall be provided separately for males and 
females in every plantation a sufficient number of latrines and urinals of 
prescribed types so situated as to be convenient and accessible to workers 
employed therein. 

(2) All latrines and urinals provided under sub-section (1) shall be 
maintained in a clean and sanitary condition. 

10. Medical facilities.-(!) In every plantation there . shall be provided 
and maintained so as to be readily available such medical facilities for the 
workers 13[and their families] as may be prescribed by the State Government. 

(2) If in any plantation medical facilities are not provided and maintai
ned as required by sub-section (1) the chief inspector may cause to be provided 
therein such medical facilities and recover the cost thereof from the defaulting 
employer. -

(3) For the purposes of such recovery the chief inspector may certify the 
costs to be recovered to the Collector, who may recover the amount as an 
arrear of land-revenue. 

CHAPTER IV 
Welfare 

11. Canteens.-(!) The State Government may make rules requiring 
that in every plantation wherein one hundred and fifty workers are ordinarily 
employed one or more canteens shall be provided and maintained by the 
employer for the use of the workers. 

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing power, such 
rules may provide for-

(a) the date by which the canteen shall be provided ; 

p. Ins. b?' Act No. ~4 of 1960, Sec. 4, 
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(b) the number of canteens that shall be provided and the standards in 
respect of construction, accommodation, furniture and other equip

. ment of the canteens ; 
(c) the foodstuffs which may be served therein and the charges which 

may be made therefor ; 
(d) the constitution of a managing committee for the canteen and the 

representation of the workers in the management of the canteen ; 
(e) the delegation to the chief inspector, subject to such conditions as 

may be prescribed, of the power to make rules under Cl. (c). 

12. Crecbes.-14[In every plantation wherein fifty or more women workers 
(including women workers employed by any contractor) are employed or 
employed on any day of the preceding twelve months, or where the number of 
children of women workers (including women workers employed by any 
contractor) is twenty oi: more, there shall be provided and maintained by the 
employer suitable rooms for the use of children of such women workers. 

Explmzation.-For the purposes of this sub-section and sub-section (lA) 
"children'' means persons who are· below the age of six years.] 

15[(1A) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), if in res
pect tif any plantation wherein less than fifty women workers (including 
women workers employed by any contractor) are employed or were employed . 
on any day of the preceding twelve months or where the number of children 
ofsuch women workers is less than twenty, the State Government, having 
regard . to the number of children of such women workers deems it necessary 
_that suitable rooms for the use of such children should be provided and main
tained by the employer, it may by order, direct the employer to provide and 
maintain such rooms and thereupon the employer shall be bo~nd to comply 
with such direction.] 

(2) 14[The rooms referred to in sub-section (I) or sub-section (IA) shall : 
(a) . provide adequate accommodation ; 
(b) be adequately lighted and ve11;tilated ; 
(c) be maintained in a clean and sanitary condition ; and 
(d) b~ under the charge of a woman trained in the care of children and 

infants. 
(3) The State Government may make rules prescribing the location and 

the standards of 14(the rooms referred to in sub-section (1) or sub-section (lA)] 
in· respect of their construCtion and the equipment and amenities to be pro
vided therein. 

14. Subs. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec 6, published in the Gazette of India, E:JCtra
~~~~~ry, Pt. II, Sec.l,.dat~d JOth Pt:<::eg1ber~ 1981 (w.e.f. 26th January, 

-··---·--·-· ... J ... - . ·---·······--· ... - ·. - .......... . 
l5, Ins. by ibiq, 

.. 

.. 

·!I. 
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13. Recreational facilities.-The State Government may make rules 
requiring every employer to make provision in his plantation for such re
creational facilities for the workers and children employed therein as may 
be prescribed. 

14. EducationaJ faciJities.-Where the children between the age of six 
and twelve of workers employed in any plantation exceed twenty-five in nuinber 
the State Government may make rules requiring every employer to provide 
educational facilities, for the children in such manner and of such standard 
as may be prescribed. 

16[15. Housing facilities.~ It shall be the duty of every employer to pro
vide and .maintain necessary housing accommodation,-

( a) for every worker (including his family) residing in the plantation ; 
(b) for every worker (including his family) residing outside the plantation, 

who has put in six months continuous service in such plantation and 
who has expressed a desire in writing to reside in the plantation : 

Provided that the requirement of continuous service of six months 
under this clause shall not apply to a worker who is a member of the 
family of a deceased worker, who, immediately before his death, was 
residing in the plantation.] 

16. Power to make rules relating to housing.-The State Government may 
make rules for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of Sec. IS and, 
in particular providing for-

( a) the standard· and specification of the accommodation to be provided ; 
(b) the selection and preparation of sites for the construction of houses 

and the size of such plot ; 
(c) the constitution of advisory boards consisting of representatives of 

the State Government2 the employe~ and the workers for consulta
tion in regard to matters connected with housing and the exercise by 
them of such powers, functions and duties in relation thereto as 
may be specified ; 

(d) the fixing of rent, if any, for the housing accommodation provided for 
workers; 

(e) the allotment to workers and their families of hou.sing accommoda
tion and of suitable strips of vacant land adjoining such accommoda

. tion for the purpose of maintaining kitchen gardens, 17[* * *]·and for 
the eviction of workers and their families from such accommodation ; 

(f) access to the public to those parts of the plantation wherein the 
. workers are housed. 

16. Ins. by ibid._. ···-----·-------------.. ·-· _ ------·-------------- ~--- ·· · · · · 
··-rr:--omlfted by-Act 34 of 1960, Sec. 5, for the words "definition ofwf1aT.coi1s---

titutes the family of a worker for the purpose of S~c. 15", · · 
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18[16A. Liability of employer in respect of accidents resulting from collapse 
of houses provided by him.-(1) If death or injury is caused to any worker or a 
member of his family as a result of the collapse of house provided under Sec: 
15, and the collapse is not solely and directly attributable to a fault on the part 
of any occupant of the house or to a natural calamity, the employer shall 
be liable to pay compensation. 

(2) The provisions of Sec. 4 of, and Sch. IV to the Workmen's Compen
sation Act, 1923 (8 of 1923), as in force for the time being, regarding the 
amount of compensation payable to a workman under that Act shall, so far 
as may be, apply for the determination of the amount of compensation 
payable under sub-section (1 ). 

16B. Appointment of Commissioners.-The State Government may, by 
notification in the official Gazette, appoints as many persons, possessing the 
prescribed qualifications, as it thinks fit, to be commissioners to determine the 
amount of compensation payable under Sec. 16A and may define the limits 
within which each such Commissioner shall exercise the powers and discharge 
the functions conferred or imposed on him by or under this Act. 

16C. Application for compensation-(!) An application for payment of 
compensation under Sec. 16A may be made to the Commissioner,-

( a) by the person who has sustained the injury; or 
(b) by any agent-duly authorized by the person who has sustained the 

injury; or 
(c) where the person who has sustained the injury is a minor, by his 

guardian ; or 
(d) where death has resulted out of the collapse of the house, by any 

dependant of the deceased or by any agent duly authorized by such 
dependant, or, if such dependant is minor, by his guardian. 

(2) Every application under sub-section (1) shall be in such form and 
shall contain such particulars as may be prescribed. 

(3) No application for compensation under this section shall be enter
fained unless it is made within six months of the collapse of the house : 

Provided that. the Commissioner may, if he is satisfied that the applicant 
was prevented by sufficient cause from making the application within the 
aforesaid period of six months entertain such application within a further 
period of six months. 

Exp/anation.-In this section, the expression "dependant" has the meaning 
assigned to it in Cl. (d) of Sec. 2 of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923 (8 
of 1923). 

18. Ins. by Act 58 of 1981~ Sec. 8, 

• 
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16D. Procedure and powers.-(1) On receipt of an application under 
Sec. 16C, the Commissioner may make an inquiry into' the matter covered by 
the application. 

(2) In determining the amount of compensation payable under Sec. 16A, 
the Commissioner may, subject to any rules that may be made in this behalf, 
follow such summary procedure as he thinks fit. 

(3) The Commissioner shall have all the powers of a civil court while 
trying a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908) in respect of 
the following matters, namely: 

(a) summoning and enforcing- the attendance of any person and examin- · 
ing him on oath ; 

(b) requiring the discovery and production <Jf any document ; 
(c) receiving evidence on affidavits ; 
(d) . requisitioning any public record or copy thereof from any court or 

office; 
(e) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses or documents ; 

(f) any other matter which may be prescribed. 

(4) Subject to any rules that may be made in this behalf, the Commi
ssioner may, for the purpose of determining any claim or compensation, 
choose one or more persons possessing special knowledge of any matter 
relevant to the inquiry to assist him in holding the inquiry. 

l6E. Liability to pay compensation, etc. to be decided by Commissioner. 
-(1) Any question as to the liability of an employer to pay compensation 
under Sec. 16A, or as to the amount thereof, or as to the person to whom 
such compensation is payable, shall be decided by the Commissioner. 

(2) Any person aggrieved by a decision of the Commissioner refusing to 
g~ant compensation, or as to the amount of compensation gr1!nted to him,_ or 
to the apportionment thereof, may prefer an appeal to the High Court having 
jurisdiction over the place where the collapse of the house has occurred, 
within ninety days of the communication of the order of the Commissioner to 
such person: 

Provided that the High Court may entertain any such appeal after the 
expiry of the period aforesaid if it is satisfied that the appellant was prevented 
by sufficient cause from preferring the appeal within such period : 

Provided further that nothing in this sub-section shall be deemed to 
authorize the High Court to grant compensation in excess of the amount of 
compensation payable under Sec. 16A. 

(3) Subject to the decision of the High Court in cases in which an appeal 
is preferred under sub-section (2), the decision of the Commissioner under 
s~b-section (1) shall be ~nal and shal~ not b~ caijed in question in any Court: 
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16F. Saving as to certain rights.-The right of any person to claim com
pensation under Sec. 16A sha11 be without prejudice to the right of such 
person to recover compensation payable under any other law for the time 
being in force, but no person shall be entitled to claim compensation more than 
once in respect of the same collapse of the house. 

16G. Power to make rules.-The State Government may, by notification 
in the official Gazette, make rules for giving effect to the provisions of Sees. 
16A to 16F (both inclusive). 

(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing 
·power, such rules may provide for-

(i) the qualifications and conditions of service of Commissioners ; 
(ii) the manner in which claims for compensation may be inquired into 

and determined by the Commissioner ; . . . . . 

·(iii) generally for the effective exercise of any powers conferred on the 
Commissioner.] · 

17. Other facilities.-The State Government may make Rules requiring 
- t~at in every plantation the employer shall provide the workers with such 

nuniber and.type of umbrellas, blankets, rain emits or other like amenities for 
the protection ofw01;kers from rain orcold as may be prescribed. 

is. · ·welfare officers.-(!) In every plantation wherein three hundred or 
more workers are ordinarily employed the employer shall employ such number 
of welfare officers as may be prescribed. . . 

(2) The State Government may prescribe . the duties, qualifications and 
conditions of service of officers employed under sub-section (1). 

CHAPTER V 
Hours ·and Limitation of Employment 

19. Weekly hours.-19[(l)J Save as otherwise expressly provided in this 
Act, no adult worker shall be required or allowed to work on any plantation 
in excess of 20[forty-eight hours] a week and adolescent or child for more than 
[twenty-seven hours] a week. 

21[(2) Where an adult worker works in any plantation on any day in 
excess of the number of hours constituting a normal working day or for more 
than forty-eight hours in any week, he shall, in respect of such overtime work, 
be entitled to twice the rates of ordinary wages : 

19. Renumbered by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 9, published in the Gazette of India, 
Extraordinmy, Pt. II, Sec. 1, dated 30th December, 1981 (w.e.f. 26th 
January, 1982). 

20. Subs. by ibid, Sec. 9. 
71. Ins. ~?' ibiq, 

, 

• 
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Provided that no such worker shall be allowed to work for more· than nine. 
hours on any day and more than fifty-four hours in any week. 

(3) For any work done on any closed holiday in the plantation or on any 
day of rest, a worker shall be entitled to twice the rates of ordinary wages as 
in the case of overtime work.] 

20. Weekly holidays.-(!) The State Government may, by rules made 
in this behalf-

(a) provide for a day of rest in every period of seven days which shall be 
allowed to all ·workers ; · 

22((b) provide for the conditions subject to which, and the circumstances 
in which, an adult worker may be required or allowed to work 
overtime]. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in Cl. (a) of sub-section (I) 
where a worker is willing to work on any day of rest which is not a closed 
holiday in the plantation, nothing contained in this section shall prevent him 
from doing so : 

Provided that in so doing a worker does not work for more than ten days 
consecutively without a holiday for a whole day intervening . 

. Explanation I.-Where on any day a worker has been prevented. from 
working in any plantation ·by reason of tempest, fire, rain or other nature 
causes, that day' may' if he so desires be . treated as his day ofrest of the 
relevant period of seven days within the meaning of sub-section (1). 

Explanation 2.-Nothing contained in this section shall apply to any 
worker whose total period of employment including any day spent on leave is 
less than six days. , 

21. Daily intervals f9r rest.-The period of work on each day shall be so 
fixed that no period shall exceed five hours and that no worker shall worker 
for more than five hours before he has had an interval for rest for at least half 
an hour. 

22. Spread-ovcr.-The period of worker of an adult worker in a plan
tation shall be so arranged that inclusive of his interval for rest under Sec. 
23[21] it shall not spread over more than twelve hours including the time spent 
in waiting for work on any day. 

23. Notice of period of work.-( I) There shall be displayed atid correctly 
maintained in every plantation a no~ice of periods of work in such form and 

22. Subs. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 10, published in the Gazette oflhdia,_ · 
Extraordinary, Pt. II, Sec.· 1, dated 30th December, 1981 (w.e.f. 26th 
January, 1982). 

23. Subs. by Act 34 of 1960, Sec. 4 and Sch. III, for the Figures "19". · 
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manner as may be prescribed showing clearly for every day the periods during 
which the workers may be required to work. 

(2) Subject to the other provisions contained in this Act, no worker 
shall be required or allowed to work in · any plantation otherwise than in 
accordance with the notice of periods of work displayed in the plantation. 

(3) An employer may refuse to employ a worker for any day if on that 
day he turns up for work more than half an hour after the time fixed for the 
commencement of the day's work. 

24. 24[* * * *] 

25. Night work for women and cbildren.-Except with the permission of 
the State Government, no woman or child worker shall be employed in any 
plantation otherwise than between the hours of 6 A.M. and 7 P.M. : 

Provided that nothing in this section shall be deemed to apply to midwives 
and nurses employed as such in any plantation. 

26. Non-adult workers to carry tokens.-No child 25[* * *] and no adoles
cent shall be required or allowed to work in any plantation unless-

( a) a certificate of fitness granted with reference to him under Sec. 27 is 
in the custody of the employer ; and 

(b) such child or adolescent carries with him while he is at work a token 
giving a reference to such certificate. 

27. Certificate of fitness.-( I) A certifying surgeon shall, on the applica
tion of any young person or his parent or guardian accompanied by a document 
signed by the employer or any other person on his behalf that such person will 
be employed in the plantation if certified to be fit for work, or on the 
application of the employer or any other person on his behalf with reference 
to all:Y young person intending to work, examine such person and ascertain · 
his fitness for work either as a child or as an adolescent: 

(2) A certificate of fitness granted under this section shall be vaiid for a 
period of twelve months from the date thereof, but may be renewed. 

(3) Any fee payable for certificate under this section shall be paid by 
the employer and shall not be recoverable from the young person ; his parents 
or guardian. 

28. Power to require medical examination.-:-An inspector may, if he 
thinks necessary so to do, cause any young person employed in a plantation 
to be examined by a certifying surgeon. 

24. Omitted by Act 61 of 1986, Sec. 24(b), (w.e.f. 23rd December, 1986). 
25. The words "who has completed his twelfth year" omitted by Sec. 24(c), 

ibid (w.e.f. 23rd December, 1986). 

• 

• 

.. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Leave with wages 

29. Application of cbapter.-(1) The provisions of this chapter shall not 
operate to the prejudice of any rights to which a worker may be entitled under 
any other law or under other terms of any award, agreement, or contract of 
service: 

Provided that where such award, agreement or contract of service provides 
for a longer leave with wages than provided in this chapter the worker shall 
be entitled only to such longer leave. 

Explanation.-For the purpose of this chapter leave shall not, except as 
provided in Sec. 30, include weekly holidays or holidays for festivals or other 
similar occasions. 

30. Annual leave with wages.-(1) Every worker shall be allowed leave 
with wages for a number of days calculated at the rate of-

(a) if an adult, one day for every twenty days of work performed by him, 
and 

(b) if a young person, one day for every fifteen days of work performed 
by him; 

26[* * * * *] 

21[Explanation.-28[I] For the purpose of calculating leave under this 
sub-section-

( a) any day on which no work or less than half a day's work is performed 
shall not be counted, and 

(b) any day on which half or more than half a day's work is performed 
shall be counted as one day.] 

29[Explanation 2.-The leave admissible under this sub-section shall be 
exClusive of all holidays, whether occurring during, or at either end of, the 
period of leave]. 

• (2) If a worker does not in any one period· of twelve months take the 
whole of the leave allowed to him under sub-section (1) any leave not taken 
by him shall be added to the leave to be allowed to him under that sub-section 
in the succeeding period of twelve months. 

(3) A worker shall cease to earn any leave under this section when the 
earned leave due to him amounts to thirty days. 

26. The proviso omitted by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 11, (w.e.f. 26th January, 1982). 
27. Ins. by Act 34 of 1960 Sec. 6. 
28. Renumbered by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. ll, published in the Gazette of India, 

Extraordinary, Pt. II, Sec. I, dated 30th December, 1981 (w.e.f. 26th 
January, 1982). 

29. Ins. by ibid., (w.e.f. 26th January, 1982). 
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30[(4) If the employment of a worker who is entitled to leave under this 
section is terminated by the employer before he has taken the entire leave to 
which he is entitled, the employer shall pay him the amount payable under 
Sec. 3 in respect of the leave not taken, and such payment shall be made before 
the expiry of the second working day after such termination.] 

31. Wages during leave period.-(1) For the leave allowed to a worker 
under Sec. 30, he shall be paid.-

(a) if employed wholly on a time-rate basis, at a rate equal to the daily 
wages payable to him immediately before the commencement of 
such leave under any law 01: under the terms of any award, agreement 
or contract of service, and 

(b) in other cases, including cases where he is, during the preceding 
twelve. calendar months, paid partly on a time-rate basis and partly 
on a piece-rate basis, at the rate of the average daily wage calculated 
over the preceding calendar months. 

Explanation.-For the purposes of Cl. (b) of sub-section (1), the average 
daily wage shall be computed on the basis of his total full time earnings during 
the preceding twelve calendar months, exclusive of any overtime earnings or 
bonus, if any, but inclusive of dearness allowance. 

(1A) · In addition to the wages for the leave period at the rates specified 
in sub-section (1), a worker shall a1so be paid the cash value of food and other 
concessions, if any, allowed to him by the employer in addition to his daily 
wages unless these concessions are continued during the leave period. 

(2) A worker who has been allowed leave for 31[any period not less than 
four days in the case of an adult and five days in the case of a young person 
under Sec. 30 shall, before his leave begins, be paid his wages for the period 
of the leave allowed. -

32[32. Sickness and maternity benefits.-(!) Subject to any rules that 
may be made in this behalf, every worker shall be entitled to obtain from his 
employer-

33[*] in the case of sickness certified by a qualified medical practitioner, 
sickness allowance, 33[*] 

33[* * *] 

at such rate, for such period and at such intervals as may be prescribed. 

30. Subs. by Act 34 of 1960, Sec. 7. 
31. Ins. by Act 42 of 1953. 
32. See Appendix. 
33. The clause (a), the word ''and" and Cl. (b) omitted by Act 53 of 1961, 

Sec. 29. 

. ,) 
I 
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(2) The State Government may make rules regulating . the payment _,of 
sickness 34[* * *] allowance and any such rules may specify the circums.
tances in which such allowance shall not be payable or shall cease. :to be 
payable, and in framing any rules under this section the State .• Government 
shall have due regard to the medical facilities that may be· provided by .. the 
employer in any plantation. 35 

CHAPTER VI-A 
Accidents 

32A. Notice of accident.-Where in any . plantation, an acciden~ ocpurs 
which causes death or which causes any boaily . injury to a workerby.reason of 
which the workel' injured is prevented from working for a period of forty-eight 

& hours or more immediately following the accident, or which is of such a .nature 
. as may be prescribed in this behalf, the employer thereof shall send notice 

thereof to such authorities, in such form, and within such tim~, as may .be 
prescribed. 

.. 
32B. Register of accidents.-The employer shall maintain a register of all 

accidents which occur in the plantation in such form and in such mann~r as 
may be prescribed.] 

CHAPTER VII 
Penalties and Procedure 

33. Obstruction.-(!) Whoever obstructs an inspector in the disch.ai'ge 
of his duties under this ·Act or refuses or wilfully neglects to afford the 
inspector any reasonable facility for making any inspection, -examination ·or 
inquiry authorised by or under this Act in relation to any plantation; shall be 
punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months, 
or with fine whic~ may extend to five hundred rupees, or with b<;>th. 

- (2) Whoever wilfully refuses to produce on the demand ·of an inspector 
any register or other document kept in pursuance of this Act, or prevents or 
attempts to prevent or does anything which he has re~son to believe is likely to 
prevent any person from appearing before or being examined by an inspector 
acting in pursuance of his duties under this Act, shall be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months, or with fine which 
may extend to five hundred rupees, or with both. 

34. Use of false certificate of fitness.-Whoever knowingly uses or attem
pts to use as a certificate of fitness granted to himself under Sec. 27 a 

.34. The words "or maternity" omitted by ibid. 
35. Ins. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 12, published in the Gazette of India, 

Extraordinary, Pt. II, Sec. 1, dated 30th December, I981.(w.eL 26th 
January, 1982). 
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certificate granted to another person under that section, or having been granted 
a certificate of fitness to himself, knowingly allows it to be used, or allows 
an attempt to use it to be made by another person, shall be punishable with 
imprisonment which may extend to one month, or with fine which may extend 
to fifty rupees, or with both. 

35. Contravention of provisions regarding employment of Iabour.
Whoever, except as otherwise permitted by or under this Act, contravenes any 
provision of this Act or of any rules made thereunder prohibiting, restricting 
or regulating the employment of persons in a plantation, shall. be_ punishable 
with imprisonment for a tenn, which may extend to three months, or fine, 
which may extend to five hundred rupees, or both. 

36. Other offences.___:Whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this 
Act or of any rules made thereunder for which no other penalty is elsewhere 
provided by or under this Act shall be punishable with imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to three months, or with fine which may extend to five 
hundred rupees, or with both. 

37. Enhanced penalty after previous conviction.-If any person who has 
been convicted of any offence punishable under this Act is again guilty of 
an offence involving a contravention of the same provision, he shall be 
punishable on a subsequent conviction with imprisonment which may extend 
to. six months, or with fine which may ~xtend to one thousand rupees, or 
with both: 

Provided that for the purpose of this section no cognizance shall be 
taken of any conviction made more than two years before the commission 
of the offence which is being punished. 

36(37A. Power of Court to make orders.-(1) Where an employer is con
victed of an offence punishable under Sec. 36, the Court may, in ·addition to, 
awarding any punishment, by order in writing, require him within such period 
as may be specified in the order ()Vhich the Court may if it thinks fit and on an 
application made in this behalf by the employer, from time to time, extend) to 
take such measures as may be so specified for remedying the matters in 
respect of which the offence was committed. 

(2) Where an order is made under sub-section (1), the employer shall not 
be liable under this ~ct in respect of the continuation of the offence during the 
period or extended period, as the case may be, specified by the Court, but if, 
on the expiry of such period or extended period, the order of the Court has not 
been fully complied with, the employer shall be deemed to have committed a 

36. Ins. by Act 58 of 1981, Sec. 13, published in the Gazette of India, Extra
ordinary, Pt. II, Sec. 1, dated 30th December, 1981 (w.e.f. 26th January, 
1982). 
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further offence and he shaH, on conviction be punishable with imprisonment 
for a term which may extend to six months and with fine which may extend to 
three hundred rupees for every day after such expiry.] -

38. Exemption of employer from liability in certain cases.-Where an 
employer charged with an offence under this Act, alleges that another person 
is the actual offender, he shall be entitled upon complaint made by him in this 
behalf to have, on giving to the prosecutor in this behalf three clear day's 
notice in writing of his intention so to do, that other person brought before the 
Court on the day appointed for the hearing of the case and if, after the commi
ssion ofthe offence has been proved, the employer proves to the satisfaction 
of the Court that-

.. (a) he has used due diligence to enforce the execution of the relevant 
provisions of this Act ; and 

(b) that the other person committed the offence in question without his 
knowledge, consent of connivance ; 

the said other person shall be convicted of the offence and shall be liable to the 
like punishment as if were the employer and the employer shall be acquitted : 

Provided that-

(a) the employer may be examined on oath and his evidence· and that of 
any witness whom he calls in his support shall be subject to j;ross
examination on behalf of the person he charges to be the actual 
offender and by the prosecutor, and 

(b) if, in spite of due diligence, the person alleged as the actual offender 
cannot be brought before the Court on the day appointed for the 
hearing of the case, the Court shall adjourn the hearing thereof. from 
time to time ~o, however, ~hat the total period of such adjournment 
doe_s not exceed three months, and if, by the end of the said period, 
the person alleged as the actual offender cannot still be brought 
before the Court, the Court shall proceed to hear the case against 
the employer. 

39. Cognizance of offences.-No court shall take cognizance of any 
offence under this Act except on complaint made by, or with the previous 
sanction in writing of, the chief inspector and no Court inferior to that of a 
presidency magistrate or a magistrate of the second class shall try any offence 
punishable under this Act. 

40. Limitation of prosecutions.-No Court shall take cognizance of an 
offence punishable under this Act unless the complaint thereof h~s been made 
or is made within three months from the date on which the alleged commi~ 
ssion of the offence came to the knowledge of an inspector : 
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·Provided that where the offence consists of disobeying a written order 
made-by an inspector, complaint thereof may be made within six months of 
the date on which the offence is alleged to have been committed. 

CHAPTER VIII 
Miscellaneous 

41. Power to give directions.-The Central Government may give direc
tions to the Government of any State as to the carrying into execution in the 
State of the provisions contained ~n this Act. 

42. Power to exempt.-->-The State Government may, by order in writing 
exempt, subject to such conditions and restrictions as it may think fit to 
jm.pose, any employer or class of employers from all or any of the provisions 
of this Act: 

}>rovided that no such exemption 37[other than exemption from Sec. 19] 
shall be granted exceptwith the previous approval of the Central Government. 

43. ·General powers to make rules.-The State Government may, subject 
to the condition of previous publication, make rules to carry out the purposes 
ofthis Act: 

Provided that the date to be specified under Cl. (3) of Sec. 23 of the 
General Clauses Act, 1897 (10 of 1897) shall not be less than six weeks from 
the date on which the draft of the proposed rules published. 

(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing 
power, any such rules may provide for-
. (a) the qualifications required in respect of the chief inspector and 

inspector; 
(b) the power which may be exercised by inspectors and the areas ·in 

which and the manner in which_such powers may be exe~cised; 
(c) the medical supervision which may be exercised by certifying sur

geons; 
(d) the examination by inspectors or other persons of the supply and 

distribution of drinking water in plantations ; 
(e) appeals from any order of the chief inspector or inspector and the 

form in which, the time within, which and the authorities to which, 
such appeals may be preferred ; 

(f) the time within which housing, recreational, educational or other 
facilities required by this Act to be provided and maintained may 
be so provided ; 

(g) the types of latrines and urinals that should be maintained in planta
tions; 

37. Ins. by Act 34 of 1960, Sec. 8. 

.. 
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(h) the medical, recreational and educational facilities that should be 
provided in plantations ; 

(i) the form and manner in which notices of periods of work shall be 
displayed and maintained ; 

( j ) the registers which should be maintained by the employers and the 
returns, whether occasional or periodical, as in the opinion of the 
State Government may be required for the purposes of this Act 38[*] ; 

(k) the hours of work for a normal working day for the purpose of wages 
and overtime ; 

39[(1) any other matter which is required to be, or may be prescribed.] 

(3) All rules made under this Act shall, if made by any Government, 
other than the Central Government, be subject to the previous approval of the 
Central Government. 

APPENDIX 

In relation to the areas or establishments to which the Maternity Benefit 
Act, 1961 (53 of 1961) applies, Sec. 32 of the Plantations Labour Act, 1951, has 
been amended by Sec. 29 of the former Act as follows : 

"29 Amendment of Act 69 of 1951.-In Sec. 32 of the Plantations Labour 
Act, 1951,-

(a) in sub-section (1), the letter and brackets "(a)" before the words "in 
- the case of sickness" the words ''and" after the words "sickness : 

allowance" and Cl. (b) shall be omitted ; 
(b) in sub-section (2), the words "or maternity" shall be omitted. 

38. The word "and" omitted by Act 58 of 1981 1 Sec. 14 (w.e.f. 26th Janual}', 
1982). 

~9. Added by ibicf, 
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THE MINIMUM WAGES ACT 1948 

\ 
Act No. XI of 1948 

( As modified upto September, 1957 ) 

An Act to provide for fixing minimum rates of wages in certain employments. 

Whereas it is exredient to provide for fixing minimum rates of wages in certain 
employments : 

It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. Short title and extent.-(!) This Act may be called the Minimum Wage<; 
, Act, 194H. 

C2) It extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and K~shmir, 
. . 

2. lnterpretation.-ln this Act. unless there is anything repugnant in the suhject 

or context.-

(a) ''adult", "adolescent'' and "child" have the meanings respectively assigned 

to them in section 2 of the 1[Factories Act, 1948 (LXIIJ of 1948) :J 

(b) "appropriate Government" means~ 

(i) in relation to any scheduled employment carried on by or under the 

authority of the 1[Central Government or a ·railway administration,] or 

a railway company operating a Fed~rcil railway or in relation to a 
mine, oilfield or major port, or any corporation established by a Central 
Government : and 

(ii) in relation to any other sche~uled employment, the State Government; 

(c) ··competent authority" me~ns the. authority appointed by the appropriate 
government by notiflcation in its Oflicial (]azette to ascertain from time to time the 

cost or li\'ing int.lex numbe1 applicable to the employees employed in the scheduled 

employments specified in such notification:· 

t d) ''cost of living indc~ number" in relation to employees in any scheduled 

employment in. rcsp;::ct of which minimum rates of wages haw been fixed, means the 

index numhcr ascertained and d.:clared by the competent authority by notification in 

Lht: Oilicia.l Gazette to be the '\:ost of living index number" applicable to employees 

1 Subs. Dy Act 2G of 1954 

2. Sui.Js, i.Jy Act 30 of 1 ~57. 



(e) "employer" means any person who employs, ·whether directly or throught 
anotheF person, or whether on behalf of himself or any other person, one or more employees 
in any scheduled employment in respect of which minimum rates of wages have been fixed 
under this Act, and includes except in sub-sectio:1 (3) of section 26.-

(i) in a factory where there is carried on any scheduled employment in l'l!'>pect 
of which minimum rates of wages ha~e been fixed und'!r this Act. any pe~son 
named under 1[clause (I) of sub-section (I) of section 7 of 1 he Factories Act. 
\948 (LXIII of 1948),] as manager of the factory; 

(ii) in any scheduled employment under the control of aily Go,·cument in India 
in respect of which minimum rates o.f. wag.Ls have been fixed Wtrf·~r this Act, 
the person or authority appointed hi such Government for t h,: superYiliion 
and_ control of employees or where no person or auth01ity is so appointed. 
the head of the Department ; 

(iii) in any scheduled employment under arty local authority in respect of which 
minimum rates of wages have been fixed under this Act, the person appointed 
by such authority for the supervision and control.of employees or where no 
person is so appointed, the chief executive officer of the local authority ; 

(iv) in any other case wh,re there is carried on any scheduleumployment in ·----
respect of which minimum rates of wages have been fixed under this Act, any 
person responsib1e to the owner for the supervision and control of the eniplo: 
yees or for the payment of wages ; 

(f) "prescribed" means prescribed by rules made under this Act : 

(g) "scheduled employment" means an employment specified irt the Schedule, or 
any process or branch of work f~rming parf of such empfoymcnt : 

(h) ''wag,es" mcam all remuneration. capable of being expressed in tcnns of money. 
which would, if the terms of the contract of employment, express or implied, were fulfilled, 
be payable to a person employed in resprct of his employment or of wMk done in such 
emplqyment 2(and includes hou~e rent allowance,] but docs not include-

(i) the value of-

(a) any house-accommodation, supply of' light. water. ·medical atlendlnce, or 

1. Subs. by Act 26 of 1954. 

2. Ins. by Act 30 of 1957. 
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(b) any other amenity or any service excluded by general or special order of the 

appropriate Goverilment ; ,, 

(ii) any contribution paid by the employer to any Pension Fund or Provident 

Fund or un:.lcr any scheme of social insi.1rance; 

(iii) any.tro.~vclling allowan~:c or the value of a·.1y travelling concession; 

(iv) any sum paid to the person, employed to defray special expenses entitled 

on him by the nature of his employment ; or 

(v) any gratuity payable on discharge ; 

(i) ''employee" means any person who is_ employed for hire or reward to do any work, 
skilled or unskilled, manual or clerical, in a scheduled employment in respect of which mini

mum rates of wages have been fixed; and includes an outworker to whom any articles or 

materials are given out by another person to be made up, cleaned, washed, altered, ornamen

ted, finished, repaired, adapted or otherwise processed for the sale for .purposes of the trade or 

business of that other person where the process is to be carried out either in the home of the 

out-worker or in some other premises not being premises under the control and management 
of that other person ; and al~o i·.1dudes an employee declared to be an employee by the appro

priate Government ; but doe~ not include any member of the Armed Forces of the Union. 

3. Fixing of minimum rates of wages.-(!) The appropriate Government shall, 

in the manner hereinafter provided,.:_ 

1[{a) fix the minimum rates of wages payable to employees employed in an employ

ment specified in Part I or Part II of the Schedule and in an employment 
·added to either Part by notification under Section 27 : 

Provided t_hat the appropriate Government may, in respect of employees employed m an 
employment specified in Part II of the Schedule, instead of fixin_g minimu~ rates of wages 
under this clause for the whole Stille, fix such rates for a part of the State or for any specified 
class or classes of such employment in the whole State or part thereof;] 

(b) JeViCW a~ SUC~l inter.vals as it may thiilk fit, SUCh intervals not exceeding five 

years, the mi·.1imum rates of wages so fixed ar.d revise the minimum rates, 

if necessary : 

~(Provided that where for any reason the appropti<tte Government has not 

reviewed the minimum r.1te~ of wages fixed by it 1n respect of any scheduled 

empi,1yment within any interval of tl\'c ye:1rs. nnthing contained in this clause shall 

1. Subs by Acl 31 of 1961 dated 28!h August 1961. 

2. Added by Acl 30 of 1957. 



be deemed to prevent it from reviewing the minimum rates after the expiry of the said period 
of five years, and revising them if necessary, and until they are so revised the minimum rates in 
force immediatele before the expiry of the said period of five years shall continue in force.] 

(lA.) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (I), t<he appropriate Government 
may refrain from fixing minimum rates of wages in res{>ect of any ~heduled employment in 
which there ~re in the whole State less than one thousand employees engaged in such employ
ment, but if at any time, 1(**] the appropriate Government comes to a finding after such 
inquiry as it may make or cause to be made in this behalf that the number of employees in 

any scheduled employment in respect of which it has refrained from fixing minimum rates of 
wages has risen to one thousand or more, it shall fix minimum rates of wages p.1yab!e (() 
employees in such employment 2[as soon as may beaftcr such finding}. 

(2) The appropriate Government may fix:-

(a) a minimum rate of wages for time work (hereinafter referred to as ''a minimum 
time rate"); 

(b) a minimum rate of wage!. for piece work (hereinafter referred to as 
piece rate"); 

'' .. a mnumum 

(c) a minimum rate of remuneration to apply in the case of employees employed 
on piece work for the purpose of securing to such empl~ye:es, a minimum rate of 
wages on a time work basis (hereinafter referred to a~ "a guaranteed time rate")~ 

(d) a minimum rate (whether a time rate or a piece rate) to apply in substitution 
for the minimum rate which would otherwise be applicable in .respect of over
time work done by employees (hereinafter referred to as '·oveninle rate"'); 

1[(2A) Where in respect of an industrial dispute relafing to the rates of wag.:s payable tl) 

any of the employees employed in a scheduled employment, any proceeding is (1';:rtding bcfort: a 
Tribunal or National Tribunal under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947) or before 
any like authority under any other law for the time being in force, or an award made by any 
Tribunal, National Tribunal or such authority is in operation, and a n•Hilica!io:l fixingor r.:vi
sing the minimum rates of wages in respect of the sched,uled cmp:oyment is issued during 
the pendency of such proceeding or the operation of the award, then, notwith
standing anything contained in this Act, the minimum rate-; of wag~ so fixed or 50 

The words, brackets and figure "whether before or afler the expiry of any lime limit <;.pecitied in 
sub-section (1 )"omitted by Act No. 31 of 19E1 

2. Subs. by ibid. 

3. Ins. by ibid. 
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revised shall not apply to· those employees· during the period in which· the ·proceeding is 
pending and the award· made therein ·is in op!ration or, as the case may be, where the 
notification is issued during the period· of opera~ion of an award, during ·that period ; and 
where such proceeding or award rclat_es to the rates of wages payable to all' the employees in 
the scheduled employment, no minimum rates of\Vages shall be fixed or revised in respect of 
that employment during the said period.] 

(3) In fixing or revising minimum rates of wages under thin section,:- · 

(a) different minimum rates of wages may be fixed for-

(i) different scheduled emplo~m~nts ; 
. I 

{ii) different classes of work in the same. scheduled employment ; 

(iii) adults, adolescents, children and apprentices ; 

(iv) different localities ; 

1l(b) minimum· rates of wages may he fixed by any one or more of the following 

wage periods, 11:\me.ly :-

(I) hY the hour, 

(ii) by the day. 

(iii) by the month, or 

(iv) by_ such other larger wage period as may be prescribed : _ 

and where· such rates are fixed · by the day or by the month, the manner of 
calculating wages for a month or for a day, as the case may be, may be indicated;] 

I 

Provided that where any wagc.:-periods have been fixed under section 4 of the Payment 
of Wages Act, 1936 (IV of 1936), minimum wages shall be fixed in accordance therewith. 

(4) Minimum rate of wages.~!) Any minimum rate of wage-; fixed or ,revised 
by the appropriate Government in respect of scheduled employments under section 3 
may consist of-· 

1. Subs, by Act 30 of 1957, 
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(i) a basic rate of wages and a special allowance at a rat~ ~9 be-_ 
adjusted, at such intervals. and in such. manner as the _approp~iate 
Government may direct, to accord: as nearly. ai practicable, with the 
variation in the cost of · living :index. nwnber applicable t() such 
workers (hereinafter referred to. as. the ... cost of living allo~a,nce'.'); 

or_ \.)~: 

(ii) a basic tate of wages with or without the cost of living allowance. 
and the cash value of the concessions, in r~t of supplies of 
essential commodities at concession rates, where so authorised ; or 

. (iii) an all-inclusive rate anowing for the · basic rate. the cost of hving 
allowance and the cash . value of the concession-;, if any. 

(2) The cost of living allowance and the Cash value of the concession in respect 

of supplies of essential commodities at concession rates shall be computed 
by the competent authority at such intervals and · in accordance with such 
directions as may be specified or given by the appropriate Government. 

1[6. Procedure for fixing and revising minimum wages.-(1) I~ fixing minimum 
rates of wages in· respect of any scheduled employment ·for the firit time under this 
Act or in revising minimum rates of wages so fixed, the appropriate Government 
&hall either-

(a) appoint as many committees 
and sub-committees as it 
c;:onsiders necessary to hold 
enquirieS' and advise it in 
respect of such fixation, or 
revision, as the · case may 
be, or 

1. Subs, by Act, 30 of 1957. 

For Assam only t 
(a)· appoint as many committees ' 

and sub-committees as it 
con'iiders necessary to hold 
enquiries and advise it in 
respect of -such fixation or 
revision, as the case may be; 
Provided- committees and sub
committees as so appointed may 
advise· the appropriate ·Govern
ment in respect of fixation of 
wages· 9n. interim measure after 
holding such preliminary;, enqui
ries ·as the committee -or ·the 
sutrcommittee, as the c~~ may 
be, consideri necessary in this 
behalf and· . the appropriate: 
Government after considering· 
such advice may fix. ihe, \vages 
pending· the fixation · of the 
minimum rate of . wages a!> 
required under sub-section (2)-or 

t The Minimum Wages Act, 1948, In its application to th~ State of .llssam has been amended by 
the Minimum Wages (Assam · Amendment) Act, No. XIX of 1964, published in the Assam Gazette 
Extraordinary, dated 11th August 1964 by substituting 11 colon for .the comma and the. word "or .. 
after the word "be" at the end of clause (a) of section 6 (1) of the Minimum Wages .Act 19\18 
and by the addition of a 'proviso after clause (a) as so amended; ' 
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(b) by notification in the Official Gazette, publish its prop9~s. for the in
formation of persons likely to be affected thereby and sp(;dfy .. ~ date, not 
less, than two ·months from the · date of the notification;: on which .the 
proposals will -be taken into consideration. 

(2) After considering the advice of the ·committee or committees· ~ppointed 

under clause (a)' of sub-section (1), or as the case may be, ill iq,rescntation. 
recei~ed by it before .the· date specified· in the notification·· ii~r; claus{ (b) 

of that suQ-section, the approp~id.te Government·, shall; by,; ~cationr in! the 

1[6. 

Officia,l Gazet\e, fix, or, as the case may be, . , 

revise the minimum rates of wages in respect of respect of each scheduled employ
mf;lnt, and unless such notificati!)n otherwise provides. it shall come into force· on 
the expiry of three months from the date of its issue.: 

Provided that .where the approp.riate Government proposes to revise the minimum 
rates of wages by the mode specified in ciause (b) of sub-section· (i)~ the appro-
priate Gover·nme:'lt shall consult the Advisory Board also.] · ·' 

• • ..•)' .. 

7. Advisory Board-'-For the purpose of co-ordinating the. work of 1[copunjttecs and 
sub-committees appointed under section sJ and advising the appropriate oovemm~nt; generally 
in the matter of fixing and revising minimum rates of wag~s. the appropriate Government· 

shu II appoint an Advisory Board. · ., 

8. Central Advisory Board.-{1) For the purpose of advising the Central and State 
Govcmments in the matters· of the fixation and r<!vision of minimum rates of wages and other 
matters under this Act .and for co-ordinating the work of the Advisory Boards, the.Central' 
Government shall appoint a Ce:ltrul Advisory Board. 

~·. ... 
J. -·. 

(2) The C~~tral Adviso:y Board shall consist of persons to be nominated by the 
Central Gevernment representing employers· and employ~s in the sc.heduled employ~ents 
who shall be equal- in number, and independem persorrs· not·· exceed-

1. Omitted by Acl No: 30 of 1957. 

2. Subs. by ibid. 



ing one-third of its total number of ~ru:mbers; one of· such independent persons shal( be 
s.hall be appointed th~ Chairman of the Board by the Central Government . 

. 9. . Composition of . Commtttees. etc.-Each of. the. commit~, sub-committee$ 
1[ • • • • ] and. the Advisory ·Board shall •consist of 

persons to be nominated by the appropriate Government ~resenting employers· and 

cmpl!lY~ in the sche~ut.~ en,tplo~e~ts, ·who shall be equal in ~umber, and indepe
ndent' 'peri_ons not exceeding one~third of its total number of members ; one of such 

.·indC~ndent person shall ·be appointed the· Chairman by the appropriate Government 

'[10. Correction of errore.-(!) The appropriate Government may, at' any time 
by notification in the Official Gazette, correct clerical 01 arithmetical mist-akes in any 
order fixing or revising minimum rates of wages under this Act, or error.> arising 
therein from any accidental slip or ornissi·on. 

. ' 
(2) Every such notification shall, as· soon as may be after ic is iso;ued, he placed 

before the Advisory Boord for inform3tion.J · 

. "" . ·-·-··. 
11. Wages in kind.-(1) Minimum wages payable under this Act shall be paid 

in cash. 

(2) Where it has been the custom to pay wages :wholly or panty in kind, the 

appropriate Government being of the opinion that it is necessary in the circumstances 

of the case may, by notification in the Official Gazette, authorise the payment of 

minimum wages either wholly or partly in kind. 

(~) ·If the approPriate Government is of the opuuon thar provJSJon should be 

made for the supply of essential .·commodities at concessio~l rates, the appropriate 

Government may, by notification in the Offi<.."i.al Gazette, authorise the }>(avision. of 

such supplies· at concession rates. 

(4) . The ca~h value . of. w~~ iri kind and of concessions in respect of supplies 

of essential c.ommoditics . .a.t concession rates a.uthoriscd. · under sub-sectiO'.l'i (2) and (3) 

~all be estimated in the prescribed manner. 

12. Payment of minimum rates of waoes -(1) Where in respect of any scheduled 

cmp~oyment a notifica~ion under section. 5 1
[ • •J is in force. the employer shall 

Pay to.cvery employee engaged in a; s~heduled employment under him wages at a rate 

not tess than the minimum rate of wages fixed by such notification for that class of 

employee in that employment· without any deductions except as may be authorised within 

such time and subject to such condition~ as may be prescribed. 

' 
The words • advisary committees, advisory sub-commitiees" omill&d by Act 30 of 1957. 

2 Suba. by ibid. 

3 The words and figure& "or &ection 10" omitt&d by ibid. 
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(2) Nothing contained in this section shall affect the provisions of the Payment 
of wages Act, 1936 ( IV of 1935) .. 

13. Fixing hours for a normal working day, etc.-1[(1)] In regard to any sche
duled employment minimum rates of wages· in respect of which have been fixed under 
this Act, the appropriate Government may-

(a) fix the number of hours of work which shall constitute a normal working day 
inclusive of one or more specified intervals; 

(b) "'provide for a day of rest in everY period of seven days which shall be 
allowed to all employees or to any specified class of employees and for the 
payment of remuneration in respect of such days of rest; 

(c) provide for payment for work on a day of rest at a cate. not less than 

the ~overtime rate. 

~[(2) The provisions of sub-section (I) shall, in relation to the following classes 
of employees, ·apply only to such extent and subject to such conditions as ·may be 
prescribed :-

(a) employees engaged on urgent work, or in any emergency which could not 
have been foreseen or prevented : 

(b) employees engaged in work in the nature of preparatory or complementary 
work which must necessarily be carried on outside ~he limits laid down for 
the general working in the employment concerned; 

(c) employees whose employment' is ·essentially intennittent ; 

(d) employees engaged in any work which for technical reasons has to ·be 
comp.leted before the duty is .over ; 

(e) employee.. engaged in a work . which could not be carried on except at 
times dependent on the irregular action of na,tural forces. 

(3) For the purpose~· ·of clause (c) ofsub-section (2), employment of an employee 
is essentic:lly) intermittent .when it is declared to be so by the appropriate Government 
on the ground that the daily hours of duty of the employee . or if tllere. _l>e no daily 
hours of duty as such for the employee, the hours ·of duty, normally include periods 
of inaction during which the employee may be on duty but is not called upon to 
displayJ either physical ·activity or sustained attention.] 

Re-numbered as sub-section (,) of Section , 3 by .Act ~9 of , 957. 

2 Addt1d by ibid. 



.... 

14. Ov-:-, ~i.lle.:_(l) Where an employee, whose minimum rate of wages is fixed 
under this Act by the hour, by the day or by such a longer wage-period as may 
l?e. prescribed, works. , on. any day in. ex.cess. _of the !J:Uml>er of hours constituting a 
normal working day, the. employer shall pay him for every hour or for: part of an 
ho~r ~ worked in ex.cess at the overtime rate fixed un~1 tlus Act or UJider any 

·law of the appropriate Government for the time being in force, whichever is higher~ 

(2) Nothing in this Act shall prejudice the operation 
1[section 59 of the Factories Act, 1948 (LX III of 19-18)] in 
provisions are applicable. 

of ·the provisions of 

any ca !.t: where those-

16. Wages of worker who works for Jess ~han normal working day.- If an 

'empl~yee whose minimum rate of wages has been ·fixed under this Act by the day worh 
on any day on which he was employed for a -period less than the requisite number 
of hours constituting a normal working day, he shall, save as otherwise hereinafter 
provided, be entitled to receive wages in respect of work done by him on that d'ly 
as if he had worked for a full normal working day ; 

Provided, however, that he shall not be entitled to receive w;.ges for a full normal 
working day-

(i) in any case where .Jus failure to. work is caused by his unwillingneSs to 
work and not· by the omissio~ of the employer to provide him with work and 

(ii) in such other ·cases and circumstanceS as may be prescribed. 

16. Wages for two or more claasea of work.-Where an employ~ does two or 
more classes of work to each of which a different minimum r.lte of wages is . applicable. 
the. employer shall pay to such employee in respect ·or the time respectively occupied 
in each· such class of work, wages at not less than the miriimum rate in force in 
respect o( each such class. -~--

17. Minimum time rate wages tor pleco work. Where an employee· is employed 
on piece work for which minimum time rate and 110t a minimum piece r.1tc has been 

fixed under this Act, the employer shall pay to such employee wages at not les~ than 

..... tb.~ ... minimum time rate. 

18. Maintenan~e of registers and records.:-(!) hcry employer shall maintain 

such registers and records giving such particulars of employees employed by him., the 

work performed by them, the wages paid to them, receipts given by them and such other 

particulars and in such form as may be prescribed. 

1 Sub5. by Act 26 of 1 954, 
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(2) Every employer shall keep exhibited, in such -manner as may._}~e· .prescribed, 
in the factory, workshop or place whe~ the employees in the schcdule4 elllploymcnt:may · 
be employed, or in the case of out-workers, in such factory, workshop or place as may 
be used for giving out~work to them, notices in the prescribed form ·containing prescribed 
particulars .. · · · · _,.,.·,:. •, : 

(3) The-. appropriate Government· may; by rules made under' this Act; provided for 
the issue of wage books ·or wage slil'!t to employees cinplo)'cd in any; scheduled. emplOy
ment in respect of which minimu~ rates of wages have been fixed and prescribe the 
marmer in which entries shall be made and authenticated in such wage books or wage 

I ·, , : 1 ~ ; ' . : 

~ups by the employer or his agent. 

19. Inspectors.-(!) The appropriate · Government may, by .,notification in the 
Official Gazette, appcint such p~rson'> as it thinks ·fit . to be Inspectors ·for the purpose~ . 
of this Act. and define the locai limits within which they shall exercise. their fuaction'>. 

(2) Subject to any rules made in this behalf, an Inspector may, within. the local 
limits for which he is appointed-

(a) enter, at all reasonable hours, with such assistants (if any) being personc; 
in the service of the Government or any local or other public authority as 
he thinks fit, any premises or place where employees are employ~ or work 
is given OUt to OUt-workers in. any scheduled employment. in !.CSpec~ Of whlch . 
minimum rates of wages have been fixed under this Act., for -~ purpose of 
examining any register, record of wages or notices requi~ to _be .kept or 
exhibited by or under this Act or rules made thereunder and require the 
production thereof fQr inspection ; 

. . . . . . ~· 

(b) examine any person whom he finds rn any such premises. o"r ~Ja~ and who, 

·he has reasonable, cause to . believe, is . an employee employed thereiri or an 
- . . ..[ ~- ~ : :. : .: .. 

emp.loee)' to whom work is given out therein; 

(c) require any person giving out work and any out-workers, to give any 

information, which is in his power to give, with respect to the names and 

addresses of the persons, to. for and from whom the work is. given out or 

received, and with respect, to the payments to be made for the ·work ; 

1[(d) seize or take copies of such register. record of \vagcs or noticeS or portions 

thereof as he may consider relevant in respect of an offence under this Act 

which he has reas~>n to believe has been committed by an employer; and] 

(e) exercise such other powers as may be prescribed. 

Subs. by Act 30 of 1957. 



(3) Every inspector shaH be deemed to be a publib servant with the meaning of the 

Indian Panel Code (XLV of 1860). 

1(4) Any person required to produce any document or thing or to give any information 
by an inspector under sub-section (2) Shall hi! deemed to be legally bound to do so within 
the meaning of section 175 and section 176 of the Indian Penal Code (XLV of 1860.} . 

20. · cralms-(1) The· appropriate Government may. by notiticatioo in the Official 

Gazette, appoint '[any Commissioner for Workm~'s Compensation or any officer of the 
Central Government exercising functions as a. Labour Commissioner for any region or any 

officer of the _State Government .not below the ·rank ofl.abour C?mmissioner or any} other 
officer wit~ experien~ as a Judge of a Civil Court or as a stipendiary Magistrate to be the 
authority to hear and decide for any specified area ali claims arising out of payment of less 
than the minimum rates of wages 1 [or in respect of the payment of remuneration for days of 
rest or for work done ().n such days under clause {b) or clause (c) of sub-section (I} of section. 
13 or of wage~ at the ewer-time rate under section 14] to employee<; employed or paid in 

that area. 

(2) _'[Where an emploree has a:ny claim of the nature referred to in sub-section (J)], 
the employee himself, or any legal practitioner or any official of a registered trade union 
authoriSed ·in writing to act or his behalf, or any inspector, or any person acting with 
tho pcmuSsion of the Authority appointed under· sub section (I), may apply to :Such autho-
rity for a ditcction under su~st:etion (l) : · · 

Provided that every such application shall be presented within six months from the date 
on which the minimum wages 1[or Other amount} became payable ; 

. Providcnd further that any appfication may. be admitted after the .said period of six 
months when the applicant satisfies the Authprity that he had suffidentau~ for not making 
t~e application within such period. · 

((3) When any application ·under the sub-section ·(2). is entertained. the Authority 
shall . hear the applicant and the employer, or give them an opportunity of being heard • 

. and after such further inquiry, if any, ~ it may consider necessary, may, without prejudice 
to any other pan.alty to which thC? employer may be lieble under this Act. direct-

(i) In the case of a claim arising out of payment of [ess than the minimum rates 

of wages, the payment to the employee ~f the amou~ by which the minimum wages payable 

to him exceed the amount actually paid, together with :the payment of such compcn:~ti(}fl 
as the Authority may think fit, not exceeding ten times the amount of such excces: 

1. Ins. by Act 30 of 1957. 

2. Suba. by Ibid. 



((il) :in any othe"r case,<the,J:layment ·pfltlul ;amou~t due to··the ~mploy~- ·t<j~~r '·wi4t 
tihe.paymerit of such compensation as-the Autho"rity rhay:think·flt, not exceeding ten·rui>ees·; 

:and :the-Auihori~y ·may direct pay merit of sueh t:a.mpensation. :iu ca~e$ Where ··the·ex~ss 
'or I the amount ·due-is .paiO. by :the ~rilployer :to :{he ·employee :before ··the dispos~f :o(ihe 
application.] 

(4) iif·the Authority hearing aily application under ·this seetionls saiisfled 'that :1f was 

~i thcr malicious or-vexatious, ·it may dire(:t !that ·a .penalty not -exceeding fi_f~y rupees -~.paid 
Ito 'the employer by ·-the .person .presenting -the appliCation. 

1(5) Any amourit direCted ·tO be .pa:id undei<this ~ction may :be recovered~ : · 

l(a) :n·:ihe Authority ·is ·a ·Magistrate, ·by. 'the -A:uthot~ty·as -int .were ·a :fin~ :impOsed 
·.by :the Author-ity as a Magi~trate, or · · · · · · 

' ; •:- · .. 
((b) :it the Autho~ity is -nbt ·a :Magistrate, ·by :any Magistrate ·to ·whom ·the Autori.ty 

makes application iin -this behalf.", as ·if ·it were ·a ·fine ·imposed ·by .. su9h 
Magistrate. 

{7) Every Atithotitv' ·appointed und_ei"' sii~ii.on f(il~ slilill 'ba:ve ail ·ihb ':po~~ ·--~Fa 
CCivil Court under ·ihe t:ode of'Civil PrOcedure, 1908 '('i·of 1908), for the 'puijjo8e or:titking 
·evidence and of enforcing. :the attendance ·of VJitn~es ·and ·compeUirig !the :production of 
documents, and evei:y suc·h Authority ·shalt be deemed· 'to be :a· 'CiVil ::eoutt .for·all the 

,purposes ·of section l95 and Chapter XXXV of -the Code- 'Of 'C-ririlirial :Procedure, 

1898 (V of 1·898). 

21. Single applicat.lon ·in respect of a .·i1um.ber of emp"foyees-{1) ·~[Subject 
:to such rules as may be prescr-ibed, ·a single -a.pplie<4tion.J may be pr!;!~nted under section 
20 on behalf or -in respect of ariy mimbe.i" ·of ·employe-es employed i~ the scheduled 
employment 'in respect ·of which minirnu·m rates of wages have been 'fixed·andln such eases 
<the maximum compensation ·which may be ·awarded· under sub-section .. {3) of section 20 
shall not exceed ten times the aggregate amount of such excess 1Ior ten rupees .per head. 
-as the case may bel. . . ... 

·(2) The Authonty may deal with any ·number of- separate ·. Pc:oding ~p.plications 
'prc:;cntcd under'section -20 in respect of employees in the scheduled ·employments in respect 
of which· min'imum rates or wages have been fixed, as a single ap_plication P!e~~d 
under sub-section ( 1) of this section and the provisions of that sub-section shail .apply 
accordingly. 

1. Subs. by Act 30 of 196 7-. 

.2. Added by ibid. 



~'{22 ;;penaltlea:for-oertain·offences.-Any-em_vloyer-who-

(a) pays to any employee less than the minimum rates of wages fixed for that· 
• et1Wloyee"S""class ·of workrodess' tharr the· amount~due · to ·him under ':the.· provisions "of this 
-Act, or. 

(b) contravenes any rule or order made under section 13, . 

''shiltl be punishable ·with impri~onment for a· term:wbich -may ''fttettd •to •six ~mon'ths, ··or 
with fine which may extend to five hurldred ·rupees, or·with both : 

Provided that in imposing·any fine for an otrente-urider this-section; the-Court siWI take 
into consideration the amount of any compensation already awarded against the accused in 
any 'PfeceCdings taken under section =20. 

22A. General provision for punishment of other offences.-Any employer who 
· coniravenCS" any provision-of-this Act o.r· of· any ·rille -Or· order -.made i -thcnnand.cr. ;&IJall, if no 
.. t1ther -pcnltlty iS provided' for·fittch-~ontravention•by this Act,. -bc-'1:'P1Jnfshablc -~With fine which 
may extend to five hundred rupccs-

228, Cognizance,ot!Off&nces.-'{1) No. Court shall take cognizance of. a complaint 
against any person for an offence-

. (a) .. under..~usc{a) ofsection22 unless an ~pptication in r~pect of tile '!acts 
coostituliP.g, such offence has bCeq presc;ntM under seCtion . 20 a~d luis'; been 

)granted .w~Jl):-or rio--part,. and the, {appropriate ~Gov~ent or· an ·_'P,fil~r 
: authorised..by·it in. this behalf.·bas-~~on~ the makiJlg of. the complahit ·; 

• • •• • • • • ••• • • 4-•l • 

(b) under clauSe (b) of section 22 or under section. 22A, except on· a --complaint 
made by, or with the section of, a~ Iniipcctor. 

. . 
·· (2) _.No'eourNihaJI::.tateJCOgnizanco- of an t()flencc- · 

·(a) ' under .clausO,(a)· or. 'dauso. (b ).of ~M .22,·unlcss ·co~pl_aint thereof . is ~made 
·within ·on~: month ·of., thCLgrant ofisanctialbunder tlua section ; 

(b) under section 22A, 1inless complaint thereof is made within six months <,)Lthe 
date on which the <;>ffence is alleged to have been committed.] 

· :)--£22C. :Offences·by:aompanies.~(l)·If.the person committing any.cffence uader this 
·A;~t1s ~'COmpany, every·personwbo.at the time,the··offence was committed, :was !.in:·cbnrze 
~"Oft and was responsible to,i;thc company for.-the conduct ·of. the ·business l.'Of! the .:company ,•as 
rweU·as the company-shall be deemed to be guilty· of the ·offence- and· shall be liable·.to·-be 
proceeded against and puneshed accordingly : 

1. S1,1bs.byAct.30of 1957. 

2. tn1. by Ibid. 

.., . 



.,..,. -· 

'{2) Where all or any of the provisioas of the said Act are applied to wages pi\)'able ·~·(!I 
·employees .in any scheduled employment under ~u\3-~ection (1), .the Inspector appointed under 
this Act &hall be deemed to be ·tho Inspector f"r the purpo&c: of enfgrcc:ment of the provisions 
so applied within .the local limits .of his jurisdictiou.g. 

23. ·exemptlon of employer from liability in certam casea.-Where an employer 
·· iis charged with an offence: against this Act. he shan be entWcd, upon complaint duly made 

.by him, to have any other person whom he charges ·as the actual offender~ hroughi· before . . 

the Court at the time apJ'ointed for hearing the charge; and if after t.he commission ofthc 
·offence has been proved, the employer provell to the sati&faction of the Court-_ · 

{a) that be has used due diligence: to enforce the execution of this Act. aud 

(b)' that the said other person committed the offence' in question without his knowledg~ 
consent or connivance, that other person shall be convicted of the offence and shall be liable 

.. -.1o.1he.like punishment as if he were the empl()yer and the empl_oyer shall be discharged; 

Provided that in seeking to prove, as aforesaid·, the employer may be examined on oath, 
and the evidence of the employer or his witness, if any, shall be subject lo cross-examination 
by or on behalf of the person whom the employer charges as the actual offender and by the 
prosecution. 

24. Bar of sults.-No Court shall entertain any suit for the recovezy of wages in so 
far as the sum so claimed-

(a) forms the subject of an ·application under section 2·) which has been presented by 
or on behalf of the plaintiff, or 

(b) has formed the subject of a direction under that section in favour of the plaintiff, or 

. (c) has been adjudged in any proceeding under that . s~tion not to be due to the 
plaintiff, or 

(d) could have been recovered by an application under that section. 

25. Contracting out.-Any contract pr agreement, whether made before or after the 
commencement of this Act, whereby an employee either relinquishes or reduces his right to 

. a minimum rate of wages or any privilege or conces.>ion accruing to him under this Act, 
shall be null and void in so far as it purports to reduce the minimum rate of wages fixed 
under this Act. 

26. Exemptions and Exceptions.-(!) The appropriate Government may, sub-
ject to such conditi.ons if any as it may think fit to impose, direct that the provisions 
of this Act shall not apply in relation to the wages payable to disabled employees. 
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(2) The appropriate Government may, if for special reasons it thinks so fit, by notifi
cation in the Official Gazette direct that · 1[subject to such condition'> and] for such period 
as it may specify the provisions of this Act or any of them shall not apply to all or any class 
of employees employed in any scheduled employment or to any locality where there is carried 
on <: scheduled employment. 

2[(2A) The appropriate Government may, if it is of opmton that, having regard to 
the terms and conditions of service applicable to any class of employee.s in a scheduled 
employment generally. or in a scheduled employment in a local area 1[or to any establislunent 
or a part of any establishment in a scheduled employment,] it is not necessary to fix minimum 
wages in respect of such employees of that class 1[or in respect of employees in such 

·establishment or such part of any establishment] as are in receipt of wages exceeding such 
limit as may be prescribed in this behalf, direct, by notification in the Official Gazette and 
subject to such conditions, if any, as it may think fit to impose, that the provisions of this 
Act or any of them .shall not apply in relation to such employees] 

(3) Nothing in this Act shall apply to the wages payable by an employer to a member 
of his family who is living with him and is dependant on him. 

Explanation.-In this sub-section a member of the employer's family shall be deemed to 
ir:dude his or her spouse or child or parent or brother or sister. 

27. Power of State Government to add to Schedule.- The appropriate 
Government, after giving by notification in the Official Gazette not less than three months' 
notice of its intention so to do, may by like notification, add to either Part of the· Schedule 
an.Y employment in respect of which it is of opinion that minimum rates of wages should be 
fixed und·!r this Act, and there~pon the Schedull! shall in it~ applicationto the State be 
deemed to be amended accordingly: 

28. Power of Central G.overnm~nt to give directions.-The Central Government 
may_give d.irection•;to a State Government as to. the _earrying into exeCution ·of this Act in 
the State. 

29. Power of the Central Government to make rules.-The Central Goveln
ment may, subject to the co11dition of previous publication, by notification in the Official 
Gaz~.:tte, make rules prescribing the term of office of the members, the procedure to be 
f'ollowcJ. in the con:.luct of busines~. the method of voting, the manner offilling up casual 
va<.:an•jt.:s in member:;hir and the quorumn~ces;ary for the trans:tction of business of the 

Central Advisory Boan.L 

30. Power of appropriate Government to make rules.-(1) The appropriate 

Government may, subject to the condition of prt.:vious publication, by notification in the 
Ollicial Gazette, make rules for carrying o:~t the purposes of this r\~o:t ; 

1. Ins by Act. 30 of 19S7. 

2. Ins. by Act. 26 of 1954. 



(2) without prejudice to the generality of ~he foregoing power, such rules ay-

(a) prescribe the term of office of the members, the procedure to be followed in the 
conduct of business, the method of voting, the manner of filling up casual 
vacancies in membership and the quorum necessary for the transaction of business 
of the committees, sub-committees 1[ * . * •] and the Advisory Board ; 

(b) prescribe the method 
to the subject-matter 
1[ • • 

of summoning witnesses, production of documents relevant 
of the enquiry before the committees, sub-committees 
• • ] and the Advisory Board ; 

(c) prescribe the mode of computation· of the cash value of wages in kind and 
of concessions in respect of supplies of. essential commodities at concession 

rates ; 

(d) prescribe the time and conditions of payment of, and the deductions permissible 
from, wages ; 

(e) provide for giving adequ1:1te publicity to the·minimum rates of wages fixed under 
this Act ; 

(f) provided for a day of rest in every period or seven days and for the payment of 
remuneration in respect of such day ; 

(g) prescrihe the number of hours of work which shall con.<nitute a normal working 

day ; 

(h) prescribe the cases and circumstances in which an employc;e employed for a period 
of less than the requisite number of hours constituting~ normal working day shall 
not be entitled to receive wages for a full no_rmal working day ; 

~i) prescribe the form of registers and records to be maintained and the particulars 
to be entered in such registers and records ; 

·-·- _______ (j) provide for the issue of wage books and wage slips and prescribe the manner of 
making and authenticating entries in wage books and wage slips ; 

(k) J:rescribe the powers of Inspectors for purposes of thi~ Act ; 

(I) n.:gulatc the scale of costs that may be allowed in proceeding~ under \t:c.:ti<>n 20: 

(m) prescribe the amount of court-fees p:~yable in respect of procc.·dings under 
section 20; and 

(n) provide for any other matter which is to be or may be prescribed_ 

1. The words "advisory committees, 11dvisory sub-committees" omitted by Act·30 of 1957. 
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[30A, Rules made by· Central ·Go'varnment to be laid bofore Pai'liament.

Every rule made by the Central Goverrurt~iit' und~r this Act shall be laid as soon as may. 

be after it is made before each house of Parlia1pent ·while it is in session fo'r a ldtal period 
of thirty days which may be comprised in or.e session or in two successive sessions, and if, 
before the expiry of the session in which it is so laid or the session immediately following, 
both Houses agree in making any modification in the rule or both Houses agree that the 
rule should not be made, the rule shall therea!'ler. have eiTect only in such modified form or be 
of no effect, as the case may be so, however, that any such modification or annulment shall 
be without prejudice to the validity of anything previously done under that rule.] . .. 

~[31. Validation of fixation of certain minimum rate.s of wages.-Where during 
the periml :--

(a) commencing on the 1st day of April, 1952, and ending with the date of the 
Commencement of the Minimum wages (Amendment) Act, 1954 
(26 of 1954); or 

(h) commencing on the 31st. day of December; 195-i, and ending with the date 
of the commen•;emcnt of the Minimum Wages (Amendment) Act, 1957 
(30 of 1957) ; or 

k) commencing on the 31st day of. December, 1959, and ending with the date 
of the commencement of the Minimum Wages (Amendment) Act, 1961.. 

minimum rates of wages ha\'e be!n fixed by an appropriate Government as being payable 
to. employees employed in any employment specified in the SChedule in the belief or purpo
rted belief thai such rates were being fixed under clause (a) of sub-section (I) of section, 3 
as in force· immediately before the ~ommencement of the minimum Wages (Amendment) 
Act, 1954 (26 of 1954), or the Minimum Wages (Amendment) Act, 1957, (30 of 1957)1 or 
the Minimum Wages (Amendment) Act, 1961, as the case may be, such rates shall be deemed 
to have been fixed in accordance with law and shall not be called in question in any court 
on. the ground merely that the relevant date specified for the purpo!.e· in that clau~ had 
expired at the time the rate~ were fixed: 

Provided that nothing contained in this section shall extend, or be construed to extend, 
to affect any person with any punishment or penalty whatsoever by reason of the payment 
by him by way of wages to any of his employees during any period specified in this section 
of an amount which is le~s than the minimum rates of wages referred to in this section or 
hy reason of non-compliance during the p~riod afor<!said with any order or rule issued 

und'!r section 13.] 

"[(2) The provisions or sub-section (I) shall apply in relation to nummum rates 
or wages fixed by an appropriate Government Juring the period commence-

1. Ins. by Act No. 31 of 1961. 

2. Subs. by ibid. 
3. Added by Act No 30 of 1 957. 
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..... _ing.on the 31st day of December, 1954, and endin~ with the date of commencement of the 
Minimum Wages (Amendment) Act, 1957, as t)ley apply in relation to minimum rates of 
wages fixed by an appropriate Government during the period commencing on the lst day 
of April, 1952, and ending with the date of commencement of the Minimum Wages 
(Amendment) Act, 1954, subject to the modification that for the words, figures, brackets 1 
and letter "employment specified in Pdrt I of the Schedule in the belief or purported belief 
that such rates were being fixed under sub-cla.use (i) of clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 
3", the words, figures, brackets and Jetter ''employment specified in Part I or Part II of the 

Schedule in the belief or purported belief that such rates were being fixed under sub-clause (i) 
or sub-clause (ii) of ~Ia use (a) of sub-section (I) of section 3" shall be substituted.] 

THE SCHEDULE 

(See sections_ 2 (g) and 27) 

PART I 

1. Employment in any woollen carpci making or shawrwcaving establishment. 
2. Eri1ployment in any rice mill, flour mill or dal mill. 
3. Employment in any tobacco (including bidi making) manufactory. 
4. Emplnyment in any plantation, that is to say, any estate which is maintained 

for·the purpose of growing cinchona, rubber, tea or coffee. 
5. Employment in any oil mill. 
6. Employment under any local authority. 

1[7 .. EmploYment on the construction or maintenance of roads or in building. 
operations]. 

8. Employment in any stone breaking or stone crushing. 
9. Employment In any lac manufactory. 

10. Employment in any mica works. 
I I. Employment in public motor.transport. 
12. Employmeat in tanneries and leather manufactory. 

1[13. (a) Employment in gypsum mines; 
(b) Employment in barytes mines; ·and· 
(c) Employmen~ in bauxite mines.] 

PART II. 

I. Emplo~ment in agriculture, that is to saY, in any form of farming, including the 
cultivation and tillage of the soil, dairy farming, the production, cultivation, growing and 
harvesting of any agricultural or- .horticultufC!.I commodity, the raising of Jh·e-stock, bees or 
poultry, and any practice performed by a farmer or on a farm as incide~tal to or in co'njunc· 
tion with farm operations (including any forestry or timbering operation-; and the preparation 
for market 'and delivery to storage or to market or to carriagt: for transportation to market 
or farm produce). 

1. Subs by Act 30 of 1 !357 (shall be deemed always to have been sub:Hitutud). 

2. Addt:d by NotitiCiltion No. S. 0. 3760 dated 4th December 1962. 

----~ 
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